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Working across genres (historiography, criticism, narrative, poetry, translation, 
blogging, and social media), contemporary US-Mexico borderlands writer 
Cristina Rivera Garza accentuates absent presences through gures of revoicing 
and rewriting. In her research on the roles of patients, doctors, and authori-
ties negotiating meanings of mental illness in early twentieth-century Mexico 
City, Rivera Garza frames doctor-patient interactions as a translation process: a 
self-translation of nonverbal experience into language to fashion personal sto-
ries that are then translated into linear narrations and medical diagnoses. She 
seeks the traces of this negotiation in archived medical les: “the text is not just 
a collection of traces: it is a collection of traces and inscriptions in constant and 
perpetual competition.”
Rivera Garza’s writing about this dynamic is itself a chain of translations: La 
Castañeda: Narrativas dolientes desde el Manicomio General, México, 1910–1930 
(2010) is a rewriting of her 1999 novel, Nadie me verá llorar (translated by An-
drew Hurley as No One Will See Me Cry) and academic history essays drawing 
on the research for her 1995 dissertation, written in English. My English trans-
lation of La Castañeda consciously adds another layer to this palimpsest, a col-
lection of constantly competing traces. Philosopher Walter Benjamin, a crucial 
reference point for Rivera Garza, described translation not as a reproduction of 
meaning but as a work’s aerlife, “a transformation and a renewal of something 
living” (The Task of the Translator, 1921, p. 256, translated by Harry Zohn). In 
the works of Rivera Garza, there is an uneasy coexistence of that “something 
living” and its transformations: life and aerlife haunt each other.
Writing about her approach to the archives of La Castañeda asylum, Cristina 
Rivera Garza imagines “interviewing” a text like an anthropological informant. 
Following this lead, to form my approach as a translator of her words, I listened 
for what her characters and narrators could tell me about what translation means 
within Rivera Garza’s writing. It is a narrative world of doubles, shiing identi-
ties, incomplete communication, writers and rewriters, lives and aerlives. Her 
works problematize language and self, in part by highlighting translation. The 
narrator of La cresta de Ilión (2002), translated by Sarah Booker as The Iliac 
Crest, is furious to be unable to understand the language apparently spoken by 
only two female characters; their opaque communication holds the narrator 
in uncomfortable powerlessness. Non-translation is a tactic and also a quality 
of language. Intellectual detective novel La muerte me da (2007) asks not only 
“whodunit” but also: Who are these characters? What is the relationship of 
authors to their readers? Is writing a violent act? Is violence a sort of writing? 
And what is our role as readers in that dynamic? Early in the novel, as the fe-
male detective asks the character named Cristina Rivera Garza about one of the 
Alejandra Pizarnik poems le by a serial killer at a murder scene, the ctional 
Rivera Garza wonders, “How can I communicate to the Detective that the task 
of the poem is not to communicate, but just the opposite: to protect that space 
of the secret that resists any communication, any transmission, any attempt at 
translation?” [“¿Cómo comunicarle a la Detective que la tarea del poema no es 
comunicar sino, todo lo contrario, proteger ese lugar del secreto que se resiste a 
toda comunicación, a toda transmisión, a todo esfuerzo de traducción?” (55 –56)]. 
Translation, like communication through language in general, has limits. The 
murderer’s voice reects shortly thereaer, “to be able to listen .  .  . it is always 
necessary to be a little bit outside of your own head. Out of your mind. . . . In 
the end, you never know for sure exactly whose words they are” [“para poder 
escuchar [. . .] siempre es necesario estar un poco fuera de uno. Fuera de Sí. [. . .] 
A nal de cuentas uno nunca sabe a cierta ciencia de quién son las palabras” (77).] 
Likewise, the protagonist of the story “La alienación también tiene su belleza,” 
from Ningún reloj cuenta esto (2002), translated by Sarah Booker as “There is 
also Beauty in Alienation,” is a young woman who moves to another city for a 
new job as a translator and becomes transformed into her own Other. To par-
ticipate in translation, in reading, or communication in general, we enter into a 
play of voices and selves, lives and aerlives. In Rivera Garza’s ction, selves and 
writings coexist and interact, and silence is a part of communication.
Within this context, Rivera Garza’s multi-genre body of work on the social 
history of La Castañeda insane asylum in early twentieth-century Mexico City 
is an extended meditation on how she wants to tell this particular story and to 
what extent it can be told, layering voices and accentuating silences, appropria-
tions, and translations. In La Castañeda, Rivera Garza views the task of histo-
rians as a type of translation: “this process of translation (from the language of 
one time to that of another) is, in my opinion, the fundamental task that mod-
ern societies have entrusted to historians.” Furthermore, she sees individuals’ 
written accounts of their own experiences as translations themselves: “Marino 
García translated himself, rst for himself (if we accept that remembering is a 
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process that involves situating the past in the context of the present) and, still 
more fundamentally, for the medical resident, upon whose expert judgement 
his future depended.” Her writing about these histories/translations calls for a 
process-oriented ethnographic mode: “Something should happen in the real and 
true world, I insist, in the world of esh and blood citizens, when the texts of our 
memory take on the syntactical, cultural, political challenge of embodying the 
narrative strategies of the documents upon which they are based.” A translation 
following this mode would, in turn, strive to embody and make visible the strat-
egies that form the source text and its translation.
This physicality of narration shapes the opening image of La Castañeda. 
More than a transformation or an aerlife, La Castañeda is a living severed part 
of a body that is simultaneously Self and Other:
You and I are in the presence of the strange case of a conjoined twin brother 
separated at birth from his double, his mirror image, his opposite. The 
other body. The sister (because novela is a feminine word) took her rst 
steps toward the end of 1999, and from that point onward, never had the 
desire or inclination to look back. Nadie me verá llorar: No One Will See 
Me Cry. Torn from himself, the brother was silent. Shut away in drawers 
or lost in endless, interchangeable lists of les, the conjoined twin brother 
learned to contemplate the always warm contours of his scar. Living esh. 
A rending more than a parting of ways. A dismemberment.
You and I are in the presence of an act of violence. We are at a point of 
restitution.
In fact, this text has still other living kin, other selves. Portions of the Spanish 
text of La Castañeda are adapted and translated from work that Rivera Garza 
published in English in academic journals. As a translator reading a Spanish 
text that contains translated passages, I strained to hear what may have been 
the English source text, which in turn may have been inuenced by the author’s 
mother tongue, Spanish. I listened not only for source text passages written in 
English, but behind them and infusing them, a research process conducted par-
tially in Spanish, working with Spanish-language archival materials. A coherent 
English voice smoothing over all these competing traces would obscure the pa-
limpsestic character of La Castañeda rather than participating in its attempt to 
make visible its method and embody the narrative strategies of the documents 
on which it is based. My translation strategically calls attention to the multi-
ple interacting layers just beneath its surface. I stretch and contort English sen-
tences beyond convention to leave traces of the Spanish structures. I create the 
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occasional glimpse of a Spanish or Spanish-inected English source text through 
word choices or constructions that dier from the expectations of idiomatic 
English. I add explicit references to culture- or language-bound concepts. Rather 
than producing a smooth new voice that would drown out the competing voices 
of the source text, this translation strives to encourage readers to attune their 
ears to polyphony.
xvi Translator’s Note 
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A Preface in Five Vowels
a.
You and I are in the presence of the strange case of a conjoined twin brother 
separated at birth from his double, his mirror image, his opposite. The other 
body. The sister (because novela is a feminine word) took her rst steps toward 
the end of 1999, and from that point onward, never had the desire or inclination 
to look back. Nadie me verá llorar: No One Will See Me Cry. Torn from himself, 
the brother was silent. Shut away in drawers or lost in endless, interchangeable 
lists of les, the conjoined twin brother learned to contemplate the always warm 
contours of his scar. Living esh. A rending more than a parting of ways. A 
dismemberment.
You and I are in the presence of an act of violence. We are at a point of 
restitution.
e.
This book is a debt that was some een years overdue. First it was a master’s 
thesis, and years later, it was a doctoral dissertation. Then, something else 
emerged from the pages of that manuscript: its opposite. The days were short, 
cold with rain and frost. Ice oen glazed the streets. One morning, at the sight 
of a mountain of snow engulng a vehicle, I fell to my knees. I asked myself what 
I was doing there. I answered myself: I will write a book. Its opposite, which was 
at once its daughter and its conjoined twin sister, formed little by little, page 
by page, to help me survive that winter and all the other winters. The novel ac-
complished its mission, in eect, but it cost of the life of her twin brother, who 
languished away, hidden or betrayed—hidden and betrayed.
You and I are at a point of restitution. I said that before.
i.
The thing about conjoined twins is that whether or not they know or recognize 
one another, they both need one another. Aer all, they are oshoots of the same 
root. One is the reason for the other, and vice versa. No One Will See Me Cry 
is also this collection of narratives of pain, although they are enunciated in an 
enigmatic way. This collection from a faraway place and time is also that novel 
in which a woman smiles at a camera lens and asks: “How does one become a 
photographer of the mad?” Matilda Burgos and Joaquín Buitrago were here. 
Diamantina Vicario and Eduardo Oligochea were here. Each book has its own 
relationship to language: a sign of what one can do, how far one can go while still 
grasping some notion of the way back.
o.
I hesitated about the relevance of publishing a book so long overdue. In the end, 
curiosity got the best of me. What would it become once it had been translated 
into Spanish and transformed, or partially transformed, from purely academic 
writing into the way I write today? Would it withstand so many border crossings? 
Would it collapse in the attempt? And here we go once again. The book jour-
neyed from English into Spanish, returning to English now in Laura Kanost’s 
translation. What is the name of this game? Is it madness? Is it border-crossing 
addiction? Perhaps it is just that once started, true conversations are ceaseless, 
spanning entire eras (from early twentieth- to early twenty-rst-century Mex-
ico), territories (Mexico and the United States), and elds—of knowledge, ex-
perience, aect.
u.
The value of a book is not its novelty. In this case, its value lies in readings yield-
ing keys that just might unlock a mystery.
xviii A Preface in Five Vowels 
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Introduction
Words in a Title
M uch has been written about madness: its history, its causes and eects, its symbols, its changing nature and many names. Doc-tors, artists, lawyers, criminologists, and historians, to mention just 
a few modern professions, have used the tools of their disciplines to attempt 
to capture the evasive world believed to lie beyond reason. Such attempts are 
oen guided by stereotypes: the tormented genius, the creative lunatic, the seer. 
I won’t lie: suspiciously similar views also drove the rst stages of this research. 
The book that resulted from year upon year of reading dusty, yellowed archival 
documents aims rst and foremost to transcend those impressions. This goal 
does not stem from the actions of a novice. Rather, the objective took shape as 
my contact with the documents from La Castañeda General Insane Asylum 
grew closer, more intimate, and consequently, more uncomfortable.1 Perhaps it 
can all be explained by a series of gestures: hands shutting a le in complete 
frustration, eyes looking upward in disbelief at what they see before them, a 
body desperate for air making its way through the exit. The classic madman 
was nowhere to be found. The ideal madwoman was conspicuously absent. In 
their place, captured in broken phrases and terrible handwriting, were words. 
Half-written or mixed up, histories were lying there. Beginning the day that a 
man still unknown to me suggested I visit the archives of the Secretaría de Salu-
bridad y Asistencia (Department of Health and Welfare), where the documents 
of the General Insane Asylum were just beginning to be organized, what I read 
little by little were words expressed by or about very real men and women in early 
twentieth-century Mexico. Far from any stereotype, these esh-and-blood men 
and women attempted to articulate—sometimes rapidly and abruptly, some-
times stuttering and repeating themselves over and over—their human expe-
rience with mental illness. The histories in which that corporeal and spiritual 
experience lived, and still lives, became the starting point and the destination 
where this book proposed, and still proposes, to arrive: the narratives, joined 
together despite their lack of harmony, that made it possible for early twenti-
eth-century madness to become intelligible for the contemporary observer.
2 introduction
Narratives
Although I use “histories” and “narratives” interchangeably, lending these words 
a transparency they lack, I generally do so in relation to Hayden White’s concept 
of narrative as a system of discursive meaning production.2 In the present book, 
I explore the discursive strategies that La Castañeda General Insane Asylum 
psychiatrists and inmates employed to produce historical and concrete meaning 
relating to mental illness. One of my arguments is that this process was fueled 
by, and in turn fueled, ongoing debates about the denitions of gender, class, 
and nation that took place between 1910 and 1930, the early years of both the 
principal state asylum in Mexico and the country’s revolutionary period.
Within an examination room in an institution that had been located on the 
outskirts of Mexico City ever since its brilliant September 1910 grand opening, 
oen accompanied by family members and police, and certainly constrained by 
the items on an institutional questionnaire, the encounter between the psychia-
trist and the inmate was marginal in appearance only. The contentious dialogue 
about the medical diagnosis could only exist because a tense and volatile society 
was facing the challenge of a violent, dislocated present, soon compounded by 
the challenge of national reconguration. The words “crazy,” “irrational,” or 
“strange” were little more than loaded dice in this context: aer all, the deni-
tion of rational and productive behavior, that according to some would move the 
country forward, depended on this vocabulary. In other narratives, this moving 
forward has been referred to as the modernization process or, alternately, the 
construction of the modern Mexican state. Let me be clear that in these pages 
I am not attempting to determine whether particular inmates really, truly had 
the conditions with which they were diagnosed as psychiatric patients. Nor am 
I interested in shedding an ironic, retrospective light on the diagnostic errors 
made by very early practitioners of modern Mexican psychiatry. I fundamentally 
do not aim to give a voice to historical subjects who have their own voices, to 
which so many institutional les bear witness. Instead, I draw upon concepts 
from medical anthropology, especially ethnographic approaches, exploring the 
plot lines, core metaphors, and rhetorical devices that structure illness, which are 
drawn from cultural and personal modes for arranging experiences in meaning-
ful ways and for eectively expressing those meanings.3
In a strict sense it could be said, following Arthur Kleinman, that the pa-
tients who were conned in the state asylum developed illness narratives bearing 
traces of the various ways patients perceived, lived with, and responded to the 
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symptoms of their conditions, while the psychiatrists developed disease narra-
tives, that is, reclassications of illnesses in terms of their theories of disorder.4
The starting and ending points of these two discursive practices are, to no one’s 
surprise, not only dierent but also antithetical. In this book, however, I am less 
interested in exploring how these two starting points became divergent, and 
potentially contradictory, and more interested in how they produced one an-
other in immediate contact within a context that they both helped to create. To 
use a metaphor from cultural anthropology, I am more interested, then, in the 
process of writing the cultural text and less in the written text that looms in the 
imagination as autonomous and complete.5 Implicitly calling for acting and cre-
ating culture, this perspective also underscores the relevance and complexity of 
the contact situation through which a culture is created, or, as Mikhail Bakhtin 
argued, the point (or the concrete utterance of a speaking subject) where centrif-
ugal as well as centripetal forces are brought to bear.6
Dominated by tension and characterized by irregularity, the contact situation 
does not imply, according to William Roseberry, establishing a line of reference 
between two autonomous cultures (or languages), but rather, the intersection 
of at least two, and oen more, historical processes, each of which developed in 
contradictory, irregular ways.7
In the medical cases that concern this book, the physical contact situation in 
which psychiatrists and inmates found themselves was a public welfare institu-
tion dedicated to treating men, women, and children diagnosed with mental 
illnesses. It was located on the periphery of a city that was experiencing enor-
mous growth and at the temporal boundary between regimes oen described as 
opposites: the last year of the modernizing administration of Porrio Díaz and 
the earliest phase of revolutionary Mexico. Within these two concentric circles 
in both space and time, psychiatrists and inmates produced the semiotic contact 
situation: an oen-heated, broken dialogue best described by the Bakhtinian 
concept of the active understanding that characterizes internal dialogism. In it,
one assimilates the word under consideration into a new conceptual sys-
tem, that of the one striving to understand, establishes a series of com-
plex inter-relationships, consonances and dissonances with the word and 
enriches it with new elements. It is precisely such an understanding that 
the speaker counts on. Therefore, his orientation toward the listener is 
an orientation toward a specic conceptual horizon, toward the specic 
word of the listener; it introduces totally new elements into his discourse; 
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it is in this way, aer all, that various dierent points to view, conceptual 
horizons, systems for providing expressive accents, various social languages 
come to interact with one another.8
Throughout this book, I argue that psychiatrist-inmate interaction, as registered 
in the institution’s medical les, was at once less harmonious and less uneven 
than described in medical exegesis of the time.9 It was less harmonious because 
patients’ acquiescence to psychiatric diagnosis involved some degree of dissent 
and friction, and less uneven because, even within asylum hierarchies, psychia-
trists welcomed and indeed encouraged the very necessary participation of pa-
tients and their families in making diagnoses.
In the intimacy of the poorly equipped observation room, or among many 
individuals in overcrowded wards, psychiatrists and inmates engaged in a more 
forceful, dynamic, and at times even volatile relationship. Together, crossing 
fragile bridges fraught with misgivings and distrust, they authored polysemic, 
polyvocal, heteroglot narratives with which—eetingly, fragmentarily—they 
captured the uid realities of mental illness. These dialogical constructions arose 
from the tension produced by human contact as they saw, heard, and evaluated 
one another. These narratives emerged, then, more through skillful negotiation 
than utter opposition.10
In Pain
Medical anthropologists who work with living subjects have described, oen 
memorably, the high level of complexity and subtlety that characterizes 
psychiatrist-patient interactions. As Wittgenstein famously said, speaking 
about the body, about bodily sensations, is not an easy task. Saying: This is my 
mouth. Saying: It hurts here. I feel this or that. Or I felt it. Speaking about the 
mind. Saying: These are the various defeats of my will. All of these aspects only 
become more bewildering when attempting to trace voices from the past that 
make their way to the present, inscribed in clinical histories. Here. Although 
the General Insane Asylum medical les cannot replicate the richness of an 
ethnographic account or take the place of eldwork, they do contain interpreta-
tions of mental illnesses produced by psychiatrists and patients alike.11 Because 
diagnoses constituted then, as they do now, a thoroughly semiotic activity in-
volving analysis of one symbol system followed by its translation into another, 
they reveal the distinctive discursive strategies used by asylum doctors and 
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inmates as they debated the meanings of mental illnesses in early twentieth- 
century Mexico.12
Doctors strove to elevate the scientic status of their profession by commit-
ting to a linear narrative linking physical cause and mental eect through the 
use of psychiatric categories produced in Europe, particularly ideas related to 
degeneration theory, later substantiated and sometimes recast through concrete 
evidence from local cases. The emphasis doctors placed on an order of argumen-
tation, which they perceived as replicating an order of things, only reinforced 
their faith in the progressive and ascending nature of revolutionary society. In-
mates, on the other hand, brought stories of their lives with illness. Organized 
in conjunction with specialists and within the narrow connes of the medical 
questionnaire, these life histories manifested inmates’ remarkable drive to ex-
plain why and how their illnesses began and evolved.
If, as anthropologist Ruth Behar has argued, having both a life story to tell 
and the willingness to tell it implicitly involves the ability to rename and remake 
the world in which they were born, then this drive was hardly inconsequential.13
As Behar also described when tracing the biography of a street vendor named Es-
peranza, the rhetorical devices and scripts used to organize a life story vary across 
time, culture, and gender. Esperanza divided her story into three stages, namely 
suering, anger, and redemption, which she illustrated through rich vignettes, 
usually in dialogue form.
Although asylum inmates certainly did not enjoy the exible arrangement 
by which Esperanza reconstructed her life, they too organized their life stories 
through devices that were oen at odds with doctors’ notions of what a life is 
and how it should be recounted. Instead of employing a logic of achievement 
replicating the apparent inevitability of progress, inmates eloquently stressed 
instances of physical and spiritual suering in fragmented plotlines dominated 
by deterioration. Although real events varied greatly, the majority of inmates 
located suering at the outset of their lives: a broken home, rampant poverty, 
alcoholism, domestic violence, and especially among women, sexual abuse.
Illness was not presented, then, as a point of rupture within the upward linear 
trajectory of a life. Rather, illness appeared as a ash of light that illuminated 
ongoing wreckage. The reasons uctuated, but most of them were shaped by 
loss: the death of a child, sudden or long periods of abandonment and neglect, 
lost love. As inmate Olga I. concisely put it, these were bitter lives, ditches sur-
rounded by high walls. They had, then, their own avor; they belonged to a 
distinctive metaphorical universe.
6 introduction
As they recounted the stories of their lives with mental illness, inmates priv-
ileged lived experience. In doing so, they privileged deterioration over improve-
ment, dispersion over unity, failure over success. They spoke from the other side 
of progress. They did it directly, in a series of moves without intermediaries: raw 
words. Both in content and in form, what inmates’ illness narratives brought to 
the psychiatric hospital, and more precisely, to the eyes and ears of the doctors, 
were the ruins of modernity: those highly signicant fragments that for Walter 
Benjamin constituted an emblem of the transience, fragility, and destructiveness 
of capitalist culture.14 Working as allegories, these narratives clearly countered 
the vanguard myth of progress so valued by Mexican elites both before and aer 
the revolution.15 Like Benjamin’s angel of history, these stories invited the lis-
tener, and now invite the reader, to contemplate the past with a retrospective 
rather than prospective gaze, and to notice and make newly vivid the destruction 
as it has really taken place in body and spirit.16 Lacking happy endings, or end-
ings of any sort for that matter, and open to permanent and irreconcilable ten-
sion, the content and the form of these stories implicitly questioned the sources 
of inmates’ troubles.
And that, in fact, is the primary argument of this book.
Psychiatrists and Inmates Debate
General Insane Asylum diagnoses not only shed light on the divergent rhe-
torical methods and contrasting scripts through which doctors and inmates 
constructed mental illnesses but also made it clear that doctors’ and inmates’ 
interpretations were the result of their necessary contact, a process that is par-
ticularly evident in the frequent use of indirect quotations in clinical histories. 
Let us see. The medical actors of La Castañeda were facing o for the rst time 
in the institution’s observation ward. Primarily educated in pre-revolutionary 
schools and oen set in their convictions about the inevitability of progress, 
male doctors structured the interview ritual according to questions included 
on the ocial questionnaire. Asylum inmates, oen men and women of limited 
means in the early years of their adult lives, answered as many questions as their 
conditions permitted. If family members were present, as was oen the case, they 
spoke too, sometimes answering on behalf of the inmates. On other occasions, 
lacking other alternatives, they made do with the point of view of a police ocer 
or a social worker. While in still other, less frequent, cases inmates were willing 
and able to write their own versions of their lives with mental illness, doctors 
always noted data and professional observations in designated spaces on the 
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medical questionnaire. Driven by their need to supply evidence to support their 
diagnoses, doctors included selections from inmates’ discourse, especially those 
that presented the most obvious challenges to their understanding. There, in the 
brief space aorded by the ocial questionnaire, doctors noted the occasional 
word that validated their point of view but also the anecdote that escaped their 
comprehension, the story that seemed implausible, or as contemporary cultural 
historians recognize, the joke that certainly did not make them laugh.17
Doctors removed inmates’ discourse from the context of their lives and placed 
it—rendered in fragments and appropriately oset by quotation marks—within 
the context of their own discourse, with which they collaborated, perhaps invol-
untarily, although also out of necessity, in the punctuation of both. As natural 
and expected as indirect quotations may seem, both for doctors and for asylum 
patients at the beginning of the twentieth century, these quotes implied a com-
plicity that upset, albeit momentarily, the hierarchies that shaped life within 
the institution. They also demonstrated that, at least within the context of the 
asylum and, more specically, within the context of the medical le, the past of 
ordinary citizens, of the weakest of the weak, in this case, had become citable. 
If, as Walter Benjamin stated in his “Theses on the Philosophy of History,” only 
a redeemed humanity has a past that is citable at every moment, this was not an 
insignicant event for the inmates, the doctors, or the clinical histories they pro-
duced together.19 Thus, the medical les containing the traces of this dynamic 
interaction—patient identication, history, causes and evolution of the mental 
condition, mental and physical exam results, diagnosis, and treatment—could 
be interpreted, or used, as some sort of redemption. The beginning.
In the end, though, institutional diagnoses were recorded by General Insane 
Asylum doctors and not by inmates, which is relevant medically, culturally, and 
ultimately, politically. Although indirect phrases brought the doctors and in-
mates together, upending asylum hierarchies if only for a moment, the signature 
that appeared at the end of every entry restored the uneven terrain upon which 
both actors moved. That reinstated dynamic is what we read.
Sex, Violence, and Redemption
The doctors at La Castañeda documented some eighty dierent diagno-
ses during the rst three decades of the twentieth century. This number not 
only revealed the lack of systematization in psychiatric classications in early 
twentieth-century Mexico but also reected the constant interaction that 
shaped them. Both medical and non-medical factors played fundamental roles 
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in that process. This book closely examines the formation and evolution of the 
group of diagnoses classied as moral insanity, essentially because the debates 
that produced them made strikingly manifest the interaction between society 
and mental illness. Cases of moral insanity, for example, were closely tied to 
ongoing deliberations about the suitable place for women, and more specically 
for women’s sexuality, in society at large. Some future book, perhaps being writ-
ten at this moment, could delve into cases of alcoholism, which bore a direct 
relationship to contemporary arguments about the correct conguration of mas-
culinity. Likewise, beyond their sheer number, epilepsy diagnoses shed light on 
the particular dynamic of family care when challenged by a chronic condition.
Medical les for cases of moral insanity oen have an extraordinarily ample 
page count. Whether handwritten or typed, accompanied by personal letters, 
public manifestos, or even drawings, these documents conrm that when the 
topic at hand was female patients’ sexuality or their suering linked to social and 
domestic violence, the debate between psychiatrists and female inmates tended 
to be extensive. Replete with intimate information about their daily lives and 
pointed interpretations of their bodies’ social and sexual interactions, cases of 
moral insanity have enabled me to explore the construction of concepts of gen-
der, class, and nation from the most personal and dynamic, most obscure and 
twisting perspective of the medical interview. These points of view helped to 
shape denitions of mental illness, and more broadly, medical practices in the 
General Insane Asylum.
Both in scope and topic, this task has become increasingly familiar to schol-
ars interested in the history of medicine. Dominated in the past by amateur 
historians and professional doctors, the eld of the history of medicine more 
recently has expanded to include the concerns of a broader range of medical 
actors: healers and sick people seen within the actual context of their interaction 
(social and intellectual).20 Histories of psychiatry have advanced in the same 
direction.21 The much psychoanalyzed society of Argentina has produced, to no 
one’s surprise, broad histories of the social and cultural foundations of psycho-
analysis through the studies of Mariano Plotkin, as well as a medical and politi-
cal history of state insane asylums in Buenos Aires, comparable to La Castañeda 
in Mexico.22
When I rst began conducting research on La Castañeda General Insane 
Asylum back in 1993, the Secretaría de Salubridad y Asistencia (Department 
of Health and Welfare) archive had just been entrusted with some seventy-ve 
thousand les containing its history. José Felix Alonso Gutiérrez del Olmo, by 
then director of the archive, allowed me to browse the documents while his team 
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continued with the arduous task of organizing its contents. I completed my dis-
sertation in 1995 and published Nadie me verá llorar, a novel based on these doc-
uments, in 1999. La Castañeda’s documents continued to attract the attention of 
both national and international researchers. Prominent among them were Cris-
tina Sacristán and Andrés Ríos Molina who, both as a team and separately, have 
unearthed a plethora of information on the history of mental illness and mental 
health care in twentieth-century Mexico. Cristina Sacristán has made import-
ant contributions on the subject with historical analyses tracing the colonial era 
through the modern period associated with the construction and development 
of the General Insane Asylum.23 More recently, Andrés Ríos Molina has focused 
primarily on the rst decade of this same institution.24 Hubonor Ayala Flores 
has produced historical analysis of mental health institutions beyond Mexico 
City in the coastal state of Veracruz.25
Joining this growing number of works, some of which are interdisciplinary, 
this book aims to place the patient where the patient belongs: in the spotlight, 
right in the center of history, as the focal point of the text. As Elizabeth Lun-
beck has done for the United States or Ann Goldberg for Germany, this book 
emphasizes the dierent ways that patients’ perceptions of their own aictions 
have shaped medical understanding of mental illness, as well as gender and class 
interpretations in the context of nation-building.26 It is not my intention, how-
ever, to use illness narratives as mere illustrations of particular concerns conned 
in historical terms to gender, class, and nation and proclaim, even implicitly, 
that illness and its interpretations constitute reections of reections of reality. 
Rather, I aspire to pay attention to the words with which illness was enunciated; 
that is, the scripts that structured it, as well as the schisms and censorship that 
not infrequently silenced it, to then and only then detect how opposing inter-
pretations of gender, class, and nation contributed to explaining the origin and 
evolution of illness. This means that what matters here is the primary enunci-
ation of the condition and the complex interrelationship of that enunciation 
with society.
La Castañeda General Insane Asylum
Moral insanity diagnoses are also relevant because they underwent distinct 
transformations from 1910, the year that the General Insane Asylum opened its 
doors, to the early 1930s, when its directors, Samuel Ramírez Moreno and Man-
uel Guevara Oropeza, implemented reforms aimed at bolstering the medical 
nature of the institution. Initially hailed as the epitome of the values of progress 
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and order that were fundamental to the Porrian regime that funded its design 
and construction, the hospital deteriorated sharply and rapidly over the years. 
Located on the edge of a burgeoning Mexico City with an imposing French 
architectural design, the asylum was a near perfect representation of the mod-
ernizing impulse that emphasized the production of scientic knowledge and 
the reproduction of existing social hierarchies.27 It sent society a message of a 
promising future in which the isolation of the sick would prevent biological and 
moral contagion of healthy citizens, guaranteeing continuous healthy progress 
for Mexico. However, like many state-nanced mental health institutions in 
other countries, the Mexican hospital soon faced the challenges of overcrowd-
ing, lack of properly trained sta, and general structural deterioration, accentu-
ated in this case by neglect during the years of the revolution.
What had been admired as a modern medical enterprise soon became a foul 
institution capable only of providing minimal custodial care for a growing num-
ber of impoverished, chronically ill patients. Unable to enact, much less enforce, 
notions of order, the hospital was hardly a total institution in which doctors and 
administrators imposed their knowledge and vertical power at will.28 Instead, La 
Castañeda soon became a decidedly heterogeneous establishment that fullled 
several key functions: makeshi jail for drunks and vagrants, public welfare cen-
ter where poor patients could nd custodial care, and healthcare establishment 
where doctors paid more attention to the cases they considered promising.29
In the late 1920s, the General Insane Asylum entered a new phase in conjunc-
tion with reforms of the Social Assistance System. Reecting the growing em-
phasis on the hospital’s scientic—particularly psychiatric—functions, doctors 
adopted international classications with greater rigor and strove to record clin-
ical histories more systematically. Older medical nomenclature used to describe 
entire wards, such as idiocy, was discarded in favor of updated classications, 
such as mental retardation. Increased state funds helped to repair deteriorated 
structures and build new ones, most notably the large workshops where doc-
tors hoped to implement work therapy. Aligning with the growing emphasis on 
the state’s social welfare responsibilities, hospital doctors directed more eort 
toward elevating and reforming sick minds rather than isolating them. In this 
context, doctors’ changing diagnoses come as no surprise.
In 1910, for example, hospital physicians had been anxious to diagnose women 
with moral insanity, a condition in which, according to English doctor James 
Prichard, a female patient could distinguish between good and bad but was un-
able to control her evil impulses. This practice diminished abruptly over the 
years. In fact, doctors had stopped diagnosing women with this illness by 1930. 
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Also in 1910, doctors recorded a large number of male inmates suering from al-
coholism; their numbers declined dramatically in the next decade but increased 
(again dramatically) in the early 1930s. Cases of epilepsy, numerous in 1910, also 
decreased in 1930.
This series of changes responded to doctors’ increasing adherence to interna-
tional classications. The psychiatric community had questioned moral insanity 
since at least the nineteenth century, and many doubted the status of alcoholism 
as a mental illness, for example, thanks to greater access to new technology such 
as laboratory exams and above all, to the institution’s increased emphasis on 
reform over isolation. For both social and medical reasons, doctors became more 
interested in treating patients they considered curable through reeducation and 
training programs, securing the hospital a relevant function in revolution-era 
state-building eorts. Among the results were the disappearance of moral insan-
ity, the increasing number of alcoholics, and the growing reluctance of doctors to 
accept epileptic patients, for whom there was no eective treatment.
Mexico, 1910–1930
Throughout this period of important medical transformations, however, illness 
narratives remained conspicuously stable. A clear counterpoint to the changing 
perspectives of doctors, inmates insisted on the same old themes (hardship, loss, 
suering), even when they incorporated new terms. It was evident that this re-
currence, this stubborn lack of change, was at odds with a time and a country 
immersed in change itself. In the late 1910s, just two months aer the hospi-
tal opened, to be precise, Mexico witnessed the rise of the revolution that put 
an end to the thirty-year regime of General Porrio Díaz. The country soon 
experienced armed conicts in the south, where the peasant army headed by 
Emiliano Zapata was taking over old haciendas to cries of land and freedom, 
and in the north, where the forces of the legendary General Francisco (Pancho) 
Villa captured town aer town.30 In about a year, landowner and fervent dem-
ocrat Francisco I. Madero became president, only to be defeated a year later by 
General Victoriano Huerta in a coup known as the Ten Tragic Days. Political 
chaos and violence were rampant. Poverty increased so much that in 1915, the 
year of the great famine, poor men and women went to the asylum seeking food 
and shelter.31
Constitutional Army forces led by landowner Venustiano Carranza capital-
ized on the general antagonism toward Huerta. By 1916, aer Villa’s military 
defeat and the weakening of the Zapatista movement, Carranza had emerged 
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as a revolutionary leader in the Convention of Aguascalientes. But political sta-
bility did not hold. The assassinations of Zapata in 1919, Carranza in 1920, and 
Villa in 1921 showed how ercely the revolutionary armies were pitted against 
one another. Álvaro Obregón, a revolutionary general in the Constitutionalist 
Army, was the rst president of his time who successfully completed his term 
(1920 to 1924). Plutarco Elías Calles, another Constitutionalist General from 
the northern state of Sonora, took oce in 1924 and le—in name only—in 
1928. Aer Obregón was assassinated that same year, a series of presidents under 
the strict control of Calles governed the country during a period known as the 
Maximato aer Calles’s self-proclaimed status as Jefe Máximo, supreme leader. 
Specialists in the dawn of the revolutionary era, as these years are known in 
Mexican historiography, have dealt with questions of the process of state forma-
tion, incorporation of the popular classes, centralization of political power, and 
redenition of national identity.32 Some have emphasized structural changes or 
discontinuities that marked the beginning of a new era.33
More recently, primarily with the analytical tools of new cultural history, a 
growing number of experts have emphasized the discrete set of continuities that 
linked modernizing eorts begun under the Porrio Díaz regime with the proj-
ects of the revolutionary generals.34 Although the dichotomies are not obvious, 
mental illness narratives, in which inmates rarely used the term “revolution” or 
did so only disparagingly, constitute evidence in this regard. In contrast with 
revolutionary propaganda, contemporary or otherwise, emphasizing the positive 
changes produced by the emerging regimes, life stories of inmates insisted on the 
types of themes that are evoked when those regimes are questioned. Both logical 
and chilling, inmates’ insistence on suering and loss serves as counterevidence 
to historical progress. It echoes Walter Benjamin’s statement that revolutions are 
not the driving force of history, but rather, the reaching of humanity traveling in 
this train for the emergency brake.35
In the context of historiographical debates discussing the everyday forms of 
state formation as they relate to revolutionary Mexico, these controversial men-
tal illness narratives strike a dissonant chord.36 First, although doctors’ and pa-
tients’ interpretations diverged, the creation of medical history and therefore of 
the denition of mental illness in the broadest sense rightfully belonged to them 
both, calling into question rigid notions and dichotomies concerning hegemonic 
contexts in opposition to counterhegemonic action or thought. The close and 
complex interconnection between doctors and inmates, most visible in the use 
of indirect quotations, resonates with William Roseberry’s notion of how social 
actors dynamically construct a common material and meaningful framework 
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for living through, talking about, and acting upon social orders characterized by 
domination.37 Illness narratives did not arise within a predetermined and appar-
ently stable context, but rather, they helped to shape that context in fundamental 
and fraught ways. In other words, they did not resist a determined reality or 
social order, nor did they propose a counterhegemonic strategy; on the contrary, 
they were participating in its very creation and producing, in turn, a problematic, 
contested, political process of domination and struggle.38
Moreover, when inmates were speaking and doctors were quoting them, they 
were taking part in an unrelenting strategy of displacement and negotiation.39
Brandishing their respective weapons—discourse and scientic progress versus 
lived experience—they certainly clashed, but there was also some give and take. 
Asylum inmates could choose to remain silent, and some did so out of convic-
tion while others had conditions that prevented them from understanding and 
speaking altogether. Those who did not, however, had to nd ways to make 
their stories intelligible. The most educated and experienced of them even made 
selective use of medical tropes, dividing their life stories, for example, accord-
ing to patterns of health and illness. Most told stories of suering and pain, as 
if those were universal nodes of shared meaning. Likewise, hospital physicians 
could choose to remain apathetic, which some of them did, but those who were 
interested in becoming professionals, in becoming psychiatrists, had to listen. 
The most knowledgeable and experienced of them went so far as citing famous 
names or foreign categories in order to alert readers, such as doctors or public 
administrators, to the inuences that informed their understanding, making 
accessible the translation process from illness to disease. Most of them did listen 
attentively to the stories of suering and pain that took shape within the asylum, 
as particular, disputed nodes of meaning.
This multilayered, almost intimate relationship cannot be appreciated, much 
less understood, within the bifocal axis of opposition. There was too much 
yearning—for knowledge, for an audience, for validation, for status, for power, 
for a trustworthy listener; there were too many needs—between one and the 
other, or rather, for one another—for this to be called opposition. There was, 
above all, too much complicity (forced complicity, to be precise) between the 
speaker and the one who recast the speech; between the one who was aware of 
that recasting and went on speaking nevertheless, and the one who was recasting 
the speech and, for that reason, had to pay close attention to its raw form in the 
rst place. Inmate and doctor were interlocked because they both needed each 
other in order to be, in fundamental terms, inmate and doctor; that is, in order 
to become one and Other. The hospital doctor longed, oen fervently, for the 
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status of a true professional: the psychiatrist. Hospital inmates longed for recog-
nition of their suering, of their core humanity. Achieving both aims presented 
challenges that hospital doctors and inmates met through exible but fraught 
negotiation strategies.
In the midst of historiographical debates that typically emphasize processes 
of state construction, reconstruction, or centralization, polysemic mental illness 
narratives bear vivid witness to destruction, dismantling, and dispersion; that 
is, to the centrifugal forces Bakhtin associated with heteroglossia.40 These in-
dividuals with mental illnesses never achieved big things, in the end. None of 
them became heroes, in the epic sense. As far as I know, no patient put on the 
crown of poète maudit or of erce system critic. None of them articulated their 
interpretations of illness in systematic discourse or, as was more in fashion at the 
time, in fragmented discourses published posthumously by audacious indepen-
dent presses. Some managed to appear in this book, but even here, when they 
received the opportunity, they only spoke about their suering and pain, words 
with little chance for historical validation. The political, epistemological, and 
human value in this only lies, I believe, in resituating suering, human suering, 
back at center stage of a nation committed to modernity and progress at any cost. 
This act, for that is what it is, can question a certain univocal interpretation of 
human agency as necessarily proactive, oriented toward concrete results, even 
expedient. Without being passive—an act is always an act—this agent begs a 
dierent name: tragic.
In modern Mexico, where post-revolutionary generations have more or less 
successfully made the Revolution of 1910 into an ocial and foundational epic, 
very little serious attention has been paid to tragic origins and tragic subjects. 
Narratives of pain, in which, as in tragedy, the detail of suering is insistent, 
whether as violence or as the reshaping of lives by a new power in the state, 
provide the reader with this opportunity.41 As scholars working in the emerging 
interdisciplinary study of social suering have observed, suering is an action, 
a social and cultural experience that involves the most ominous aspects of the 
modernization and globalization processes.42 Considering that local, historically 
established forms of suering merit serious attention, these experts avoid repre-
senting those who suer as unt, passive, or fatalistic victims. Thus, rather than 
privileging the devastating injuries that social force can inict on human expe-
rience, more recent studies emphasize the various ways that suerers identify, 
endure, and expose the sources of their troubles.
My understanding of the tragic agent, more an approach than a concept, seeks 
to grasp what seems to be common sense in so many psychiatric hospital illness 
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narratives: suering destroys, but it also confers dignity, a higher moral status, 
upon the suerer. As Jorge Luis Borges once said: “Men have always sought af-
nity with the defeated Trojans, and not with the victorious Greeks. Perhaps 
that is because there is a dignity in defeat that is hard to reconcile with victory.”43
Narratives of Pain
The series of reections involved in the words that make up the title of this book 
produce peculiar narrative challenges. This is because, in the rst place, I strive 
to emphasize and remain within the pained narratives themselves, and I avoid as 
much as possible the hermeneutic perspective that looks for origins (or reality) 
beyond or behind the text. It is this way because, secondly, my comprehension 
of the contexts and events as entities that shape one another prevents me from 
using the starting point of linear historical narratives: reconguration of a stable 
context within which changing events occur. Moreover, I am convinced that a 
history that aims to analyze controversy and conict cannot do so, at least not 
faithfully, through forms used to channel processes of accommodation or assim-
ilation. A history related to life in a state of emergency is responsible for creating 
a strategic narration that shows, or embodies, as experimental writer Gertrude 
Stein put it, rather than merely enunciating an account.44
For these and other (unpublishable) reasons, I would have liked to present 
the primary arguments of this book through a method that was familiar to the 
doctors and inmates of the psychiatric hospital: indirect quotation. This method 
was also used by Walter Benjamin as he attempted to evade those realist forms 
that establish their truth by invoking the authority of the supposed facts. This 
history is not one that aims to reconstruct what really happened, nor is it one 
that aims to deconstruct what could have happened. The purpose is at once more 
humble and more urgent: to attempt to seize hold of a memory as it ashes up at 
a moment of danger.45 For this reason I would have liked to present the dialogues 
between psychiatrists and inmates at the beginning and give special attention 
to the way that the participants shaped moral insanity diagnoses: little by little, 
with diculty and much linguistic and cultural ambiguity. I would have liked 
to begin each chapter with an analysis of that interaction as it took place during 
the early phase of the encounter, and then continue with a synchronic analysis, 
if possible, as a counterpoint, in an attempt to elucidate whether or not changes 
occurred during the 1930s. But this is a history book, they tell me. And I already 
wrote the novel based on this history book years ago, they remind me.
That’s how it is.
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The beginning of this book, in eect, develops a contextual analysis of the 
rise and demise of the General Insane Asylum, the internal dynamics that in-
formed the psychiatric routine in the institution, and the early development of 
modern Mexican psychiatry. The history of a city comes into play, of course. 
And boundaries go up, boundaries that some intended to be denitive but that 
have always been porous. Walls casting shadows. Leaving the center behind and 
gliding over the periphery, you arrive at the imposing, timeworn entrance to the 
General Insane Asylum. You are here. The invitation, clearly, is to walk through 
its doors. The murmurs are many. Actually, they are too many. I selected a few 
that it will be possible to follow. The intention is to literally bring into relief dia-
logic constructions of illness and the various institutional contexts within which 
they were created at the same time, in a sort of impossible collage of narratives. 
The book would like the reader to stand just behind the shoulders of partici-
pants in manic encounters—crestfallen or static, foul-smelling or enraged. But 
the book oen wants too many things. In what follows, you will have to see the 
photographs and draw conclusions. Then you will have to read a history. One 
among many. And nally, if at all possible, you will have to try to get back out.
I hope that those who are willing to page through this book are able to keep 
hold of that memory that vanishes as soon as it becomes visible in the menacing 
ames of danger. In retrospect, always glancing backward, I imagine that the 
reader will see this: for every image of the past that is not recognized by the 
present as one of its own concerns threatens to disappear irretrievably.46
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Ch a pter I
La Castañeda General Insane Asylum, 1884–1930
I n 1950, when renowned Mexican psychiatrist Samuel Ramírez Moreno described the origins of the General Insane Asylum at the International Psy-chiatry Congress held in Paris, he referred to the initial stages of the project 
as the result of a sudden “moment of revelation.” According to its own exegesis, 
the institution:
[w]as built to improve conditions for the patients, who for centuries had 
been conned in dirty, inadequate accommodations, beyond the reach of 
society and the state. But the time came when the government, headed by 
Porrio Díaz, realized that it was necessary to modify their living condi-
tions, and as a result, a plan emerged. It was the project of a great hospital 
for the mentally ill that could meet the needs of the time and anticipate 
the needs of the future.1
The planning of the “great hospital,” however, did not develop so rapidly. In-
stead, the asylum project took shape in ts and starts over a period of twen-
ty-four years. Analysis of connement techniques and the workings of state-
funded asylums began in Mexico in 1883, seven years before psychiatry classes 
were o	ered by the School of Medicine in Mexico City and only six years aer 
Porrio Díaz took power. Experts in a variety of elds—from medicine to public 
welfare, architecture, and urban planning—then began what would become a 
lengthy and sometimes stagnant conversation about the social, economic, and 
medical functions of large state-run psychiatric hospitals. As the project evolved, 
a wide range of perspectives and long-term goals came under scrutiny, although 
they were not met with the vehement opposition that similar enterprises gen-
erated in countries such as England. In fact, most participants in the project 
agreed that “modern nations were measured by the extent of their public works,” 
and most perceived the state’s investment in a psychiatric hospital as a clear sign 
of Mexico’s growing modernity.
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With this conviction in mind, Mexican experts identied and collected doc-
uments from psychiatric hospitals abroad, evaluated existing mental health in-
stitutions, drew up plans, and prepared budgets. Only in 1894, however, was an 
ocial committee formed. Renewed state funds and growing interest in mental 
pathologies during the golden years of the Porrian era spurred the completion 
of the nal asylum plan in 1905. Deliberations continued, nevertheless. A new 
group of experts—criminologists, psychiatrists, engineers, and public welfare 
bureaucrats—studied the plan and o	ered additional suggestions concerning 
the location, the architectural design and décor, medical treatments, technology, 
and even stang. It was not until 1908 that Porrio Díaz, the president’s son, 
took charge of construction, which was completed in time for the ocial grand 
opening on September 1, 1910, the rst day of the month of festivities organized 
to celebrate the centennial of Mexican independence.
As the veteran president Díaz ushered distinguished guests through the new 
facility, very few were aware of the complex cultural and political processes 
imprinted on its walls and in its rooms. Indeed, with their shared unwavering 
faith in the progressive nature of Porrian society, and modern medicine in 
particular, and with real anxieties triggered by the pace of turn-of-the-century 
transformations, members of the various committees charged with designing 
the psychiatric hospital produced paradoxical views of mental institutions as 
sites of control and also as places of refuge. Because they were equally concerned 
with improving psychiatric treatments and the general social order, the ambiv-
alence that permeated the Mexican asylum from beginning to end resulted in 
the construction of a massive establishment that, despite its unitary appearance, 
transformed into various institutions over time. Drawing primarily on ocial 
documents, this chapter describes the aspirations and concerns that gave rise 
to the General Insane Asylum, with emphasis on the sprawling metropolis in 
which it was built and on the set of contending meanings that brought it to life.
A Project Is Born: Modernity as Translation
The history of mental health care in Mexico dates back to the early colonial era, 
when individuals with the support of the Catholic church established the San 
Hipólito and Divino Salvador hospitals, which cared for mentally ill men and 
women, respectively.2 Almost four centuries later, the founding of the General 
Insane Asylum in 1910 represented the transition from custody and charity to 
therapy and correction. The inception of the psychiatric hospital was rooted in 
a stable society that enjoyed high economic growth rates.
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Known as the golden age of the Porrian era, the last two decades of the nine-
teenth century witnessed the rise of myriad urban, medical, and social projects 
with which Porrio Díaz and his cabinet of technocrats, who referred to them-
selves as Cientícos (Scientists), hoped to arm the modern character of the re-
gime.4 With costly drainage projects to save Mexico City from recurring oods, 
construction of public buildings with French-inspired architecture, implemen-
tation of the telephone system, and even renaming of streets, the capital city be-
came the showcase of the new era.5 However, while supporters were optimistic, 
the rapid pace of social change also produced general anxiety and trepidation. 
Massive rural land expropriation and urban industrial growth prompted migra-
tion from the countryside to Mexico City. Poor and dark-skinned migrants be-
came a cause for concern among city planners and social commentators, who saw 
their ethnicity, class origins, and ways of life not only as antithetical to modern-
ization but also as a social threat. Porrian analysts thus made unprecedented ef-
forts to identify and control potentially dangerous members of society, especially 
targeting criminals, prostitutes, alcoholics, and people with mental illnesses.6
Committed to protecting society, these experts unabashedly supported the 
creation of institutions capable of containing the pernicious inuence of men 
and women they considered deviant. Authorities of the Public Welfare Admin-
istration, secularized in 1861, soon responded to the challenge. In contrast to 
religious welfare institutions guided by principles of charity, Porrian welfare 
ideology developed a rm belief in the benets of connement and the poten-
tial of correction. As Consul Plutarco Ornelas stated in his 1900 speech at the 
27th National Conference of Charities and Correction in Topeka, Kansas, both 
charity and correction were instrumental in the colossal task of nation building, 
since “they alleviated the misery of the poor [and] enabled the reformation of 
their minds in order to return them, improved, to the social family that had 
kept them apart.”7 In 1910, the General Insane Asylum set out to accomplish 
that very task.
It was in that context that the federal government nanced and published 
El manicomio (The Insane Asylum), a report written by Dr. Román Ramírez in 
1884. It included an extensive collection of comparative documents related to the 
construction and administration of psychiatric hospitals in the United States 
and Europe.8 Concerned with pragmatic information that could be put to use in 
Mexico, Ramírez’s selection of documents favored the United States and thera-
pies involving connement. It included translations of construction guidelines 
and rules of governance created by the Association of Medical Superintendents 
of American Institutions for the Insane, a professional organization founded in 
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1844.9 Equally relevant were psychiatric hospital records and superintendent re-
ports from various US institutions, most notably the New York Lunatic Asylum, 
the Iowa and Illinois asylums, and the Alabama Insane Hospital.
Systematic in approach and rich in detail, Ramírez’s report was the rst in-
troduction to the inner workings of modern mental health institutions ever to 
appear in Mexico. Providing information on both mental health treatments and 
institutional administration, Ramírez situated his report in that ambiguous 
realm where scientic and social concerns converge. By translating documents 
from both areas, Ramírez played the role of cultural translator, an increasingly 
relevant task in a regime devoted to modernity at any cost.
Ramírez’s evident support for mental health treatments emphasizing social 
segregation clearly responded to ongoing anxieties about the urban poor. How-
ever, growing concern among the psychiatric community over the eciency of 
existing institutions for the mentally ill also played an important role. Although 
few in number, doctors with work experience in local mental health facilities 
continuously requested improvements in medical treatments and living con-
ditions for the mentally ill. Supported by foreign medical theories, inuenced 
primarily by the exible language of degeneration theory, Mexican doctors pub-
lished articles in Mexico City academic journals expounding upon the deplor-
able state of the mentally ill.10 They did not forget, however, to praise treatment 
methods employed abroad.
As academic interest in mental pathologies grew, the School of Medicine of-
fered an advanced elective class on psychiatry for the rst time in 1887. Taught by 
Dr. Miguel Alvarado, director of the Divino Salvador hospital, the class marked 
the beginning of the psychiatric profession in Mexico.11 Seven years later, Dr. 
José Peón y Contreras, who was from the state of Yucatán, became the rst o-
cial professor of psychiatry.12 The psychiatric hospital project, meanwhile, was 
developing in tandem with the eld.
In 1896, a group of lawyers, engineers, welfare ocials, and two doctors who 
had worked in mental health facilities formed the rst committee charged with 
hospital construction. Aer analyzing both national and international condi-
tions, they made recommendations to the authorities, including medical ap-
proaches to treating insanity, spatial strategies for preventing contagion, and 
social policies for preserving order and progress in society at large: fundamental 
values of the Porrian regime.13
First, they recommended that the psychiatric hospital be located far from 
populated areas in order to create a division between the world of reason and the 
world of madness, thus preventing confusion and the possibility of contagion. 
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Second, they recommended that authorities implement a strategy for classify-
ing inmates both medically and spatially within the asylum walls. They argued 
for the creation of an admission and classication department in which doc-
tors could carefully observe and examine inmates because as they were acutely 
aware, “insanity lacked a characteristic mark” and could easily go undetected or 
misdiagnosed.14 They also supported dividing the asylum into separate wards, 
each housing inmates with the same illness. Additionally, in order to protect 
the institution’s nances, they suggested that inmates be classied into rst and 
second categories, giving priority to paying inmates. The committee attached 
plans for administrative oces, wards, workshops, libraries, and other facilities 
to illustrate how the architectural design of the asylum would reect the medical 
commitment to classication and order. The condent committee concluded 
the report by declaring that the humanitarian nature of the enterprise would 
only arm the levels of modernization already achieved by the Porrian regime. 
A year later, the public welfare administration purchased the 485,700 square 
meters of land that would eventually house the asylum on the periphery of a 
burgeoning city.15
In the following years, as the Porriato was becoming a stable dictatorship, 
support increased for public works, especially projects like La Castañeda that so 
clearly reected the regime’s ideology. Thus, in 1905, engineer Luis L. de la Barra, 
who worked for the welfare system, and engineer Salvador Echegaray draed 
an extensive, persuasively argued document that would become “the denitive 
study” leading to the construction of the General Insane Asylum.16 The narrative 
strategies used in the document reected a careful process of cultural negotia-
tion. Divided into four sections—general hospital plan, general services, services 
for inmates, and general hospital organization—the plan included guidelines 
that followed a consistent formula. First, the authors presented a brief yet in-
sightful overview of foreign sources in a section titled “Theoretical Conditions.” 
Unlike the 1884 report, which emphasized documents from the United States, 
this section included many French sources, especially reports from commissions 
charged with psychiatric hospital construction led by the famous administrator 
Baron Georges-Eugène Haussmann, the prefect of the Seine department during 
the Second Empire, responsible for the transformation of Paris.17 Next, in a sec-
tion titled “Program,” the authors presented the needs specic to the Mexican 
setting, drawing as much as possible on information from the San Hipólito and 
Divino Salvador hospitals. They concluded each proposal with a “suggested solu-
tion,” usually a compromise between national projects and foreign models stud-
ied. True modernizing agents, Echegaray and De la Barra compiled information 
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about foreign psychiatric hospitals, but they did so with a critical approach, 
adapting those lessons and experiences to local conditions in Mexico.
In the rst section of the asylum plan, Echegaray and De la Barra dened 
the size of the institution, the medical and social classication of inmates, and 
the appearance of the establishment. Although foreign sources recommended 
that psychiatric hospitals house an average of ve hundred inmates, they sup-
ported constructing a hospital for one thousand because they believed that La 
Castañeda would become the largest state-run institution for the insane in Mex-
ico. They also allotted more space for women than men, because “as has been 
demonstrated, the number of insane women is greater than the number of insane 
men, and for this reason, we set aside notions of symmetry in order to give more 
space to the women’s section.”18 Aware of the relevance of medical and social 
classication, Echegaray and De la Barra advocated organizing inmates accord-
ing to age, moral position, type of insanity, and economic level.
They proposed not only the separation of men and women, children and 
criminals, indigent and paying inmates, but also the construction of wards; this 
medical and architectural strategy, also known as the cellular system, had been 
adopted in other countries to group inmates diagnosed with the same mental 
illnesses. In addition to an observation and classication ward, there were ten 
other wards, devoted in turn to groups labeled as degenerates, tranquil inmates, 
elderly inmates, semi-agitated inmates, agitated inmates, imbeciles, epileptics, 
violent inmates, criminals, and sick inmates. This classication remained un-
changed until 1929.19 Applying their knowledge of local conditions in Mexico, 
Echegaray and De la Barra planned to build a larger ward for epileptic women 
than foreign experts suggested because colonial hospital statistics indicated the 
number of women diagnosed with this illness was much higher.20
Moreover, given that Mexico lacked sucient private psychiatric hospitals 
where the upper classes could conne their mentally ill, the engineers planned a 
large area for caring for a distinguished class, a tactic also geared toward securing 
revenue for the institution.21 Finally, they emphatically approved the size and lo-
cation of the land that the government had acquired on the outskirts of Mexico 
City because “Mixcoac, San Ángel, or Coyoacán, villages near La Castañeda, 
where the asylum will be erected, are known as sanitary areas lined with trees 
and owers and not yet contaminated by the smoke and noise produced by in-
dustry.”22 Although La Castañeda was far from the ourishing city, it was not 
isolated. Echegaray and De la Barra pointed out that a half-hour journey by 
electric train “facilitated both family visits and transportation of hospital sup-
plies.”23 Other transportation options included a direct route from Tacubaya via 
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Xola, Becerra, and Nonoalco, as well as the Río de la Piedad road through Mix-
coac.24 Therefore, in one of the best areas of the city, with panoramic views and 
an abundant water supply, the land for La Castañeda was clearly an unmatched 
location in both medical and social terms.
In the second section of the asylum plan, the authors described the insti-
tution’s administrative structure and the series of general services that would 
characterize it as a thoroughly modern establishment. Drawing on documents 
from French psychiatric hospitals and the medical program established by Mex-
ican professionals, Echegaray and De la Barra called for oce space and living 
quarters for three hospital directors: a general director, a women’s department 
head, and a men’s department head. Oces and rooms were also planned for an 
administrator in charge of the institution’s nances and for four employees in 
that area. Concerning services, although Echegaray and De la Barra were not 
doctors, they invoked medical concepts to explain the physical design of the 
hospital. For example, they explicitly cited medical views to justify the construc-
tion of both the library and the theater in La Castañeda, since “as is common 
knowledge, plays, concerts, and appropriate readings are recognized as useful 
tools in treating the insane.”25
In addition to medical notions, Echegaray and De la Barra considered eco-
nomic factors. For example, to support the organization of common dining 
areas, as opposed to isolation areas, they cited their visits to “various English 
and U.S. psychiatric hospitals, where we were impressed by the inmates’ good 
manners, as well as the intense attention they paid to readings or concerts per-
formed for them during meals.”26 Thus, they recognized that “there is another 
important factor in our particular case: the fact that, with the system of com-
mon dining areas, service will be much simpler, and consequently, much less 
expensive.”27 Likewise, nancial and medical considerations were a factor in 
the construction of workshops in the Mexican psychiatric hospital. They knew 
that work provided “distraction and exercise; both activities produce improved 
health” in some inmates, but they were also aware of the potential income gener-
ated by inmate labor.28 Detail aer detail, Echegaray and De la Barra argued for 
the need to construct a pharmacy, a machinery shop, a kitchen, a laundry room, a 
bakery, workshops, a garden, and a funeral parlor. They even discussed the water 
supply, the use of electricity, the construction of a wall around the property, and 
the distribution of gardens. Broad in scope and pragmatic in application, the 
document o	ered the state plans for a modernizing enterprise.
In the third section of the asylum plan, Echegaray and De la Barra described 
the distribution of wards in the institution to ensure internal order and reinforce 
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prevailing perspectives on order in society at large. This goal would have been 
impossible without an observation ward, an essential space described by the au-
thors as “surrounded by walls, made up of eight separate rooms to prevent con-
tagion and facilitate medical examination.”29 Echegaray and De la Barra then 
argued for the creation of a specially designed ward for distinguished inmates, 
a nancially relevant detail because the fees charged in that area would be a 
source of income. Divided into sections for men and women, this ward also con-
tained two subdivisions where rst- and second-class inmates would be served 
according to the fees they paid.30 According to Echegaray and De la Barra’s plan, 
nonpaying inmates would be distributed among six di	erent types of wards. 
Characterized by strict security measures, the ward for degenerate inmates had 
to be “self-sucient” in order to prevent social contact, and thus contagion, 
among the inmates.31
Also isolated and built on a single story to prevent accidents, the epilepsy 
ward was designed to house 192 inmates (128 women and 64 men) in common 
quarters and 12 (eight women and four men) in private rooms.32 Although for-
eign psychiatric hospitals, such as the Government Hospital for the Insane in 
Washington, DC, included areas for the criminally insane, Echegaray and De 
la Barra cited local conditions in Mexico to modify the design of this ward in 
La Castañeda. Responding to a recommendation from the Ministry of the In-
terior, they evaluated records that indicated the absence of female criminals in 
La Canoa, proposing construction of a small area exclusively for male criminals 
in La Castañeda.33 However, Echegaray and De la Barra planned a ward for vi-
olent inmates, even though this measure was very controversial among experts 
in other countries. Citing the French legal psychiatrist Renaudin, they acknowl-
edged some criticism of the construction of isolation cells, which according to 
this expert, “represented a cause of constant excitement, accentuated the col-
lateral e	ects of hallucinations, and promoted the development of delirium.”34
Despite their awareness of critical views, the authors proceeded to justify the 
construction of nine cells, each designed to create total isolation, facilitate su-
pervision, and prevent inmates from harming themselves.35
The larger area known as the “tranquil inmates ward” actually housed a wide 
variety of inmates: residents identied as semi-agitated, agitated, elderly, and 
paralytic. They shared common sleeping quarters and congregated in a shared 
recreation area where they could read, listen to music, or entertain themselves 
by playing board games.36 Distributed over two oors, this ward required nat-
ural light and good ventilation. Finally, the authors also designed three inr-
maries, one for men and women with contagious diseases and two others for 
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noncontagious patients, one for men and one for women.37 In sum, Echegaray 
and De la Barra’s plan proposed a geographic distribution of wards reecting the 
latest developments in psychiatric hospital construction while also manifesting 
Porrian ideas of a hierarchical social order in which men and women, rich and 
poor, occupied unequal spaces.
In the fourth section of the asylum proposal, Echegaray and De la Barra sum-
marized the most important aspects of their plan and devoted special attention 
to the sta	 necessary for such a large enterprise. In terms of medical attention, 
the authors foresaw hiring 19 medical interns and 127 guards or assistants.38
While they considered using unpaid tranquil inmate labor for some general ser-
vices, such as the kitchen or gardens, they also recommended hiring librarians, 
pharmacists, doormen, cooks, and other trained assistants, most of whom would 
have living quarters on the asylum grounds. This in addition to the adminis-
trative buildings and the inmate wards made La Castañeda a monumental and 
costly state enterprise. Aware of the situation, Echegaray and De la Barra con-
cluded their plan by reiterating that to design “the great hospital,” they had had 
to compensate for scarce Mexican statistics with data from foreign institutions, 
which had been “sanctioned by experience already.”39 They then proceeded to 
submit this document for the scrutiny of “persons of the utmost competence.”40
Although it was a persuasive text, experts in the elds of psychiatry, engi-
neering, and criminology, as well as state bureaucrats, recommended further 
modications. Some were concerned with nances; others would eliminate ar-
chitectural ornamentation; still others advocated acquiring the best equipment 
for the hospital. The Public Buildings Council and members of a new asylum 
committee formed by lawyer and criminologist Miguel Macedo, engineer Al-
berto Robles, and psychiatrist Juan Peón del Valle made numerous recommenda-
tions, but they did not change the 1905 document signicantly. Twenty months 
later, in December 1906, engineer Salvador Echegaray was ready to submit yet 
another document, with additional plans attached, to the Ministry of the Inte-
rior.41 Aer three years, in June 1908, the Minister of the Interior and engineer 
Porrio Díaz, son of the president of the republic, signed a contract to begin 
construction.42 The asylum would include twenty-ve buildings, with inmate 
wards, doctor living quarters, inrmaries, and the General Services building, 
whose imposing classical façade became the institution’s hallmark.
The plan to build the General Insane Asylum evolved slowly over a period 
of twenty-four years. Despite foreign medical, administrative, and architectural 
inuences, the result was uniquely Mexican due to a process of cultural nego-
tiation. Bureaucrats, doctors, psychiatrists, hygienists, lawyers, and engineers 
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involved in the creation of this project did not hesitate to apply lessons learned 
in other countries; however, upon adopting them, they adapted them to local 
conditions and incorporated changes or innovations as needed. Rather than 
a literal translation of documents and experiences of modern nations, then, it 
was an active process in which local voices played fundamental roles. More than 
reecting modernity, these voices implicated it, turning the translation into a 
dialogue. Mexico was indeed becoming modern, but in the process, modernity 
was also becoming Mexican.
The professionals who created La Castañeda were aware of the medical rel-
evance of the asylum, but they never forgot its symbolic signicance. As the 
special committee declared in 1896, they were convinced that modern nations 
were measured by the extent of their public works. La Castañeda, like the general 
hospital and the penitentiary, became an eloquent reminder of the rising level 
of modernization achieved by the Porrio Díaz regime; as the committee also 
noted in 1896, this project would gain the upper hand over an elusive condition 
that could create disorder and confusion in society at large if it went unrecog-
nized or misdiagnosed. For this reason, the professionals involved in the cre-
ation of the General Insane Asylum considered themselves not only guardians 
of patients’ mental order but also and perhaps more importantly, champions of 
social order in the community, and by extension, the entire nation. The notions 
of classication and hierarchy incorporated into the asylum thus connected the 
institution with the social fabric that surrounded it and gave it meaning: the 
modern nation, and more specically, the modern city. As mutual contexts, the 
ourishing urban center and the psychiatric hospital reected one another in an 
oblique and culturally meaningful way.
A City of Porous Boundaries
As the great hospital took shape one sketch at a time, the city in which it would 
be built remained invisible and almost totally silent. Without that urban sub-
text, however, the language used in the construction plans for La Castañeda had 
little or no meaning. Allusions to order, classication, and contagion belonged 
to late nineteenth-century medical discourse, but the political charge of other 
concepts became meaningful only in the context of a growing metropolis turned 
upon itself in its attempt to embody modernity.
The urban panorama of Mexico City in 1910 featured both the achieve-
ments and the limitations of Porrian modernization. Public works, Euro-
pean architecture, and urban policing indeed pulled the city out of a long, dark 
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postindependence past marked by political instability and economic stagnation. 
During the rst years of the twentieth century, as the Porrian regime grew 
richer and more powerful, certain members of the urban upper classes looked 
favorably upon the changes that were taking place both in the physical aspect 
of the city and in its social rituals, which they associated with the sophisticated 
cosmopolitan sense of civilization of their dreams. By the light of electric lamps 
and aboard a newly inaugurated electric train system, city residents experienced 
a new sense of speed and distance. Modern marketing strategies, including the 
use of banners and even dirigibles, generated receptive attitudes toward the new 
and the ephemeral.43 The telephone and the telegraph joined forces to usher in a 
new era of communication and exchange. At the same time, classical buildings 
designed by a group of “progressive Francophiles,” including the enormous Pal-
ace of Fine Arts, gave Porrians a sense of security and permanence; this atti-
tude was reinforced by extensive drainage projects to protect the city historically 
plagued by oods.44
However, the industrialization and urbanization processes that characterized 
the Porrian regime created not only expectation and hope but also fear and 
agitation, since despite their faith in progress, Porrian elites also had many op-
portunities to experience apprehension and alarm. Rumors of rampant violence 
in the countryside conrmed their fears about the endemic savageness of rural 
Mexico.45 News of outbreaks of disease in the capital’s slums resulted in growing 
alarm about the possibility of contagion. The increasingly active participation 
of women in the workforce, as well as their growing access to education, alerted 
Porrians to the loathsome inuence of feminism.46 Modernizing Porrians 
hailed progress, but never at the expense of order.
As selective as they were enthusiastic, Porrians strove to preserve and cul-
tivate a social and moral order that would reinforce existing class and ethnic 
hierarchies, the patriarchy, and the nuclear family. They planned to achieve this 
by devising a series of legal initiatives to regulate public life, urban spaces, and 
even human bodies.47 But the city would prove dicult to tame.
The symbolic and material core of a new national project, the urban center be-
came “a showcase for human life [and] true evidence of the capacities of human 
intelligence.”48 Surrounded by countryside supposedly dominated by backward-
ness and barbarism, the city stood like a beacon ever illuminating models of 
civilization across the ocean: mainly Paris but also London and New York. In-
deed, Porrian elites managed to replicate Europe in privileged sectors of the 
capital city’s west side. Starting at the Zócalo and including the new suburbs 
along Avenida Reforma, the west side was a testament to material progress and 
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the rise of a rened lifestyle.49 Palaces, parks, broad avenues, and commerce gave 
this area its distinctive European charm. Strolling around the Zócalo, Porrian 
elites found well known foreign-owned department stores, such as El Palacio 
de Hierro or El Puerto de Veracruz. Shoppers at Casa Boker could ride the rst 
elevators in Mexico City. Pricey restaurants and modern hotels located between 
the Zócalo and Alameda Park vied for the favor of the city’s nest. Plateros was 
a ourishing street of specialty stores, elegant residences, and oces, where the 
members of the new bourgeoisie aunted elegant attire and carriages in the late 
aernoon. Only a few were welcome in the Jockey Club, a highly selective as-
sociation located on the west end of Plateros, where illustrious men discussed 
politics and money over cigars and brandy.50
Meanwhile, at the same rapid pace, the eastern part of the city soon evolved 
into an area saturated with slums and poverty. Starting at the Zócalo and in-
cluding notorious neighborhoods such as Tepito and La Bolsa, the poor side of 
the city received most newly arrived migrants from the countryside, uprooted 
farmers whose land was usurped through Porrian policies.51 Manual laborers, 
artisans, and domestic servants also lived there; they shared a life of hardship 
and imbued that area of the city with a rural avor that most Porrian elites 
would have preferred to prohibit.52 The urban poor lived in crowded tenements 
or adobe huts, oen resembling “Indian corrals” along unpaved streets.53
Men and women alike crowded into dimly lit rooms without running water or 
electricity, forced to share their space with up to a dozen other adults. When no 
housing was available, they paid three or four cents to rest in a public dormitory. 
They ate tortillas and beans and drank pulque, the traditional alcoholic beverage 
that some considered the primary source of crime and aberration among the 
poor. The lack of urban utility services in the poor sector of the city accentu-
ated sanitary problems during the rainy season, when recurrent ooding turned 
the streets into rivers of garbage and polluted water. Under unrelenting rains, 
refuse fumes infused the air and made breathing dicult. Inadequate drainage 
and chronic contamination played a signicant role in typhus outbreaks and the 
persistence of other contagious diseases.
The east side was full of cheap restaurants and bars, places where alcohol 
owed freely and where, according to some, disorder ruled. Although brothels 
and cheap motels were not limited to that area, the reputation of the poor part 
of the city as the source of vice was certainly due to the notorious clandestine 
world of illicit sex and illegal prostitution housed by its streets. Most newspa-
pers alerted the population to the scandals and dangers posed by the east side’s 
women of loose morals and deplorable criminals, although few if any police 
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dared set foot in the area. But the city of the poor was not the modern city’s 
traditional, static opposite. Indeed, the east side constituted an equally dynamic 
version of early twentieth-century urban experience.
Porrian Mexico City grew ever more divided between the poor east and 
the rich west, exposing the economic, political, and cultural polarities of the 
regime. Despite being separated by wealth and power, however, the two sectors 
of the city came into contact more oen than Porrian elites would have liked 
to admit. The truth is that the boundaries between the two worlds were porous, 
and their contact was tense, at best. Very few members of the elite ventured east. 
Those who did, mostly men, returned with alarming news that oen validated 
ocial views associating criminality with poverty. Journalist and criminologist 
Carlos Roumagnac, for example, repeatedly visited the Belén prison to interview 
male and female criminals. The life stories he heard and transcribed told of the 
deprivation, violence, and disease that dened the east side in the Porrian po-
litical imagination.54 Excursions to the underworld of illicit sex by government 
bureaucrat and popular writer Federico Gamboa resulted in Santa, the novel 
that forged the classic image of the Porrian prostitute.55 Evading the white 
swans of modernista poetry, Bohemians and nocturnal poets plunged into the 
city’s darkest corners and captured modern feelings.56
It was more common for inhabitants of the east side to cross over. Obliged by 
the job market and inadequate housing, many representatives of urban poverty 
traversed the center of Mexico City with a strong sense of ownership. Although 
this experience was not recorded in writing, the poor not infrequently le their 
mark in panoramic photographs of the city, where their bodies and faces ap-
peared with insistent frequency and wedged open gaps of meaning in otherwise 
insipid images of modern Mexico.
While individual escapades crossing urban boundaries provoked lawmakers’ 
suspicion and anxiety, of still greater concern were sites that induced mixing 
of classes, ethnicities, and genders. The danger of social contact, as Porrians 
would learn, was emerging almost everywhere. The streets, for example, con-
tinued to be liminal spaces that facilitated mutual contact in spite of increasing 
urban legislation. Occupied by rich and poor alike, the streets bore witness to 
modern lives and sometimes deaths. Every day, men faced one another there, 
exchanging greetings, suspicious looks, or insults as needed. There, too, men 
gazed at the scorned and desired bodies of ubiquitous prostitutes. Children 
dressed in rags ran around begging for handouts or playing tricks on unsus-
pecting passersby. The streets not only witnessed the steps of the poor from the 
east side, clad in traditional rural clothing and following the occasional burro; 
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their labyrinth was also a hiding place for thieves evading the police. Renowned 
journalist, modernista poet, and professional âneur Manuel Gutiérrez Nájera, 
who studied the city with an eagle eye, pejoratively referred to the urban poor 
with whom he was forced to share his portion of urban space as baldíos, idle like 
vacant land.57 He wondered:
What are we to do with those vacant, useless and dissolute gentlemen? Those 
people with no occupation or business who attack us in the street, armed 
with the Rights of Man and the freedoms guaranteed by the Constitution. . . . 
They deprive us of our freedom. They do not even allow us to drink a beer in 
peace. They intercept us in the streets. They examine us and impose forced 
loans on us in the form of charity. We are all slaves to a few dozen vacant 
individuals who are the true lords and masters of the streets.58
Like Gutiérrez Nájera, many Porrians looked with a combination of disgust 
and alarm upon the mixing of people that took place in the streets, bars, and 
public squares. Like him, Porrian elites regarded the porous boundaries be-
tween east and west with growing concern because most of them perceived social 
contact as a silent threat to morality and health, something that they attempted 
to prevent by expanding the e	ects of order throughout the city. The creation of 
the General Insane Asylum was a signicant part of that e	ort.
Under supervision and perpetually in a state of rebellion, Mexico City grew 
at a tremendous rate during the Porrian period. The external boundaries of 
the thriving metropolis expanded over time to engulf neighboring villages and 
towns. To the south, San Ángel, Coyoacán, and Tlalpan garnered the favor of 
the rich, who considered them natural enclaves removed from the modernizing 
capital’s hustle and bustle, despite the tobacco, paper, textile, and brick factories 
located there.59 For similar reasons, health authorities selected Mixcoac, a bu-
colic town of traditional neighborhoods located between Chapultepec and San 
Ángel, as the construction site for the General Insane Asylum.60 Although this 
decision had a medical basis and followed international norms for the construc-
tion of psychiatric hospitals, it also was based on a social reading of the urban 
space to be inhabited by hospital authorities and inmates alike.
Aware of the paradoxes that demarcated and gave life to modern metropoles, 
authorities decided to remove psychiatric hospitals from the center of Mexico 
City and opted for a location that would facilitate control and segregation, a lo-
cation that would impede contagion and secure the status quo, a location where 
mental health would reect ideas of social order. Thus, the asylum plans created 
over a twenty-four-year period of Porrian government constituted political 
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interpretations of a city that, to those in power, was in constant risk, perpetu-
ally threatened by disorder and disease. More than an abstract philosophy, these 
ideas were integrated into the architectural design of the institution and the set 
of rules created to govern it.
A Therapeutic Panorama
When the elderly General Porrio Díaz inaugurated the General Insane Asylum 
facilities with utmost pride, twenty-four years of unseen toil nally came into 
the spotlight. The twenty-ve buildings making up the La Castañeda complex 
reected the painstaking planning process that is characteristic of modern en-
terprises. The Mexican psychiatric hospital followed an “order of construction” 
that was itself, as the special committee had suggested in 1896, a “moral order,” 
a form of structured therapy in which brick and cement functioned as curative 
tools.61 As in France and the United States, whose hospitals had served as models 
for the construction of the Mexican asylum, mental health architecture not only 
incorporated medical notions of treatment and healing but also accentuated the 
symbolic place of the state as modernizing agent. Thus, with the construction 
of the General Insane Asylum, members of the Porrian regime forged a ther-
apeutic panorama that validated and gloried modernity as they conceived it.
Architectural styles of institutions for the insane became increasingly reg-
imented and uniform in the mid-nineteenth century. This process was aided 
by the professionalization of psychiatry and the growing relevance of state 
participation in public poverty assistance programs.62 In the US, expansion of 
the public hospital system was the result of a combination of factors: growing 
concern about poverty, disease, and crime associated with the processes of ur-
banization and industrialization, as well as the persistent activity of militant 
psychiatric hospital reformers such as Dorothea L. Dix.63 Although variations 
existed, the design and construction of state psychiatric hospitals adhered to 
norms created by the Association of Medical Superintendents of American In-
stitutions for the Insane, the most inuential of which was the “Kirkbride Plan.” 
Created by founding member Thomas Kirkbride at the Pennsylvania Hospital 
for the Insane in the mid-nineteenth century, this plan consisted of a basic ar-
chitectural style that included a predominant central building with symmetrical 
wings extending on each end.64 Important institutions such as the Government 
Hospital for the Insane in Washington, DC, the Iowa Mental Health Institute, 
and Utica State Hospital in New York were built according to this plan.65 These 
standards and plans were among the documents that Román Ramírez translated 
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and included in his 1884 report, and they did not go unnoticed as construction 
of the Mexican asylum moved forward.
In France, a crucial source of inspiration for the Mexican psychiatric hospital 
builders, an 1838 law played a fundamental role in the development of national 
standards for state hospital construction. As the Salpêtrière and the Bicêtre, in-
stitutions with a poor reputation, became saturated and increasingly obsolete, 
this law ordered the creation of a national network of psychiatric hospitals with 
full-time doctors selected by the Ministry of the Interior.66 Although this law 
was not followed immediately, it nevertheless established the foundation for the 
growing role of state-run rather than religious institutions for the insane.
Just as relevant in regulating psychiatric hospital construction were the ef-
forts of Haussmann, prefect of Paris from 1853 to 1870.67 Haussmann not only 
was responsible for the transformation of the City of Light during the Second 
Empire but also headed the construction of psychiatric institutions in the Seine 
department, named state commissions, and applied lessons he had learned per-
sonally from Dr. Girard de Cailleux and his psychiatric hospital in Auxerre.68
This late nineteenth-century French psychiatric hospital had nancial support 
secured by Haussmann:
In the center is the administrative building, where general services are lo-
cated: oces, kitchen, linens, pharmacy, etc. To each side are the symmet-
rical buildings that house inmates: on one side, the men’s rooms; on the 
other, the women’s. Then, within that group of buildings there are subdivi-
sions for tranquil, semi-tranquil, and agitated patients. In the back, parallel 
to the administrative building, there are structures for paying boarders, 
one for men and another for women.69
This layout was later replicated in Paris, and aer Echegaray and De la Barra 
studied the 1860 Haussmann commission report, it also inuenced the con-
struction of La Castañeda.
The General Insane Asylum in Mexico City thus took shape in both imi-
tation and deance of foreign architectural standards. Porrio Díaz, Jr. com-
pleted the construction around 1910, and as federal government and public 
welfare system authorities visited the buildings each month, the medical and 
social relevance of the enterprise became more obvious. Just as expected, the 
asylum looked spectacular. Surrounded by 32,925 square meters of gardens and 
forest, where authorities installed farmland and stables, La Castañeda also had 
271 square meters of attractively designed gardens at its entrance.70 There, near 
the arch welcoming visitors and inmates alike, authorities built three houses for 
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hospital doctors. Created to “make the psychiatric hospital specialist position 
desirable,” the doctors’ residences were “spacious and picturesque.”71 Each two-
story house measured 196 square meters and had three rooms, a study, and an 
oce. The high status of the doctors employed there was accentuated by quar-
ters for a male assistant and a female servant. Two of these houses even boasted 
a basement with four rooms and a bathroom.72
A narrow road curved to the east, and then General Services came into view 
behind imported ornamental plants and manicured owerbeds. Photographed 
on numerous occasions, this building became the enduring hallmark of La 
Castañeda General Insane Asylum. At the top of a formidable staircase, the 
façade included a French arch, a large clock, and symmetrical windows; just as 
Echegaray and De la Barra had intended, this scene “possessed a graceful attitude 
in harmony with the rural panorama surrounding the building, avoiding any 
pretentiousness in appearance that would be incompatible with the poverty and 
woe found within.”73 The administrative oces were located there, as well as 
the observation ward, photography room, pharmacy, kitchen, employee dining 
areas, laundry rooms, theatre, and library. As the symbolic heart of the psychi-
atric hospital, the General Services building more than fullled its mission: it 
not only displayed the greatness of the Porrian regime, but also validated its 
humanitarian devotion.
Like foreign psychiatric hospitals, La Castañeda distributed space along gen-
der and class lines. Men and women occupied extreme opposite ends of the in-
stitution—the west and east sides, respectively—which were separated by walls 
decorated with shrubs and plants to avoid “the appearance of a jail.”74 Reecting 
social hierarchies, the asylum also reserved the front areas close to the gardens 
and entrance for paying inmates. Behind them, the wards for indigent inmates 
began. Located to the back right of the wards for distinguished inmates, wards 
for alcoholic men and women occupied a space of 1,641 and 1,121 square meters, 
respectively; this distribution reected medical and social views associating al-
cohol consumption with the lower classes.75 Alcoholic men lived in a two-story 
building that included sleeping quarters with thirty beds each, bathrooms, 
dining rooms, courtyards, workshops, and terraces. Alcoholic women lived in a 
single-story building with a similar layout on a smaller scale.
Reecting views associating gender with mental illnesses, a ward for danger-
ous male inmates was built behind the alcoholics ward, with no corresponding 
ward in the women’s part of the institution. The sizes of the wards for tranquil 
inmates also reected perceptions of gender. A pair of two-story buildings were 
reserved for tranquil inmates in the men’s part of the psychiatric hospital, and 
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they measured 2,443 and 1,221 square meters, respectively.76 In the women’s sec-
tion, authorities also built a pair of two-story buildings for tranquil inmates, but 
in this case, they both measured 2,443 square meters.77 This unequal distribu-
tion of space favoring men was also applied in the epileptic wards.
In terms of the distribution of space within each building, the ground oor 
of the tranquil patients ward included bathrooms and closets, sleeping quarters, 
a room for preparing salves, a room for a guard, an examining room, two rooms 
for isolated patients, and internal courtyards separated by two large common 
areas. The upper level repeated this distribution, but instead of the isolation 
rooms, it had two rooms for distinguished patients. These were the largest wards 
built in the General Insane Asylum.
In the central back area of the hospital, just behind the General Services build-
ing, authorities built the inrmary.78 The two single-story buildings, one for the 
inrmary proper and the other dedicated to electroshock therapy, covered areas 
of 1,419 and 491 square meters, respectively. The inrmary included recovery 
and surgery rooms, rooms for the nurses, sleeping areas for indigent men and 
women, as well as rooms for paying inmates. A waiting area adjoined the ma-
chinery department, which in turn connected with the medical instrument area.
Due to the risk of infection, patients with contagious illnesses were cared for 
separately in an inrmary located to the rear of the asylum. Also in the central 
area of the institution, just behind the inrmary, authorities built the ward for 
so-called imbeciles, a single-story building that measured 3,065 square meters 
and housed men as well as women on the west and east sides of the building, 
respectively.79 The imbeciles ward was made up of sleeping areas with ten beds 
each, bathrooms, closets, a room for a guard, a medical exam room, internal 
courtyards separated by a room used as a school, and additional bathrooms. The 
dining areas, workshops, and gymnasium facilities were used to separate the men 
from the women in this building.
Lastly, in the central rear section of the asylum, authorities built therapy 
and teaching facilities. They included two bathing areas for male and female 
patients, including swimming pools, massage areas, bathtubs, and showers.80
Patients underwent hydrotherapy there. The stables and additional workshops 
were also located in this area, allowing inmates to engage in work, another form 
of therapy. The morgue was the last building in the asylum. It measured 240 
square meters and was an octagonal building that included the institution’s lab-
oratory, an area for cadavers, and an amphitheater, where psychiatry professors 
were invited to give talks and teach.81 These facilities were intended to foster 
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strong bonds between the medical school and the psychiatric hospital, the foun-
dation for training the rst generation of Mexican psychiatrists.
The photographers who attended the asylum grand opening in 1910 captured 
images of more than just buildings, majestic though they were. Instead, the pho-
tographers reproduced and xed the contours of a panoramic view that had been 
carefully designed to prevent social disorder, improve the nation’s mental health, 
and sustain the benevolent nature of the modern state.
La Castañeda in the Revolution: 1910–1930
Although some still remember La Castañeda as a monumental building “that 
occupied nine blocks, almost one hundred thousand square meters, with beau-
tifully constructed wards each dedicated to a di	erent mental illness,” the Gen-
eral Insane Asylum changed drastically and rapidly aer September of 1910.82
The Mexican Revolution, a social uprising that claimed more than a million 
lives across the countryside, impacted the General Insane Asylum not long aer 
its ocial grand opening. Without the economic and political investment that 
created it, the hospital soon faced a growing number of nancial dilemmas that 
a	ected both its administrative and medical branches and required a gradual 
redenition of the asylum as a whole. Rather than the medical and research in-
stitution envisioned by modernizing Porrians, the establishment soon reverted 
to the custody function.
As a popular mass uprising fundamentally involving the participation of 
farmers and workers, the rst moments of the revolution developed in the coun-
tryside, where Zapatista armies in the south and Villista forces in the north 
fought against economic, social, and cultural transformations resulting from 
Porrian-era modernizing e	orts. The conict soon reached urban areas. In 
1911, the crowds stormed Mexico City. Francisco I. Madero, a landowner and 
businessman, took power that year. Growing e	orts by rural campesinos in the 
city to organize to demand land and labor distribution weakened his govern-
ment signicantly, and in 1913, General Victoriano Huerta overthrew Madero 
in a bloody coup known thereaer as the Tragic Ten Days. An extended civil 
war followed. In late 1915, a well-equipped Constitutionalist Army led by land-
owner and former Coahuila governor Venustiano Carranza gained control of 
the Villista and Zapatista forces, power he held until the 1916 Aguascalientes 
Convention and that would be later validated by the Mexican Constitution 
of 1917.83 As the revolutionary process evolved, very little remained intact in 
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the country. Hunger and violence beset rural and urban areas alike. Mexico 
City, an important theater of military conict between 1914 and 1915, was no 
exception.
The urban metropolis, which had served as a representation of Porrian mo-
dernity, soon became a place of “pillage, lth, and corruption.”84 “Condemned 
to evil days,” the city witnessed trash piling up in the streets, looting of man-
sions, and general disorder. According to some, this situation worsened when 
Zapatista armies entered the city.85 By 1915, food shortage was imminent as 
Zapatista forces closed o	 the water supply, reportedly in an attempt to weaken 
the Constitutionalist Army. Aer an unsuccessful intervention by the Red 
Cross, the city was still “without water, the streets were beginning to reek, and 
the dreaded typhus fever, which ourishes in cold, dry climates in unsanitary 
conditions, was claiming about seventy victims per week.”86 As the Zapatistas 
and the constitutionalists continued to clash, accusations of looting crossed the 
battleeld.87 With increasing prices, empty stores, and paralyzed electric trains, 
the city felt like anarchy and smelled like death.88 When mortality rates reached 
an unparalleled 42.3 percent, tripling the average mortality in cities in the US 
(16.1 percent), and even exceeding the mortality rates of cities like Madras or 
Cairo (39.51 and 40.15 percent, respectively), government ocials came to the 
conclusion that Mexico was without a doubt “the most unhealthy place in the 
entire world.”89
As in the city as a whole, in the General Insane Asylum the impact of the 
Mexican Revolution was tangible and devastating. Located on the periphery of 
the city, La Castañeda became yet another theater of the conict when Zapatista 
forces ghting against the Constitutionalist Army took over the institution in 
late January of 1915.90 In early February, continuous exchanges of gunre between 
the two armies “created panic among employees’ families, as they attempted to 
dodge bullets whistling through the air.”91 Weeks later, when the Zapatistas le 
the asylum, authorities accused them of looting, since the chickens, rabbits, and 
goats disappeared along with them.92 More relevant, however, was the fact that 
three dangerous inmates took advantage of the military occupation to become 
Zapatista soldiers overnight, leaving the establishment to follow General San-
doval’s army. Salvador Gutiérrez, a professor at the institution, joined them in 
this decision.93
Although the military occupation a	ected some sections of La Castañeda 
(doctors’ residences, a few wards), these were minor damages compared to the 
general deterioration of the establishment. Like state-run psychiatric hospitals 
in other countries, the Mexican institution soon faced the problem of inmate 
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overcrowding, a phenomenon that reected the growing demand for hospital 
beds during the early revolutionary era. Indeed, careful demographic calcula-
tions resulted in the provision of 1,330 beds in 1910 (730 reserved for women and 
600 for men), but demand outpaced bed availability in 1911.94 This di	erence 
decreased during the 1920s, but over time it rebounded.95 Authorities faced a di-
lemma. Although they recognized that the number of inmates had to decrease, 
they were also aware that this situation stemmed from the very welfare principles 
that governed the institution, including the charge to provide care to all indi-
viduals regardless of sex, age, religion, and social class.96 As the most important 
national institution of its kind, the psychiatric hospital admitted paying inmates 
not only from the capital city, but also from the rest of the country, and occasion-
ally even from abroad. Moreover, most of the admitted patients had chronic ill-
nesses requiring lengthy hospitalizations. These three variables were aggravated 
by the necessities of the revolutionary era. In a time of upheaval, when violence 
and hunger were not uncommon, the hospital sheltered large numbers of desti-
tute patients, most of whom had nowhere else to go. Lacking options, asylum au-
thorities sent budget increase requests to the Welfare System Committee; these 
requests were oen ignored. Indeed, data demonstrating the decrease in new 
admissions between 1914 and 1916, from 635 to 470 respectively, seem to indicate 
that the institution administration’s shortcomings were o	set by the dislocation 
of social life that transformed the entire city into an asylum requiring no special 
documentation for its admissions process.
Social indi	erence and governmental negligence also a	ected the asylum’s 
physical structure and the quality of its general services, which both deterio-
rated throughout the armed phase of the revolution. For example, in 1916, public 
welfare system inspectors noted that the inmates’ clothing was inadequate and 
they were eating small pieces of bread that “did not weigh even forty grams.”97
By the end of the critical Constitutionalist stage in 1920, the psychiatric hospital 
had bigger problems than food and clothing supplies, now lacking mattresses, 
electricity, and basic medicines. Roofs were leaking, and the wooden ooring, 
doors, and windows found in most of the buildings had deteriorated.98 More-
over, because the asylum lacked security, it was vulnerable to arbitrary attacks 
from the public.99
Sensing fertile ground for sensationalist news reports, journalists visited the 
hospital and described it as a wasteland, an institution that was “completely dev-
astated, lacking hygiene in the kitchen serving inmates poor and scant meals, 
and supplying indigent inmates with miserable clothing. [In sum,] the wards, 
isolation rooms, gardens, streets, and courtyards were completely abandoned.”100
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Although authorities attempted to limit journalists’ access to the psychiatric 
hospital, especially if they had cameras, news of disorder, devastation, and utter 
terror continued to leak to the press.101 Soon, journalists were referring to La 
Castañeda as a penal colony where nurses punished inmates with garrotes, and 
employees tracked in illegal substances like cigarettes and alcohol.102 It was 
said that murders took place in the General Insane Asylum, “a site of terror 
where the employees abuse the unfortunate inmates in unbelievable and despi-
cable ways.”103 Instead of implementing measures to improve the institution, 
asylum authorities regularly responded to newspaper articles by denying the 
veracity of accusations, as in the case of Teresa Durán y Córdoba, whose forced 
solitary connement made it to the press only to be denied later by authorities.104
They even blamed public accusations on inmates’ mental conditions, as in the 
case of María Álvarez, whose “mania consists of complaining systematically and 
without reason whatsoever.”105 Occasionally, however, especially when the evi-
dence was undeniable, asylum authorities did re accused employees and later 
sent them to prison.106 Despite institutional denial, journalists continued to pub-
lish increasingly alarming articles which played a key role in casting an enduring 
shadow over La Castañeda. Its name soon reached the level of an o	ensive word 
in postrevolutionary Mexico.
The ominous state of the institution was not limited to its welfare services. 
The lack of nancial support also compromised its status as a medical estab-
lishment, as scientic sta	 soon became insucient as well. Despite internal 
regulations, by 1912 just one doctor was responsible for caring for and treating 
98 inmates in ward “A” for tranquil inmates, and this situation was the rule, not 
the exception, throughout the hospital.107 Limited numbers of nurses and insuf-
cient training for assistants aggravated the problem. Only two years aer the 
hospital opened, each nurse there cared for an average of 150 inmates in various 
wards. Likewise, 86 doctors supervised 1,024 inmates: almost half the number of 
doctors that the director determined were necessary to provide adequate care.108
Under these circumstances, increasing emphasis was placed on the custody func-
tions of the institution.
Although psychiatric hospital authorities vehemently denied newspaper arti-
cles that described La Castañeda as an abandoned, anarchic institution, written 
reports by Public Welfare System inspectors conrmed that image. The cus-
tomary complaints about the quality and quantity of food and clothing did not 
stop during the 1920s.109 In fact, by the end of the decade, Inspector Elisa P. 
viuda de Guijarro described not only the leaden avor that pervaded all of the 
food, but also:
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the deterioration of the wards, especially the men’s wards, where entire 
sections of walls disappeared, as well as doors and windows. The butcher 
shop and bakery are unsanitary, and, like the entire establishment, require 
remodeling. All the dining areas need benches and so do the living areas, 
because the inmates are sitting directly on the oor.110
She also described how the shortage of beds in the epileptic women’s ward forced 
the inmates to sleep together, which, in her opinion, was “unsanitary, immoral, 
and dangerous.”111 As if echoing this complaint, M. Burgos wrote about the lack 
of privacy and about patients who “go about sning one’s moist parts.”112
The irregularities did not end there. Two years later, Inspector Gabriel 
Cházaro recorded violations involving the murder of an inmate, allegedly with 
the participation of two doctors.113 According to the summary by Dr. José 
Gómez Robleda, chief physician of the observation ward, the asylum was “in 
a state of utter neglect, lacking the minimal resources required to do even me-
diocre work.”114 To illustrate his point, Dr. Gómez Robleda included black and 
white photographs where piles of trash, walls covered in grati, and ruined 
bathrooms conrmed the desperate situation at La Castañeda. The limits of 
the modernizing project that gave birth to the psychiatric hospital could not be 
any clearer.
In the late 1920s, hospital authorities launched a radical medical and ad-
ministrative reform designed to breathe new life into the institution. Although 
psychiatric hospital reform attracted sorely needed resources and attention to 
La Castañeda, it also paradoxically represented the beginning of the end. As 
asylum authorities had done in 1910, Samuel Ramírez Moreno and Manuel 
Guevara Oropeza, the doctors who directed the institution between 1928 and 
1932, represented the 1930 reform as progress in the history of mental health, 
but its glory was short-lived. Authorities and psychiatrists fought tirelessly to 
modernize the asylum, but old problems soon resurfaced: overcrowding, lack of 
resources, and over time, social indi	erence. With a capacity of 1,500 inmates, 
the asylum housed 3,139 by 1940. Despite requiring 2,200,000 pesos per year, it 
operated on a budget of only half that amount.115
In 1944, Dr. Edmundo Buentello became the new directing physician, and 
his action plan reiterated past concerns and solutions. As a staunch defender of 
work therapy, for example, Buentello requested more resources to keep the asy-
lum workshops running.116 He also established classes for nurses and assistants 
in order to “increase the cultural and educational level of those who are under 
an obligation, whether bureaucratic or humanitarian, to save the inmates.”117 He 
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designed “permanent committees” to analyze and nd solutions for technical 
problems such as providing food for the inmates, and for greater social problems, 
such as the place of inmates in both penal and civil legislation.118
Buentello’s plan, however, also included new measures that led to the cre-
ation of mental health facilities in addition to La Castañeda. These included 
construction of new psychiatric hospitals in Mexico City and beyond, as well as 
creation of farms for the mentally ill, dedicated exclusively to caring for chronic 
patients who were incurable, but able to work. The rst farm, located in San 
Pedro del Monte near León, Guanajuato, opened that same year.119 Lastly, he 
recommended creating an external service system designed for inmates who had 
been integrated into society or mental patients who did not need intensive psy-
chiatric care.120
These measures aimed to alleviate the burden on La Castañeda, but they did 
not seek to replace an institution that most psychiatrists considered the center of 
nationally relevant scientic research. However, this is exactly what happened in 
1965. Under the title Operation Castañeda, the Ministry of Health and Welfare 
ordered the nal closure of the general insane asylum and the creation of a series 
of hospitals designed to replace it: a hospital for patients with acute mental ill-
nesses with 600 beds, a pediatric hospital for two hundred children, three rural 
hospitals with 500 beds each, and two hospital-shelters for incurable patients, 
with 250 beds each.121
Then, brick by brick, the General Insane Asylum was taken down. A long 
saga in Mexican mental health care was literally dismantled.
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Entryway
A Mental Health Routine
I t has been described on occasion as a site of genuine chaos, like the fantasy of the ship of fools created by Bosch and recreated by Foucault in the now famous rst chapter of Madness and Civilization. Others have rep-
resented it as a unique example of totalitarianism, particularly in certain anti-
psychiatric literature. Yet throughout much of history, the internal routines and 
dynamics of psychiatric hospitals have remained as nebulous as they are fascinat-
ing—and perhaps they are so fascinating precisely because they are nebulous. In 
an eort to bridge the gap between two extremes, studies of connement have 
oered oen painstaking historical detail allowing a reassessment of the daily 
life and psychiatric practices in mental health facilities throughout time and 
across cultures. Like the Salpêtrière in France or the Bethel in Great Britain, the 
General Insane Asylum located in Mexico City generated constant curiosity, 
and more oen, apprehension among the residents of Mixcoac, a village to the 
south of the ourishing city which over time became so closely associated with 
the institution that they became truly synonymous.1
Although student visits and scattered newspaper reports helped to reveal 
the institution’s inhabitants and their daily routines, the inner world of mental 
health facilities remained unknown to the general public. Aiming to open the 
doors of the institution through regional historiography, this chapter demon-
strates that life within the asylum walls followed its own order, a routine created 
by the idiosyncrasies of psychiatrists, bureaucrats, and the inmates themselves.2
Together, in close, tense contact, they witnessed the rise of one of the most for-
midable projects of the late Porrian era. Together, too, they experienced its 
rapid decline. I evaluate rst the eect of the order imposed by internal institu-
tion regulations, and once inside, I describe the daily routines of both doctors 
and inmates within the asylum walls. Overall, this routine reveals the limits of 
an institutional framework created with great fervor by doctors and lawyers.
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Far from the stereotype, the General Insane Asylum was from the outset a com-
plex institution that fullled various pertinent, occasionally paradoxical func-
tions in revolutionary Mexico. First, as a public welfare facility, it oered custo-
dial care to destitute citizens and to those considered mentally unstable by their 
families. Secondly, as a state institution with its own regulations, La Castañeda 
helped to reinforce Porrian and revolutionary ideas of order and social control. 
Third, as a de facto medical training institute, it  provided medical attention 
to men and women in a certain range of social classes.  Due to nancial and 
stang restrictions, however, La Castañeda was neither as controlling as author-
ities hoped, nor as generous and disinterested as welfare ideology intended. In-
stead, by treating, controlling, and producing knowledge about mental illness, 
La Castañeda survived as the shiing and sometimes unsettling ground upon 
which administrators, medical personnel, and the inmates themselves con-
structed the reality of insanity and its treatment.
Everyday life was not easy in early twentieth-century Mexico, and the asy-
lum grounds were no exception. As the revolutionary period evolved and the 
conditions inside the facility worsened, it became more and more evident that 
the institution could not replicate, much less reinforce, prevalent ideas of order 
and control.
Mental Health Care: Administrative Point of View
The General Insane Asylum reected and contributed to rising processes of 
bureaucratization and professionalization that characterized the Porrian re-
gime. Ocially fullling the functions of hospital and shelter, La Castañeda 
was built to provide medical treatment and custodial services for the mentally 
ill regardless of sex, age, nationality, or religion.4 As a welfare institution, the 
psychiatric hospital was under the umbrella of the General Committee of the 
Public Welfare System, which in turn answered to the Ministry of the Inte-
rior. In fact, it was not until a decade aer it opened that the General Insane 
Asylum came under the authority of the city government, technically losing its 
federal institution status. In practice, however, the asylum continued to admit 
patients from throughout the country to a greater or lesser extent throughout 
its history. Meanwhile, through designated channels, the government appointed 
the asylum scientic and administrative sta, primarily made up of full-time 
doctors and administrators whose annual salary exceeded six hundred pesos. 
This created a strong link between the state and mental health administration 
in Mexico.
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At the scientic level, the state also produced strong connections with the 
professional status of psychiatry by selecting full-time physicians for the most 
prominent institution positions, including the role of general director. More-
over, replicating the French model pervading the law of 1838, Mexican author-
ities contributed to the formalization of the psychiatric hospital as a training 
institution, oering psychiatry classes in its facilities “in order to cooperate with 
the National School of Medicine in the teaching of medicine.”5 The creation of 
a pathology museum and a microscopy research department later reinforced the 
institution’s scientic reputation.6
In the administrative sphere, the state played a powerful role by naming in-
spectors authorized to visit the establishment “any day and any time” to super-
vise “its departments and sections, its books and archives; to request any type of 
data or report; to speak with employees and patients as well as doctors.”7
By placing itself above the asylum board of directors, the state, through the 
Ministry of the Interior, also had the right to “communicate to the general di-
rector instructions considered necessary to ensure proper order in the establish-
ment and rigor in its services.”8 In this way, the state became the real guardian of 
the nation’s mental health. Thus, as part of the modernization process of newly 
modern Mexico, the General Insane Asylum helped to validate and institution-
alize psychiatry as a legitimate eld of medical expertise, while at the same time 
contributing to the expansion of the Porrian regime’s bureaucracy. In contrast 
with what was happening in other countries where psychiatry was accused of 
having perhaps too much power, in Mexico, psychiatrists lived in a sort of “legal 
neglect” (desamparo jurídico, the term historian Cristina Sacristán uses to de-
scribe psychiatrists’ limited ability to approve or deny the admission of new pa-
tients to the institution). This limited the social impact of their knowledge and 
medical practice, especially during the rst decades of the twentieth century.
Replicating strategies used in institutions abroad, the General Insane Asy-
lum administration echoed the political centralization that characterized the 
Porrian period. Unlike colonial hospitals for the insane, which were directed 
by an administrator and hired visiting physicians, control of the modern psychi-
atric hospital was in the hands of a resident physician-director. Ideally, he was a 
man with a good reputation in the medical establishment who presided over its 
scientic  and administrative branches. He designated appropriate candidates 
for positions in the name of the Ministry of the Interior and hired and red 
employees whose salary was under six hundred pesos per year.9 Moreover, the 
physician-director had to the right to reform the institution and to designate 
funds for new construction or installation of new departments. As a full-time 
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employee, the physician-director was expected to dedicate all his time and energy 
to improving the treatment of the insane and increasing the medical prestige of 
the asylum. Dr. José Meza Gutiérrez, a professor of psychiatry at the National 
School of Medicine, took this position in 1910.10
The second most important position in the asylum was that of a resident 
administrator-accountant  who prepared the institution’s budget, supervised 
employees, and wrote monthly statistical reports for the General Committee 
of the Public Welfare System.11 He was expected to make frequent visits to the 
various departments of the institution  and watch over the daily routines of 
both employees and patients. Furthermore, the administrator established and 
supervised the activities of lower-ranking administrative employees, such as the 
kitchen manager, clothing department manager, and desk employees. Although 
the administrator was ocially under the control of the physician-director, he 
received a higher monthly salary: they received 300 and 240 pesos, respectively.12
Dr. Luis A. García, an esteemed physician responsible for converting the pri-
vate hospital Casa de Salud Rafael Lavista into a psychiatric institution, took 
this position in 1910.13 A general guard assisted the administrator in his vari-
ous activities, enforcing his orders and supervising assistants, for which he was 
paid ninety-nine pesos per month, a salary comparable to the earnings of a chief 
physician.14
The third most important administrative role in La Castañeda was the ad-
missions department. The manager of this department, a full-time resident 
employee, collected, examined, and archived required documents for grant-
ing inmates ocial access within the institution.15 Once patients were admit-
ted, this individual was also in charge of creating and maintaining their les, 
which typically contained the admission form, medical certicates, record of 
ward residence, transfers, photographs, and other ocial documents related to 
the inmate’s stay in the psychiatric hospital. Thanks to him, the asylum had a 
well-organized, active archive. The head of admissions was also responsible for 
discharging inmates, notifying relatives when inmates were cured, and return-
ing imprisoned inmates to the appropriate authorities. He also informed fam-
ily members or guardians about inmates’ mental conditions as required, via 
telegram or mail. As required by law, the head of admissions remained in his 
oce from 7:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. and from 3:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.,  and he 
was required to work overtime when necessary. His monthly salary was ninety- 
nine pesos.16
Although the administrator played a powerful role in running the psychi-
atric hospital, the presence of the physicians gave it the hallmark of a modern 
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scientic institution. Unlike colonial hospitals for the insane, La Castañeda 
employed eleven male doctors, thirty male and female nurses, and ninety-six 
male assistants to attend to and care for hospital inmates, sustaining the insti-
tution’s therapeutic objectives.17 Although the physicians were not required to 
be psychiatrists, most of them used their experience in the psychiatric hospital 
to complete their specialization in that eld. The medical sta was organized 
according to a hierarchy with the physician-director at the top, followed by 
the chief resident, who earned a salary of 120 pesos per month and supervised 
two medical residents who earned 90 pesos each. The heads of the men’s and 
women’s departments, who each earned 99 pesos per month,  supervised ve 
non-resident doctors whose monthly salary was 75 pesos. A dentist, earning 60 
pesos per month, was also part of the medical sta at La Castañeda.18
Although the chief physicians performed some medical duties, especially 
when the employees under their supervision were absent, their responsibilities 
were more bureaucratic in nature. They made inspection visits and ensured that 
their departments were functioning well. Therefore, the resident and nonresi-
dent physicians, seven in all, were responsible for most of the medical activity, 
which included caring for an estimated population of one thousand inmates.19
These doctors were assigned to specic units, whose sta, including nurses and 
assistants, were under their supervision. Although only the residents were ex-
pected to live on asylum grounds, regulations stipulated that all doctors use a 
special clock to register their arrival before seven in the morning, the time medi-
cal duties began.20
Psychiatric hospital doctors’ daily routine began with physical examination 
of the patients, even those who were considered incurable.21 When doctors were 
preparing to perform a medical treatment, whether dietetic, hygienic, pharma-
cological, surgical, electrical, psychological, or restrictive, they would read the 
ordenata, a document containing information about the inmate’s identity as well 
as the medical diagnosis, treatment, and prescribed medications. Once the exam 
was complete, if the doctors considered it necessary, they ordered new medica-
tions from the main pharmacy—the only source of this type of product in the 
psychiatric hospital, and unsurprisingly, oen poorly stocked.
When inmates required surgery, doctors authorized their transfer to the in-
rmary, and when appropriate, the operating room. A doctor’s written consent 
was also required to move inmates from one unit to another, and especially to 
permit the use of restraint methods such as the straitjacket. Lasting not less than 
one hour, medical rounds were complete at 10:00 a.m. Aer that time, doctors 
performed surgeries, conducted personal research, or  gave free instruction to 
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resident physicians or nurses. Nonresident physicians might leave the establish-
ment, an option not aorded to residents, who had to stay at the asylum twen-
ty-four hours per day on dates specied on a previously organized calendar.22
Authorities hoped that the abundant responsibilities and numerous patients 
would not dissuade young doctors, who applied to work at La Castañeda know-
ing it was the only institution oering practical psychiatric training in Mexico.
A particularly important responsibility for doctors was creating and updat-
ing  inmate clinical histories.  They included information about the inmate’s 
history, a photograph,  a narrative of the patient’s symptoms, the diagnosis, a 
description of the progression of the illness, the treatment, its results, and nally, 
the discharge date or autopsy results. These clinical histories demonstrated prev-
alent views in Porrian Mexico.
As growing poverty created anxiety among turn-of-the-century professional 
elites, these psychiatric interpretations of mental illness revealed the profound 
inuence of degeneration theory, a body of ideas rst articulated by Bénédict 
Agustin Morel and Valentin Magnan maintaining that madness was a degenera-
tive hereditary characteristic.23 Although doctors frequently wrote these clinical 
histories independently, regulations encouraged cooperation among colleagues, 
especially in cases that were dicult to diagnose. However, there were no sta 
meetings in the General Insane Asylum. Psychiatry classes were the only formal 
forum for discussing medical issues such as identifying symptoms and prescrib-
ing treatments.24 If they occurred, these classes were rarely mentioned in medi-
cal reports.
The medical sta working at La Castañeda included nurses (rst and second 
category) and assistants. Because their job put them in constant close contact 
with  inmates, they played a vital role in the medical expectations of the asy-
lum. However, the institution did not require nurses to be certied, hiring them 
when the General Committee “judged them suited for the job.”25
Despite their low pay and dubious training, the institution nevertheless re-
quired professional discipline and even personal sacrice. For example, for 1.5 
pesos per day, rst class resident nurses were expected to prepare the ordenata for 
every inmate; accompany doctors on their medical rounds and provide informa-
tion about the patients; order and receive food, clothing, and clean sheets when 
necessary; receive, store, and distribute medication to the inmates; provide mate-
rials to inmates for writing letters and send them to the general oce; maintain 
extreme kindness and benevolence in their interactions with inmates; prevent 
unauthorized persons from entering the units; and write a daily report of their 
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activities.26 In addition to their numerous responsibilities, and precisely because 
of them, nurses were also expected not to leave the unit, “not even to eat,” until 
another employee relieved them.27
Assistants’ work was just as exhausting and poorly compensated, at an average 
salary of seventy cents per day. They not only supported the work of the nurses, 
but also were in charge of the personal care of the inmates, “whom they should 
bathe, clean, dress, feed, wash, accompany within and beyond their units, con-
trol in case of an outbreak of violence, and care for as though they were chil-
dren.”28 Their close, physical contact with inmates made them easy targets for 
criticisms that would otherwise have been directed at the administration and 
the asylum’s medical services.
Since most of the lower-level employees lived and ate on asylum grounds, 
the institution enacted numerous rules intended to control social behavior.29
Not only was access to the psychiatric hospital highly regulated but movement 
within asylum units also required special permissions or visas issued by the 
physician-director. Social interaction between inmates and employees, and es-
pecially between the employees themselves, was discouraged. They were urged 
to limit personal communication to work situations and “only with the utmost 
respectability [decencia].”30 Relationships between men and women living in the 
institution were not permitted. Lastly, to underscore the institution’s welfare 
mission, internal regulations reminded employees that the General Insane Asy-
lum had been built for the exclusive benet of the inmates, “whom you should 
serve with the consideration commensurate to their miserable condition.”31 Fail-
ure to comply with the asylum’s moral expectations resulted ideally in employees’ 
immediate dismissal, although not “treating inmates with consideration” could 
be grounds for civil charges.32
The 1913 regulations, created by a public welfare system inspector and the 
directors of ve hospitals, included rules for providing inmates with the best psy-
chiatric care available while ensuring administrative order and the scientic sta-
tus of the institution. Following these rules, however, proved to be a monumen-
tal task. Mental health administration was continuously formed and reformed 
due to the idiosyncrasies of the very gures that the regulations were designed 
to control: administrators, medical sta members, and the inmates themselves. 
The limits of institutional order were further accentuated by the rapidly chang-
ing social context in which the asylum was founded. In the void created between 
the mental health project and its practice, a unique, oen fraught, Mexican form 
of treating mental illness took shape.
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Mental Health Care: Viewed from Within
Everything began at seven o’clock in the morning, when the asylum whistle 
woke the entire neighborhood.33 Administrators and medical sta members 
then prepared for another hard day within the asylum walls. The head of the 
admissions department opened the doors to his oce an hour later, and the 
scrutiny of future inmates began. Although the rst 848 inmates admitted to 
the institution the day of its grand opening (430 men and 418 women from 
the San Hipólito and Divino Salvador hospitals, respectively) did not adhere to 
the ocial procedure, new inmates were asked to present ocial identication 
documents, answer questions included on a medical questionnaire, and undergo 
a medical exam whose results would determine whether admission would be 
approved or denied.34 Completed by a resident asylum doctor, this initial routine 
took place in the observation ward.
According to the 1913 regulations, both the state and the family played a deci-
sive role in inmate custody. Authorities with the power to order inmate admis-
sion included the Ministry of the Interior, the General Committee of the Public 
Welfare System, and the governor and judges of the federal district. On the other 
hand, relatives or legal guardians as well as the inmates themselves were autho-
rized to request admission. Both cases required an ocial medical document 
issued by certied doctors assigned to hospitals or police inspection. Especially 
important to asylum authorities was a report on “the behavioral defects and lack 
of social adaptation justifying the diagnosis of mental illness,” a requirement 
that indirectly dened mental illness as a conictive social phenomenon.35 Thus, 
even if the initial hospitalization decision originated within the family itself, the 
family oen had to turn to local police authorities in order to obtain the medical 
certication authorizing the admission. The participation of these two agents—
the police and the family—oen undercut the authority of the psychiatrist in 
the admissions process.
However, psychiatric hospital admissions do not always proceed according 
to the rules. In “cases of emergency,” asylum authorities admitted inmates even 
without the medical certication, a document that was oen completed by a 
medical resident at the psychiatric hospital aer the admission had taken place. 
Likewise, police inspection was guaranteed the right to send insane individuals 
to the asylum even without a government order, a legal document that they had 
to obtain aer the inmate was conned.36 Moreover, interdiction hearings, a legal 
tool used in other countries to prevent involuntary connement of lucid individ-
uals, were not commonly used as admission instruments in the Mexican asylum.
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This is especially relevant in the case of an institution where the majority of 
inmates (86 percent women and 68 percent men) were there as the result of a gov-
ernment order.37 Indeed, from 1914 on, a presidential declaration ordered that 
inmate connement must be preceded by an interdiction hearing, in accordance 
with Article 1390 of the Mexican Civil Code.38 However, even public welfare 
system head Juan B. Rojas, who recommended the measure because he consid-
ered it humanitarian and legal, found it dicult, if not impossible, to follow.39
What is certain is that, although it was costly and slow, the interdiction hearing 
protected the civil rights of inmates at the expense of the welfare system budget 
and the psychiatric hospital medical routine. On these grounds, Rojas suggested 
eliminating the judicial process and instead leaving the admission decision solely 
in the hands of  the institution’s administrative and medical personnel. Like-
wise, asylum authorities’ opposition to interdiction hearings was unyielding 
because they believed the measure undermined the importance of their medical 
standards. Indeed, when the federal district attorney general attempted to hold 
interdiction hearings at La Castañeda, the physician-director reminded him:
This asylum follows administrative and medical rules according to mod-
ern ideas of social welfare and medical treatment, which run counter to 
obsolete perspectives that conceive of the asylum as a way to defend soci-
ety from the insane. This institution is therefore a hospital where patients 
are admitted and discharged freely . . . [interdiction hearings] would only 
weaken the eort to elevate this institution from the level of a shelter to the 
level of a psychiatric hospital.40
Thus, given administration and nancial limitations as well as the animosity 
of asylum authorities toward the intervention of judicial power in a legitimate 
medical eld, interdiction hearings were rarely held at La Castañeda during the 
rst decade of the twentieth century.41
Once admitted, inmates began a social and medical classication process 
hinging on information provided by family members, the police, or when pos-
sible, the inmates themselves. First, inmates were divided according to free or 
prisoner status, and next, according to whether they were paying or indigent. 
Although La Castañeda treated a wide range of social classes, most patients 
belonged to the urban poor. In 1910, the vast majority (100 percent of women 
and 86 percent of men) entered and remained in the institution as free and in-
digent.42 Paying inmates were then classied as rst, second, and third class, 
which were associated with monthly rates of three hundred, one hundred, and 
y pesos, respectively.43
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Social categories and medical diagnoses were also used as a basis for scientic 
classication of inmates within the asylum, a process that primarily involved spa-
tial distribution of inmates in specic wards. Despite the abundance of mental 
illness diagnoses, hospital authorities used a basic spectrum of symptoms to place 
inmates in ve wards.44 For example, violent or agitated inmates were placed in 
the dangerous patients’ ward, as if they were prisoners requiring special super-
vision. Inmates with chronic mental illnesses went to tranquil patients’ wards; 
the indigent went to section “A,” located in the back unit; and paying boarders 
went to section “B,” located in front rooms surrounded by gardens. Those with 
mental illnesses that aected their intelligence belonged to what was called the 
imbeciles ward, and those with epilepsy were sent to the epileptics ward. Thus, 
although dividing patients into social, medical, and spatial groups was meant to 
contribute to their recovery, it also ensured the institution’s internal order while 
validating prevailing general social hierarchies.
The social role of the General Insane Asylum was also determined by the 
characteristics of the population it served. While resident physicians classied 
probable inmates, the head of admissions entered their personal, social, and 
medical information in the registry book, in order to later open a le for them. 
The information included in this book indicated that the majority of admitted 
inmates in La Castañeda lacked a support network to fall back on in times of 
need, a social void that the state hospital attempted to ll. Despite being rel-
atively young (inmates ranged in age from twenty to forty years old), the vast 
majority did not have a family, and although they lived in the federal district, 
most had migrated to that city.45 Records also indicated that domestic work was 
the primary occupation of the majority of women, even though almost a third 
of them had also participated in the workforce. Women listed as unemployed 
were generally prostitutes, an occupation the meticulous administrators did not 
dare recognize.46 Occupations of male inmates tended to be more diverse. They 
included a variety of trades—cobblers, tailors, carpenters—as well as typical 
middle-class professions such as lawyers, pharmacists, and students. Represented 
in much greater numbers, however, were unspecialized workers such as laborers, 
street vendors, and shop clerks.47 For this population, the asylum was a place of 
refuge that provided food, shelter, and medical or custodial care at no cost, re-
ecting the welfare mission of the institution. Nevertheless, the institution also 
served as a site for isolating and controlling members of the urban poor class. In 
other cases, the psychiatric hospital helped families to care for their mentally 
ill relatives. In addition, hospital authorities understood their social function 
as guardians of order, freeing the streets of individuals who were not exactly 
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dangerous but nevertheless were considered a potential disturbance by city au-
thorities. By tending to and controlling the poor, the General Insane Asylum 
placed itself in an ambivalent and uid position within a political regime con-
cerned with establishing modernity and preserving order at any cost.
The hospital routine also included creating mechanisms to standardize in-
mate identity, a procedure that resulted in an impressive institutional archive 
of insanity. Once authorities had recorded inmates’ information in the registry 
book and opened their les, they issued them the blue uniform that indicated 
their mental condition; paying boarders were exempt from this process.48 Once 
the indigent inmates had donned their new garments, their old clothing and 
any belongings were disposed of or placed in a special department if they were in 
good condition.49 Next, in some cases and for sanitary reasons, a barber shaved 
the heads of both men and women.50 It was in this state of social nudity, stripped 
of their usual identiers, that indigent inmates faced the photographer and his 
camera, oen for the rst time in their lives.51 Their expressions varied: some 
stared blankly at the lens; some smiled; some were straitjacketed; some posed 
gracefully, even haughtily; some made faces; some rolled their eyes upward; some 
looked down; but all were photographed. Capturing the head and shoulders in 
an administrative portrait, admissions photographs contributed human faces to 
accumulating archives tracing out a Mexican prole of insanity.
Once they had been admitted, indigent inmates’ daily life followed a regu-
lar program scripted by unwritten codes despite being based on institutional 
regulations.  What is certain is that some inmates, especially those who did 
not have chronic illnesses, received a daily doctor visit between 7:00 and 9:30 
in the morning. Some ate their meals, sent by the General Committee of the 
Public Welfare System, in common dining areas. Some others, especially tran-
quil inmates, were even able to work in the workshops: the sarape factory for 
women and the straw hat factory for men. Despite being considered therapeutic 
instruments of a treatment known as work therapy, these activities also meant 
much-needed income for the institution.52 In addition, inmates in good physical 
condition participated in maintaining the psychiatric hospital: men tended the 
gardens, and women did domestic work in the hospital, such as washing clothing 
or cleaning rooms. When their conditions permitted, both men and women 
helped the assistants to bathe or clean their less fortunate peers. Although de-
manding and time-consuming, work was not the only activity that inmates per-
formed within the institution.
Psychiatric hospital authorities attempted, sometimes successfully, to oer 
inmates as many entertaining activities as possible, a strategy enacted heavily 
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in institutions abroad to increase the likelihood of curing the insane.53 For ex-
ample, inmates received authorized visits once per week between 3:00 and 5:00 
p.m. in booths specially designed for this purpose. Visits were highly regulated, 
and visitors and supervising resident doctors were required to present an au-
thorization card. Visiting hours allowed patients with family or close friends 
to reconnect with the outside world.55  Some inmates anxiously awaited their 
visitors. However, others like Cresencia G., a sixty-ve-year-old widow who said 
witches had poisoned her only son, responded with shouting and uncontrollable 
nervous attacks.56
Moreover, inmates who knew how to write spent some time writing letters 
that, if judged convenient by psychiatric hospital censors, were sent to their 
addressees.57 However, very oen these letters did not leave the hospital and 
instead, ended up in patient les. Among many such cases are the “diplomatic 
dispatches” of Matilda Burgos, a working inmate who was a strident critic of 
both the hospital and city life.58
Although authorities also censored reading material, some novels and news-
papers made it inside the asylum walls and entertained the few who were able 
to read.59 Still more relevant, however, were the music, lm, and athletic activi-
ties that authorities designed for medical purposes. For example, at the request 
of the director, the Mexican army sent a band to play concerts for the inmates 
each Saturday.60 Some time later, when the administrator noted that music “was 
the only entertainment that truly removed the melancholy from mental patients’ 
faces,” he asked for a band from the municipality to continue the weekly con-
certs.61 The emphasis on music as therapy did not disappear, as years later the 
General Committee of the Public Welfare System even authorized a monthly 
budget of 144 pesos for that purpose.62 A similar process occurred with lm 
screenings, which likewise were an activity considered entertainment and there-
fore instrumental in protecting mental health. Not only inmates and asylum em-
ployees but also the occasional visitor enjoyed the moving picture projector that 
showed current lms in the hospital movie theater, oen “at very low prices.”63
Interest in lm as therapy was also long-lasting. Years later, when the old lm 
projector was gone, the asylum director wrote personally to the famous Mexican 
lmmaker Julio Bracho asking him to use his many connections to obtain a new 
projector for the institution.64
Authorities also built a basketball court to give inmates an opportunity for ex-
ercise, another activity intended to entertain the mentally ill. Games took place 
each Thursday, and neighbors reported that they were not limited to inmates.65
Lastly, asylum inmates also took advantage of their natural surroundings. As 
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was the custom of Porrian elites, inmates went for walks on the expansive asy-
lum grounds, oen under the supervision of a resident physician.
Asylum authorities fought ercely to save the institution and blamed external 
forces for its state of disorder, particularly funding problems. However, internal 
conditions, especially forced contact between bureaucrats, doctors, and inmates, 
played an important role in this process, something that authorities preferred 
to keep quiet for political and medical reasons. In the asylum there was seldom 
news of disturbances or other forms of active protest, situations that were not 
unheard of in other state institutions, particularly the Morelos hospital where 
imprisoned prostitutes oen rebelled against medical authorities. However, asy-
lum inmates also found strategies for ignoring, if not confronting, the hospital 
system.66 For example, daily contact took place among inmates in crowded units 
and workshops despite institutional regulations. Working inmates made slow 
progress, frustrating work therapy initiatives over time. As Dr. Hernán Valverde 
León reported in 1929, they complained that hospital authorities “were not giv-
ing them any compensation,” a latent criticism of a work system based on unpaid 
labor.67 Moreover, there was always the possibility of leaving the institution. Al-
though regulations clearly stated that only a doctor’s signature could authorize 
institutional discharges, some inmates simply le the asylum without the ap-
proval of appropriate authorities. The institution’s huge size, physical layout, 
and lack of appropriate monitoring helped  in large part to make this option 
possible. Many would go out for a walk or visit their homes and fail to return to 
the hospital. Such was the case, for example, of Altagracia G., whose release was 
processed due to the fact that she did not return to the hospital aer an absence 
of een days.68 Others, like Marino M., remained in the psychiatric hospital 
more or less voluntarily, coming and going on a regular basis.69 Even the perpet-
ual prisoners of chronic illness caused inevitable problems for the institution, if 
only by virtue of their increasing number. Such inmate survival strategies made 
it clear that the texture of daily life within the asylum walls was more dynamic 
and less rigid than the image modernizing authorities and some sensationalist 
publications le for the future, frozen in photographs.
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Ch a pter II I
The Psychiatric Interview
The Fox and the Goose
I n Margaret Atwood’s acclaimed novel Alias Grace, Simon Jordan, a young psychiatrist trained in the United States and Europe, interviews Grace Marks, a Canadian alleged murderer whose mental illness diagnosis 
helped her to exchange her death sentence for a life behind bars.1 Eying one 
another suspiciously in closed cells, the psychiatrist and the madwoman engage 
in a dynamic dialogue. Armed with self-condence and the theories that were 
en vogue in the mid-nineteenth century (free association of ideas, degenera-
tion, even hypnotism), Dr. Jordan proceeds to formulate questions. The former 
domestic servant, poor and imprisoned, answers them—or does she? As the 
novel evolves, the young psychiatrist who successfully gathers detailed infor-
mation about his patient’s life history feels increasingly insecure and perplexed. 
How much does he know? How certain can he feel about what he knows? As 
his doubts increase, Dr. Jordan feels less and less convinced that he knows who 
is the fox and who is the goose in this tale. Jordan’s lack of certainty stems from 
the fact that, unlike the reader, he cannot hear the words that Grace Marks is 
intentionally hiding. Her apparent silence masks a distinctive survival strategy: 
to elude and fascinate the enemy in order to escape connement, which she will 
later successfully do. Of course, this is ction.
No matter how well documented and researched, Alias Grace is only a novel. 
Nevertheless, much of the tense environment, the disconcerting interlude be-
tween patient and psychiatrist, the obscure forms and turns of phrases that char-
acterize the relationship between Dr. Jordan and Grace Mark can be observed 
with unsettling ease in the medical les of the General Insane Asylum.
Like the young American psychiatrist, however, readers of these documents 
cannot enter the silence, apparent or other, within which many of the patients’ 
experiences remain sealed. They will have to try to fashion a bridge. They will 
have to identify what psychiatrists and inmates bring to the medical interview in 
order then to interpret their faces, their words, and their silences. In this chapter, 
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I provide information about basic socioeconomic and cultural tendencies char-
acterizing both asylum inmates and psychiatrists. Specically, I identify the ini-
tial rise of modern psychiatry in late nineteenth-century Mexico, a time when 
most experts considered modernity and its abundant emotions to be the cause 
of insanity. Next, I follow the psychiatrists who received academic training in 
the School of Medicine as well as those who developed punitive views of insan-
ity and its victims as they practiced their specialty in mental health facilities of 
the period. At the beginning of the twentieth century, most Mexican psychia-
trists did not see the mentally ill as grown-up children, but rather, as a threat to 
progress and modernity themselves. Thus, rather than individual biographies 
of doctors who worked at La Castañeda, I present the contours of the academic 
mentality within which the psychiatric hospital physicians’ practice acquired 
and developed meaning.
I also give attention to patients’ socioeconomic characteristics and point to 
links between their place in society and their place in the institution: a dy-
namic relationship that contributed to the formation of the asylum’s social and 
medical functions. As I attempt to show the rst signs of the dynamic rela-
tionship established between Mexican counterparts of Dr. Jordan and Grace, I 
demonstrate general diagnostic trends at the psychiatric hospital between 1910 
and 1930, noting mental illnesses that increased and decreased abruptly during 
this period.
These four elements help to trace the general contours of what happened in 
the observation room, the site of the rst encounter between doctor and patient. 
This chapter is therefore a bridge between the established asylum routine and 
the intricate details and twists that occurred in later encounters, all of which are 
part of the medical les.
Highly Competent Men Examine Grown-Up Children
Contrary to expectations, interest in psychiatry—“the most dicult of the 
medical sciences in that it requires a long preparation time and true vocation”—
declined in Mexico as the revolutionary uprising evolved during the rst decade 
of the twentieth century.2 Obliged to work in an asylum far from the city center 
and for a poor clientele, to receive low salaries and very little social respect, as-
piring psychiatrists had to have “true vocation” to work at La Castañeda. Very 
few did, however. In spite of internal regulations, in 1912 a resident physician was 
responsible for attending and treating 98 inmates in Unit A for tranquil inmates, 
a situation that was the rule rather than the exception.3 In fact, the predicament 
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was so dire that in 1915 there were seven openings available for resident physi-
cians at La Castañeda and not a single application to ll them.4
When the physician-director attempted to reorganize the asylum ve years 
later, higher salaries were oered to “young, true lovers of this dicult and 
thankless science who will be glad to drink from the fountain of knowledge 
oered by observation and experience.”5 However, the scientic sta shortage 
remained unchanged.
Although institutions for the insane had existed in Mexico since the colonial 
era, it was only in the last three decades of the nineteenth century that medical 
interest in pathologies of the mind rst began to emerge. Coinciding with the 
rise of the Porrian regime, whose modernizing project emphasized economic 
progress and social order, national interest in psychiatric issues began with medi-
cal internships conducted in welfare institutions such as the San Hipólito and 
Divino Salvador hospitals. Since the secularization of the welfare system in 1861, 
these hospitals added increasing numbers of doctors with academic training to 
their medical and administrative stas.6 Such was the case of Dr. Sebastián La-
bastida, who as a result of his position as San Hipólito superintendent, developed 
a medical interest in the mental dimension of alcoholism, a common condition 
among the mentally ill.7 It was also the case with Dr. Miguel Alvarado, the Di-
vino Salvador superintendent who began to write “notes” describing symptoms, 
treatment, clinical observations, and autopsy results, which were later published 
in medical journals of the period.8
When doctors with practical experience treating mental illness used their 
experience to design psychiatry classes at the School of Medicine, a bond was 
forged between psychiatry as a scientic discipline and state-run hospitals. This 
commitment was later sealed by the instrumental role of the Porrian state in 
opening the General Insane Asylum in 1910.
The combined activities of Dr. Miguel Alvarado at Divino Salvador and the 
School of Medicine established a foundation for the rise of psychiatry as a disci-
pline in Mexico. Named hospital superintendent in 1860, Alvarado made good 
use of private and state resources, and made Divino Salvador one of the best wel-
fare institutions in Mexico.9 In addition to improving sanitation at the establish-
ment, he paid special attention to the institution’s record-keeping system, ensur-
ing a legacy of information for future generations of psychiatrists. Alvarado was, 
however, more than just a good administrator. His devotion to caring for the 
mentally ill—he made medical rounds daily between 7:00 and 10:00 a.m.—led 
him to analyze medical theories of mental phenomena.10 In a country fascinated 
by the civilizing allure of France, it was not surprising that Alvarado paid special 
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attention to psychiatric texts by the renowned specialist Jean Martin Charcot, 
leader of the Salpêtrière School.11 This inuence was evident in an article on 
epilepsy that Alvarado wrote for the Gaceta Médica de México.12 Combining 
clinical observations and quotations from Charcot and Hospital Bicêtre psychi-
atrist Désiré-Magloire Bourneville, he developed a medical history of epilepsy 
and its treatments, adding to his reputation as a medical researcher.
Alvarado’s genuine commitment to the development of psychiatry in Mexico 
became evident in 1887, when he not only oered a class on Mental Alienation 
at the School of Medicine, but did so without requiring an honorarium.13 Before 
this class became a part of the school’s ocial curriculum, Alvarado taught it 
throughout 1888 on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays at 3:00 pm.14 In 1890, 
Alvarado’s course appeared for the rst time in the School of Medicine curric-
ulum as an optional upper-level course or “curso de perfeccionamiento,” oered 
Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Saturdays from 11:30 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.15 Taught by a 
non-specialist with practical experience treating the mentally ill, these classes 
represented the beginning of the psychiatric profession in Mexico.
Alvarado’s Mental Alienation courses did not yield psychiatrists right away. 
However, his teachings soon sparked the medical imagination of some students. 
This was the case of Mariano Rivadeneyra, who in 1887 wrote the thesis “Notes 
on Insanity Statistics in Mexico.” He dedicated this document “to the eminent 
psychiatrist Miguel Alvarado as a token of gratitude and great admiration.”16
Rivadeneyra’s thesis consisted of a series of statistical tables he prepared using 
information obtained from the registry books of the San Hipólito and Divino 
Salvador hospitals. However, he also included a lengthy introductory essay com-
bining ideas from foreign authors and information from local hospitals to create 
a general explanation of the causes of insanity in Mexico. Based on readings 
“generously provided by Dr. Alvarado,” this introduction summarized not only 
Rivadeneyra’s understanding of insanity, but also Alvarado’s own psychiatric 
perspectives, which is very signicant since Alvarado himself never wrote such 
a systematic summary of his views.
In prose betraying certain poetic features, Rivadeneyra argued that the rapid 
pace of modern society caused insanity, a condition that could be aggravated or 
ameliorated by an individual’s sentimental and intellectual education. Rather 
than arising from internal traits of specic persons, insanity was a latent condi-
tion in all social beings, because society “with its abundant emotions” produced 
situations that “painfully marked the psyche.”17 Following the ideas of the early 
nineteenth-century psychiatrist Guislain, Rivadeneyra  conceived of insanity 
as a condition that aicted not only the intellect but, even more, “the moral 
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sensitivity” of all people. This aspect was more common among modernizing 
societies that lived “in a perpetual state of emotional intoxication and excessive 
stimulation.”18
Data from Mexican hospitals conrmed this perception in large part. Riva-
deneyra found ample evidence of “painful impressions” among women who had 
become patients at the Divino Salvador hospital aer experiencing grief, fear, or 
unrequited love.19 This discovery, however, only raised new questions.
“Society hurts,” Rivadeneyra contended, “it hurts to the point of driving us 
all mad.”20 However, not all social beings developed cases of insanity, because as 
he also argued, individuals reacted in dierent ways to the “painful impressions” 
inicted by society. Shaped by one’s specic upbringing, also called sentimental 
education, these reactions determined the individual capacity to overcome or 
succumb to social pressures.21 Analyzing information from Divino Salvador, he 
pondered: “What is the strange bond that links shawl knitters, women primarily 
aected by fear, with female domestic servants and washerwomen marked by 
grief?”22 The answer was to be found not in the patient’s mind, but in her social 
position, because “we believe there is a signicant relationship between the cause 
of insanity and the individual’s social position and social education.”23 This re-
lationship, however, was neither narrow nor rigid, because Rivadeneyra’s con-
cept of education was broad enough to include both conscious and unconscious 
teachings received throughout an individual’s life. In Rivadeneyra’s model, a 
person’s education thus included “background, temperament, and one’s own way 
of reacting as a result of all circumstances, all facts, no matter how simple they 
were in childhood when we rst received them. They become more relevant as 
new ones join them throughout our lives.”24 Thus, the brain facing “a horizon 
of contentment” could react “sweetly”, that is, normally; on the other hand, a 
brain surrounded by “vice, drunkenness, discontent, and conict” could only 
react “bitterly,” leading to the onset of insanity.25
Although Rivadeneyra believed that all education was relevant in an indi-
vidual’s life, following the ideas of psychiatrist Bénédict Augustin Morel, he 
ascribed greater weight to the impressions received during childhood.26 Aer 
conducting research on the parents of patients with mental retardation, Morel 
believed that mental illness was a degenerative condition that ultimately caused 
physical changes in the brain, a trait that was then passed to the next gener-
ation. Although Rivadeneyra agreed with Morel’s emphasis on heredity—be-
lieving that all analyses of insanity should include research on the individual’s 
early years, because “in the study of small, almost insignicant events, lies the 
code for what becomes large and obvious in the adult,”—he understood it as 
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one among many factors encompassed by his exible concept of education. 
Thus, he wrote: “even in the relevant terrain of heredity, perhaps education has 
some inuence” in explaining the causes of insanity.27 As an active reader of 
foreign texts, Rivadeneyra recognized the function of heredity; but this concept, 
which was central to Morel’s degeneration theory, was relegated to a secondary 
plane and became only one factor contributing to mental illness in the Mexican 
interpretation.
To corroborate his understanding of the function of education in the onset of 
insanity, Rivadeneyra also employed the ideas of French psychiatrist Benjamin 
Ball.28 Since Ball believed that hallucinations were “the incursion of the uncon-
scious on the terrain of consciousness,” he also emphasized the process through 
which the individual’s own history lent “language, feelings, and logic” to the 
hallucinatory visions aicting him or her. If this was true, as Rivadeneyra be-
lieved, the psychiatrist’s task not only included analysis of the abnormal brain, 
but also, fundamentally, thorough examination of the brain in its normal state, 
where “the silent work of education” rst created a certain predisposition for 
insanity. This dynamic understanding of mental illness as a psychological and 
social phenomenon implicitly required a psychiatry that went beyond the hos-
pital walls, which housed only declared cases of insanity, to reach those initial, 
less obvious stages of insanity where they took place: in the unfolding of an 
apparently normal life. It would take Mexican psychiatry almost sixty years to 
detect that need again.
Despite Rivadeneyra’s well-rounded concept of mental illness, he ended his 
introductory essay with questions: “Can the series of factors that shape and 
modify an individual’s character change the inner structure of the brain cells 
over time? Is it possible that these factors could create a mental derangement 
without altering the brain?”29
Mid-nineteenth-century psychiatrists’ common concern with nding phys-
ical causes of insanity was also present in Mexico.30 While Rivadeneyra was 
grappling with the physical causes of mental illness, Alvarado was conducting 
clinical observations and postmortem examinations in the Divino Salvador 
hospital in the hope of nding physical marks le on the brain by the “painful 
impressions” inicted by society. In the two clinical cases he published in 1881, 
Alvarado correlated bedside patient observations with autopsy reports. He paid 
special attention to the patient’s social background, identifying age, marital sta-
tus, and occupation; according to Rivadeneyra, these elements helped to explain 
the origins of mental illness. Alvarado then proceeded to underscore heredi-
tary factors, such as incidence of alcoholism in the patient’s family, which was 
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noted in both cases he analyzed. Since Alvarado only treated female patients, 
he placed special emphasis on the development of the reproductive organs, in-
cluding brief notes about menarche, pregnancies, and miscarriages or abortions, 
factors that most nineteenth-century psychiatrists considered closely related to 
female insanity.31
Before describing specic symptoms, Alvarado mentioned the factors that 
triggered insanity: in both cases, alcohol consumption. Alvarado noted that 
both patients arrived at Divino Salvador aicted by delusions of persecution, 
hallucinations, partial amnesia, insomnia, and in at least one of the cases, a rigid 
body position in which legs and torso “formed a right angle.”32 Rather than in-
vestigating aspects of his patients’ education that could explain their mental dis-
turbance, Alvarado reported the results of the autopsies he performed 24 hours 
aer death. In clear, succinct writing, these reports included notes about abnor-
malities observed in the brain: in one case, thin cerebral wall, thick meninges, 
and pale cerebral matter, and in the other, dry meninges, especially in the frontal 
lobes, and brain matter “resembling mashed potatoes” in consistency and color.
Alvarado avoided drawing nal conclusions from these observations. He 
did little more than note the presence of unusual characteristics in the brain 
anatomy. Like his colleagues working abroad, Alvarado was unsuccessful in his 
mission to detect the physical source of insanity.
While Alvarado and Rivadeneyra were occupied with the causes of insanity, 
others in Mexico were attempting to improve treatment of the mentally ill. Such 
was the case of Dr. José M. Álvarez, who introduced the moral treatment to 
Mexican audiences in 1880 and described the therapies used in his four years as 
a doctor at the San Hipólito hospital.33 Created by French psychiatrist Philippe 
Pinel aer the French Revolution, the moral treatment aimed to improve insti-
tutional care for the insane by replacing restraint methods with therapy based 
on persuasion and gentleness to combat delirious thoughts.34 News of the moral 
treatment rst reached Mexico in 1837, when Dr. Martínez del Río published 
an article describing an innovative method used to treat insanity at a private 
hospital in France:
The poor insane man is no longer perceived as a ferocious animal that must 
be tamed with chains and torture. Moreover, he has not lost the right to 
society’s sympathy and consideration. Today, the man who loses his mental 
health no longer suers the physical punishment so common in the past. 
The new treatment for curing insanity consists of isolating the patient, 
treating him with love and respect, examining what can be pleasant ideas 
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that suggest tranquility to combat his turbulent disposition, discarding ele-
ments that might irritate his passions, and providing him with the healthful 
inuence of the countryside, such as the innocent and benecial pastimes 
of walking, gardening, horseback riding, and certain types of board games. 
In summary, the new treatment for curing insanity consists of doing what 
is necessary to place the miserable insane person in the most pleasant of 
circumstances.35
When Álvarez wrote again about the moral treatment some forty-three years 
later, his perspective was less idyllic but just as compelling. Indeed, in the late 
nineteenth century, doctors did not perceive the insane as “ferocious animals” 
or “living stones,” but rather as “grown-up children” whose “intellectual and 
aective capacities” could be restored “under the inuence of certain words and 
in the company of certain people.”36 Álvarez believed that the moral treatment 
fullled a function similar to the education of children, except that “instead of 
attempting to install new ideas, it aimed to revive the memories of those ideas 
acquired in the past, or as the German psychiatrist Griesinger suggested, it at-
tempted to reestablish the old self.”37
In Álvarez’s concept, the moral treatment included both coercive methods 
(isolation, use of straitjackets, and water therapy) and distraction methods, also 
known as “sweet” therapy, which included the non-restraint method, moral 
guidance, work, art activities, religious practice, and travel. However, when Ál-
varez organized his text about the “clinical observations” in which he partici-
pated at the San Hipólito hospital, the coercive methods sections tended to be 
the most extensive.
First, citing the work of French psychiatrist Jean-Étienne Dominique Es-
quirol, Álvarez emphasized the benecial inuence of institutional isolation in 
insanity treatments.38 Besides providing an environment in which the insane 
“found themselves obliged to look at the reection of their condition,” psychiat-
ric hospitals, he maintained, allowed for more systematic treatments and better 
supervision while providing doctors better “control over patients”.39 Based on his 
personal experiences in the San Hipólito hospital, Álvarez alluded to the use of 
straitjackets and water therapy, a technique in which hospital physicians poured 
up to y buckets of water over patients’ bodies. However, he also demonstrated 
broad knowledge of nineteenth-century European psychiatry when describing 
distraction therapies. He evaluated, for example, the non-restraint method 
rst tested by Gardiner Hill at the Lincoln Psychiatric Hospital in 1823 and 
implemented in Hanwell by the English psychiatrist Connolly in 1839. Despite 
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valuing the humanitarian benets of a technique that cast aside all instruments 
of mechanical coercion, Álvarez considered it inappropriate for the Mexican 
psychiatric hospital because “in our institutions the number of doctors is too 
limited and incompetent to care for the patients.”40
Álvarez’s analysis of the function of doctors as moral guides of the insane 
reproduced Pinel’s major ideas about the moral treatment: doctors listened to 
patients’ narratives, showed interest and tact, and thus avoided the delirious 
thoughts instead of attacking them. Guislain’s work also let him see music, 
reading, drawing, and board games as valuable tools for dissipating the “painful 
impressions” of aected brains. Although it was against his “liberal ideas,” Ál-
varez also considered religion a healing technique; authors like Guislain, Morel, 
Marcé and Griesinger “considered [religion] the most appropriate method for 
curing insanity because religion was a driver of behavior and a regulator of aect 
in the majority of patients.”41
Setting the foreign literature aside, Álvarez placed special emphasis on the 
healing power of work, especially for poor working-class patients. “Idleness is 
harmful to all,” he stated. “It has lamentable eects on those who lack an occu-
pation and have instead a sick brain.”42 However, Álvarez preferred work that 
involved “agitating the entire body,” such as gardening and gymnastics, over 
manual and industrial activities, because the former “involved more activity, 
produced fatigue, and led to tranquil rest at nighttime.”43 The cases of two single 
male laborers whose mental condition improved aer they began working in the 
hospital conrmed his theory.
Lastly, although he recognized the relevance of travel for the treatment of 
insanity— according to Esquirol, the wide range of new sensations brought on 
by travel helped to dissipate the morbid ideas of the unwell brain—Álvarez ad-
mitted that no institution in Mexico had any evidence to this respect because 
the hospitals operated on extremely limited budgets. Thus, he concluded a text 
peppered with quotes from European authors by asking welfare authorities for 
more resources to care for the mentally ill in Mexico.
The psychiatry eld was not limited to administrative and medical sta 
at mental health institutions. In addition to the small circle of Alvarado and 
his students or protégées, other physicians in Mexico began to show growing 
interest in pathologies of the mind and their treatment. During the last three 
decades of the nineteenth century, renowned physicians such as Luis Hidalgo y 
Carpio witnessed experiments with hypnosis and magnetism, conducted both 
in medical settings and under other less formal circumstances, with genuine 
curiosity.44 Others, such as Eduardo Liceaga, who would later become the head 
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of the Superior Sanitary Council, ventured into the incipient eld of psychi-
atry through analysis of the eect of potassium bromide on the treatment of 
epilepsy.45 Echoing European research, Demetrio Mejía, professor of Medical 
Practice at the School of Medicine, published an article identifying cases of hys-
teria in men.46 However, in the late 1880s, as doctors increasingly participated 
as Porrian policymakers, early Mexican psychiatrists turned their attention to 
mental conditions stemming from social behaviors considered deviant. Such was 
the case of alcoholism, the most common mental illness at the San Hipólito and 
Divino Salvador hospitals, and cerebral syphilis, the second most common.47
Originally strictly limited to the connes of medicine, incipient Mexican psy-
chiatry thus ventured beyond the hospital walls to reach society through the 
analysis of behavioral causes of insanity.
As psychiatry captured the medical and social imagination of Porrian soci-
ety, more members of the medical community supported the creation of a per-
manent professorship dedicated to the study of mental illnesses at the National 
School of Medicine. Alvarado’s classes on mental alienation had ended in 1890, 
the year of his death.48 It would take seven more years for Dr. José Peón Contre-
ras to become the rst ocial professor of psychiatry in Mexico.
Born in Mérida, Yucatán in 1843, Peón Contreras graduated from the School 
of Medicine in his native state in 1862.49 Aer working in Mérida, Veracruz, and 
Orizaba, Peón Contreras nally established himself in Mexico City, where he 
became interested in the emerging eld of mental illness and published the clin-
ical history of a San Hipólito hospital patient with oligophrenia in 1872.50 His 
scientic endeavors earned him membership in the prestigious Mexican Society 
of Geography and Statistics in 1873. Also known as an amateur historian, prolic 
writer, and poet, Peón Contreras almost perfectly embodied the image of the 
rst psychiatrists as “dilettante[s] of medicine.”51 Bridging his interest in liter-
ature and phenomena of the mind, Peón Contreras used San Hipólito hospital 
facilities to teach his “Mental Illnesses Clinic” on Tuesdays and Thursdays from 
11:00 a.m. to 12:30 p.m., with oral lectures and the Regis textbook.52 Although 
Peón Contreras did not gain any identiable followers, his name remained asso-
ciated with the development of psychiatry in Mexico through his son, Juan Peón 
del Valle, who also became a respected psychiatrist and was the superintendent 
of the San Hipólito hospital during the early twentieth century.53
Sharing a common background of nineteenth-century European psychiatry 
readings and a common medical practice in welfare hospitals, the few Mexican 
doctors who were interested in treating mental illnesses believed that the in-
sane were innocent victims of a society that was developing very rapidly; under 
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the right moral guidance and doing the right kinds of work, these “wretched 
creatures” and “grown-up children” could ght o morbid ideas and heal their 
ailing minds.
While they included concepts from European degeneration theory in their 
writing, the majority of doctors who were interested in mental illnesses placed 
equal or greater emphasis on modernity as the trigger of mental disorder than 
on heredity per se. Rather than being blamed for their conditions, the mentally 
ill seemed to receive the consideration, and at times the commiseration, reserved 
for children and the sick in general. As “people without reason,” they were incon-
venient and bothersome, but they did not represent an actual threat. However, 
as psychiatry became an academically sanctioned discipline and the Porrian re-
gime became a modernizing dictatorship, these initial concepts of mental illness 
gave way to less favorable views of the insane and their place in society at large.
Dangerous Minds: Criminology,  
Degeneration Theory, and Popular Psychiatry
While the rst generation of Mexican psychiatrists was conducting clinical ob-
servations and attentively reading certain foreign theories to establish the basis 
for a nascent medical profession, other members of society were appropriating 
psychiatry in a less stringent way and using it as a scientic tool to explain devi-
ant behaviors, in particular, criminal behavior. Indeed, at the turn of the century 
as Porrian concerns about social order were growing and experts were dedicat-
ing more and more time to analyzing and dening behaviors that threatened the 
social fabric of the regime, psychiatry became synonymous with criminology. 
Stemming from the same elite anxiety about the supposedly deviant behavior 
of the urban poor, the rise of criminology as a recognized discipline and the 
growing number of both professional and amateur writers exploring psychiatric 
topics developed in tandem.
During the last two decades of the nineteenth century, while the federal gov-
ernment was allocating resources to launch the rst comparative study on the 
administration of foreign psychiatric hospitals, Mexican criminologists were 
paying increasing attention to the physiological and psychological causes of 
criminal behavior.54 In 1885, Rafael de Zayas, Mexico’s rst scientic criminolo-
gist, published Fisiología del crimen: estudio jurídico-sociológico (The Physiology 
of Crime: A Legal-Sociological Study), a book in which he explored the dicult 
question of criminal insanity from a legal and medical perspective.55 Claiming 
that criminals suered from a defective moral sense incapable of suppressing 
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criminal impulses, Zayas supported the intervention of physicians—represen-
tatives of “the most progressive of all the sciences”—in detecting the oen hid-
den psychological roots of insanity, and in identifying the abundant “nuances, 
shades, and intermediate states” that separated rational behaviors from irratio-
nal ones.56
From a nineteenth-century perspective, Zayas’s “moral sense” referred to 
emotional and spiritual experiences, as opposed to the sensorial experience of 
the material world, which could be corrupted by heredity, according to Italian 
criminology—most notably Cesare Lombroso—or nourished by the environ-
ment—more in accordance with French theories of causes of criminality.57 In 
either case, corruption of the moral sense, according to Zayas, surfaced in every-
day behaviors such as laziness, alcohol consumption, and seeking idle pleasures, 
characteristics which Porrian experts increasingly attributed to the lower social 
classes, linking criminality, insanity, and the poor.
Motivated by the observation method and pragmatism he attributed to medi-
cine, Zayas developed a typology of insane behaviors—ranging from temporary 
insanity to compulsions, delirium to hallucinations—despite the fact that he 
was not a doctor, but a lawyer. Because detecting mental disorder was a deli-
cate subject in the judicial system, it became increasingly evident that only a 
medical specialist was suciently prepared to recognize true cases of insanity 
and avoid confusion that could lead to unjust sentences. Therefore, Mexican 
courts soon sought professionals with medical authority to determine cases of 
insanity among prisoners, obliging them to rene their methods for separating 
real mental illnesses from simulated ones. This process not only spurred growing 
interest in psychiatry but also created a specic social function for it in a medical 
subdiscipline known as legal medicine.58
Late nineteenth-century criminological texts incorporated medical language 
associated with the study of pathologies of the mind to validate the discipline’s 
scientic status. Some, like Zayas, used cases of criminal insanity to illustrate 
the psychological roots of antisocial behaviors. In contrast, Francisco Martínez 
Baca and Manuel Vergara, who wrote Estudios de antropología criminal (Studies 
in Criminal Anthropology) in 1892, conducted craniology research on prisoners 
at the Puebla penitentiary, linking brain anatomy and skull size with a genetic 
predisposition to crime.59
Five years later, the prominent lawyer Miguel Macedo wrote La criminali-
dad en México (Criminality in Mexico), a speech he gave before the National 
College of Lawyers in which he attempted to explain the preponderance of vi-
olent crimes among the lower classes of society. He attributed this tendency to 
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a social environment permeated by hopeless poverty and chronic alcoholism.60
Although these authors borrowed terms and methodology from disciplines 
linked to European psychiatry with relative exibility (James Prichard’s con-
cept of moral insanity, Johann Casper Spurzheim’s phrenology), they did not 
present their texts as psychiatric works.61 This was not the case of lawyer Julio 
Guerrero, who in 1901 published a systematic analysis of Mexican criminality in 
a book titled La génesis del crimen en México (The Genesis of Crime in Mexico), 
with the suggestive and ambitious subtitle Ensayo de psiquiatría social (Essay on 
Social Psychiatry).62
Using terminology from social Darwinism, Guerrero set about explaining 
the “causes that determine the production of crime in the Federal District and 
the perversions of character or intelligence that could be contributing factors.”63
Since Mexico City was home to numerous internal migrants, Guerrero extended 
his study of psychiatric conditions involved in crime to the nation as a whole, 
while limiting his analysis of physical contact to the central location. Presented 
as scientic research, his study stemmed from an understanding of “life in the 
formula of a ceaseless, merciless struggle [from which] man is not exempt.”64
Criminals were among the failures in this struggle of life, individuals who, due 
to “deciencies of strength, intelligence, or character, cannot dominate the nat-
ural agents they face.”65 Rather than a personal or isolated event, “the result of 
slow, fatal, predetermined physiological and social conditions of the criminal,” 
crime was: “a complex social phenomenon . . . the individual manifestation of 
general solvent social phenomena that to a lesser extent and in various forms of 
immorality also aect other individuals.”66
Crime, then, not only involved “defects, carelessness, and errors” in the crimi-
nal’s personal history, but also the “traditions, tendencies, manias, or vices of the 
social classes to which the criminal belongs.”67 For this reason, Guerrero believed 
that the scientic study of crime necessarily involved an analysis of the “general 
phenomenon of destruction that aects the spirit or soul of a society.”68 Accord-
ingly, while he was aware of the virtues and triumphs of the nation, Guerrero 
opted to underscore those elements that “have deterred and continue to deter 
the civilized evolution of the Mexican ethnic group,” an eort that resulted in 
an unattering, oen pessimistic image of his society.69
His study, Guerrero emphasized, “involved psychiatry, vices, errors, preoccu-
pations, deciencies, and crimes.”70 Interestingly, by equating psychiatry with 
both individual and social vices and errors, this denition did not present psy-
chiatry as the science of mental pathologies, but rather, as a pathology itself. 
Although seemingly natural, Guerrero’s association of psychiatry and social 
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pathology represented a particular interpretation of the nascent medical disci-
pline and its function within society at large. Unlike Mariano Rivadeneyra, who 
in 1887 noted the importance of a psychiatry that would study individuals in 
their normal everyday activities before the onset of insanity, implicitly removing 
the discipline from the hospital to reach a broader audience, Guerrero’s empha-
sis on “vices and errors” reduced psychiatry to the analysis of deviant behaviors 
among specic social classes, explicitly limiting the profession to practice in psy-
chiatric hospitals. Guerrero’s interpretive turn was not unique, nor was it his 
alone.71 Applying a lawyer’s attention to medical literature, Guerrero expressed 
rather than created an interpretation of psychiatry increasingly invested in Dar-
winist views of society and the psyche, interpretations that linked the evolution 
of the human brain with the progress of human society.
Divided into ve sections (atmosphere, land, the city, atavism, and creeds), 
Guerrero’s social psychiatry not only followed a typical positivist path beginning 
with a detailed description of the physical environment and concluding with 
a sociological analysis of Mexican class structures and cultural beliefs. It also 
developed the central theme of an evolutionary theory of insanity, emphasizing 
the role of heredity in the onset of mental illness. Thus, although attentive to the 
eects of the environment and social class on psychiatric phenomena, Guerrero 
ultimately used this information to trace the existence of an atavistic culture 
of violence among the mestizo lower class: an inverted evolutionary process in 
which primitive forms of life (atavisms) on both physiological and psychologi-
cal levels appeared in a more advanced milieu, threatening the foundations of 
progress and civilization.
Much like Cesare Lombroso’s explanation of criminality, Guerrero believed 
that atavistic types were evolutionary throwbacks that inevitably reproduced the 
ferocious instincts of primitive humanity and inferior animals. Just as in other 
latitudes, these ideas reinforced the sense of superiority common among white 
males of the Porrian upper classes.72 Thus, in Guerrero’s view of the struggle 
of life unleashed by modernization, there was no place for atavistic types except 
prisons or psychiatric hospitals, institutions upon which Mexico’s future hinged.
Using language that combined specic jargon and poetic ourishes with rela-
tive ease, Guerrero developed an environmental explanation of insanity in which 
characteristics of both the atmosphere and the land played relevant roles. He 
began by describing the air and light of the region and their role in the origin 
of morbid mental processes and deviant behaviors. The high altitude of central 
Mexico, Guerrero suggested, aected the air quality. Despite being clear and 
blue, it contained less oxygen as the temperature rose. The rarefaction of the 
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air grew especially acute during the hot, dry months of late winter and spring, 
causing general lethargy (atony) in the population, an organic factor that served 
as fertile ground for laziness and leisure. To compensate for this tendency, the 
Mexican people consumed numerous stimulants, especially coee, chocolate, 
tea, pulque, beer, and tobacco. Their continuous ingestion provoked not only 
organic illnesses, but also pathological nervous conditions that easily led to ab-
errant behaviors and sometimes, crime.
While generally threatening, sick minds nevertheless posed varying degrees 
of social danger. For example, there were victims of moodiness (mal humor), a 
trait common in all social classes displayed in episodes of disobedience, ghts, 
tantrums, and unprovoked aggression. Although examples of melancholia were 
not typical of the Mexican character, they too emerged in elegiac poetry and 
the romantic music of central Mexico. More disturbing, however, were cases of 
violent jealousy where men clashed in bloody duels held to cleanse the honor of 
the head of the family. Also dangerous, and motivated by the lack of uniformity 
of the natural phenomena of Central Mexico, were gamblers, “victims of an un-
controllable automatism, the same type of ceaseless insanity that beset primitive 
epileptics and preachers”73. More threatening still, however, were the cases of 
hysteria, which were allegedly present in 80 percent of Mexican women and not 
uncommon in men, and “neuropaths of all kinds who were conned in the San 
Hipólito and Divino Salvador hospitals, and were 817 in number; that is, 25.8 
per 10,000 inhabitants, a ratio exceeding that of Paris.”74
Guerrero detected the most pernicious eects of mental pathologies in the 
high rate of criminality among the lower classes. Using Police Inspection statis-
tics as a source, Guerrero believed that “the populace had reached the highest 
point on the international scale of violent crime,” recording 11,692 attacks on 
human life in 1896 alone, a number that clearly surpassed crime levels in Italy 
and Spain.75 However, while reecting crime rates, ocial statistics did not link 
pathologies and crime levels. Guerrero established this causal relationship based 
on Porrian ideology rather than “scientic” numbers. Guerrero also found 
sources of mental disorder in social relationships, in particular the creation of a 
“national psychiatric type among alcoholics.”76
In contrast to Rivadeneyra, who some een years earlier had identied 
the rapid pace of modernity as the cause of insanity, Guerrero perceived in-
dustrialization and urbanization as civilizing inuences that represented rem-
edies for, rather than causes of, nervous pathologies. Following a common 
nineteenth-century formula, Guerrero unabashedly equated barbarism with the 
countryside and civilization with the city.77 However, given the nation’s sheer 
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size and dicult topography, its strong regionalism that had fueled past upris-
ings and rebellions, and the lack of an ecient communication system, Guerrero 
was aware of the limited reach of Mexico City’s civilizing eect. Guerrero stated 
that aer seventy years of economic stagnation and political disorder, the rest of 
the country was a retrograde enclave full of “remote villages” populated by “the 
castos of society, pathological products, true human monsters, beggars, former 
criminals and fugitives from other regions,” who were, moreover, “of mestizo or 
criollo origin, few Indians.”78 “Healthy and honorable people,” Guerrero contin-
ued, “abandoned rural areas as soon as they could, nding refuge in the cities.”79
Even for as loyal an advocate as Guerrero, Mexico City, the epitome of Por-
rian modernization, was very far from perfection. Demographic and labor fac-
tors there contributed to the reproduction of “forced idleness resulting from 
poverty,” a condition that, according to Guerrero, constituted the true social 
origin of psychiatric vices.80 Rather than industrialization, the cause of social 
and mental disorder resulted from Mexico City’s overpopulation, an “economic 
error” that decreased salaries, created unemployment, and ultimately, aected 
the moral sense and intellectual capacities of the individual. Thus, facing an 
unnerving environment and immersed in poverty, Mexicans “felt the need to 
revitalize a spirit depressed by somber thoughts of poverty and to create plea-
sure in the frequent celebrations required by Mexican civility [by consuming] 
enormous quantities of alcohol, be it pulque, beer, tequila, mezcal, cognac, wine, 
cider, or champagne.81
Guerrero believed that while alcohol was universally detrimental, it was espe-
cially dangerous among the mestizo lower class, because as it was converted into 
hereditary information, it led to growing physiological and mental degeneration, 
a condition that threatened society’s progressive evolution.
Like Rivadeneyra, Guerrero perceived an active role of “painful impressions” 
in the genesis of psychiatric phenomena. However, Guerrero attributed them 
not to the rapid pace of modernization, but rather, to the social instability char-
acterizing the post-independence period. “Seventy years of armed conict,” he 
stated, “produced a daily repetition of dramatic spectacles that le a profound 
impression on the Mexican spirit. The brain was replete with scenes of strug-
gle, blood, re, murders, robberies, and kidnappings.”82 These incessant images, 
Guerrero believed, gave rise to generalized hatred and common ferocity in which 
“regressive types” or “atavistic entities” emerged with ease. Embracing degen-
eration theory principles, Guerrero explained the advent of atavistic types ac-
cording to biological laws of heredity. Similar to animal breeding, he explained, 
social mixing produced ospring whose appearance was like that of the “foreign 
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progenitor although in the h or sixth generation, aboriginal characteristics 
inevitably reappeared.”83 Closing with strongly Lombrosian images, Guerrero 
believed that in turn-of-the-century Mexico, constant degeneration had opened 
the doors to “the ferocious tendencies of the Aztecs,” the “barbarous soul of 
Huitzilopochtli’s witch doctors,” atavistic types best represented by criminals 
whose mental pathology did not merit social sympathy, but rather, strict vigi-
lance and prompt correction.84
Although it was not a medical treatise, Guerrero’s La génesis del crimen en 
México (The Genesis of Crime in Mexico) demonstrated important transfor-
mations in elite views of mental illness during the Porrian period. From 1887, 
when a medical student dedicated his thesis to an “eminent alienist,” to 1901, 
when a condent lawyer wrote a lengthy essay on social psychiatry, even the 
choice of terminology indicated an extremely rapid acceptance and consolida-
tion of the new discipline.
In France, the country that produced Philippe Pinel and his groundbreaking 
1801 Traité which shaped modern notions of insanity and its treatment world-
wide, the acceptance of the term “psychiatry” took decades, and it was not used 
regularly until the late nineteenth century.85 In Mexico, where Porrian experts 
oen turned to Europe for inspiration, the psychiatric impulse found fertile 
ground in a society that was increasingly concerned with identifying, explain-
ing, and ultimately controlling behaviors considered deviant. This social anx-
iety strongly inuenced the adoption of an evolutionary perspective among early 
Mexican psychiatrists and criminologists.
Psychiatry, a double-edged sword, lent a scientic basis to Porrian interpre-
tations of social inequity and elite superiority, an explanation rooted in analyses 
of the mind. The development of criminology and psychiatry, with experts who 
freely borrowed concepts from both elds to explain antisocial behavior, illus-
trated this process during the last two decades of the nineteenth century.
Porrian experts not only used new terms to describe the nascent medicine 
of the mind and its practitioners in Mexico. Other changes in vocabulary also 
signaled profound transformation in the conception of mental illness. In con-
trast to Mariano Rivadeneyra, who believed that the mentally ill were innocent 
victims of a merciless social milieu, social psychiatrist Julio Guerrero combined 
heredity and evolution to represent the insane as evolutionary setbacks who 
endangered the basis of Mexico’s modernization. Emphasizing the function of 
heredity in the onset of mental illness, Julio Guerrero used degeneration theory 
to condemn those individuals who seemed ill-equipped for the struggle of life, 
that is, members of the lower classes with considerable racial mixing.
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Committed to Porrian era economic strategy, Guerrero emphasized the ur-
gency of meticulously implementing industrialization in Mexico, a process he 
believed would alleviate psychiatric conditions. Guerrero, who was rarely op-
timistic, also postulated that in order to improve, “the passive masses needed 
strict morality, even if it was based on fear or punishment rather than respect 
for human rights.”86
Common among the Porrian elite, Guerrero’s punitive mentality echoed 
journalistic writing by Manuel Gutiérrez Nájera. In 1895, answering a letter from 
a reader of “Menú,” a daily column published in the newspaper El Universal, the 
modernista poet expressed a Darwinist view of society in which the survival of 
the strong depended on the punishment and connement of the weak. “It is 
preferable,” he contended,
to witness the capitulation of corrupt men than to allow good, apt men to 
die. Perhaps criminals are sick, but those who suer contagious illnesses 
should be isolated. Those who have any possibility of procreating sick chil-
dren should be deprived of the pleasures of marriage and parenthood. We 
will not risk our lives in order to allow them to enjoy their own way of life. 
We do not support annihilating the human race in order to protect the 
noxious and the weak.87
Embracing a eugenic understanding of racial and social improvement, Gutiérrez 
Nájera also placed criminals, the sick, and the insane in the same social category 
when, in a later article, he proposed a simple solution for protecting the strong: 
“take [the weak] to San Hipólito.”88
Although colored by the satirical language that characterized his journalistic 
writing, Gutiérrez Nájera’s idea was serious, and in a strict sense, nothing new. As 
evidenced by the formation of a new committee to build the psychiatric hospital 
in 1896, the Porrian elite increasingly saw mental hospitals as institutions that 
protected the evolutionary progress of society by conning dangerous minds.89
The perception that the mentally ill were intrinsically dangerous was not 
limited to popular psychiatry works or the alarmed appeals of a poet-social 
commentator. On the contrary, it permeated the planning and construction of 
the General Insane Asylum and le profound marks on mental health policy 
during the Porrian era and beyond. Thus, even some fourteen years aer the 
publication of Guerrero’s La psiquiatría social, his words found their way into 
the writing of a psychiatric hospital physician who was concerned about the 
reorganization of the institution. “In the rst place,” he wrote,
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[w]e have to consider that the insane man is dangerous, both to members 
of the society in which he lives and to himself and his family. Due to the 
irresponsibility of his criminal acts, society has the right to intervene and 
conne the insane person to place him in conditions that allow survival, 
while ensuring his treatment and general betterment.90
A cycle came to a close with the inscription of these words: the grown-up child 
had now become a ferocious criminal. The suerer who, in the past, had gone 
insane as a victim of a hostile environment was now a hardened criminal. Psy-
chiatry thus sought to carry out a social function.
Psychiatric Hospital Inmates:  
Socioeconomic Tendencies, 1910–1930
While designers and authorities imbued the psychiatric hospital project with 
specic ideologies and aspirations, the varied roles that the General Insane Asy-
lum played in Mexican society ultimately took shape among and through the 
population it served. For some, like Luz N. de S., whose husband conned her 
against her will when attempting to divorce her, the hospital was a jail that rein-
forced unequal gender relationships.91 For others, like Esperanza T., who became 
an inmate at three dierent times in her life, the asylum was a refuge from a cruel 
life of begging on the streets of Mexico City.92 For still others, like Marino G., 
who was conned aer striking a municipal leader in his home community, the 
psychiatric hospital would become a liminal space he would leave when he felt 
well and return to in times of need.93 Some inmates, like Modesta B., found em-
ployment there; she remained within its walls for thirty-ve years despite abun-
dant opportunities to escape.94 For some families, like the Q. family, the asylum 
was a last resort for dealing with the unmanageable behavior of a temperamental 
daughter.95 Altagracia F., like many others, returned to her family in the state of 
Aguascalientes aer recovering from a nervous breakdown.96
Many found only death within those walls, more oen the result of negli-
gence and consuming spoiled food than of mental illness itself. Despite its great 
diversity, the population that made up the asylum also shared a set of medi-
cal and social traits that reected the various social meanings ascribed to the 
institution.
In its early years, the asylum’s purpose in society was particularly open for de-
nition, and accordingly, both the State and the community sought to shape it to 
their respective needs or aspirations. Although Porrian planners had envisioned 
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the psychiatric hospital as a medical establishment where both rich and poor could 
receive treatment, paying boarders represented a rare minority from the outset. 
They were more likely to nd medical attention at the Clínica Lavista, a private 
hospital located in southern Mexico City, or psychiatrist Samuel Ramírez More-
no’s small sanatorium in Coyoacán.97 In fact, the state asylum admitted all women 
and a high percentage of men as free indigent inmates during the 1910s, a trend that 
remained almost unchanged in the following decades.98
As was the case in psychiatric hospitals in Nigeria, Ireland, and Argentina, 
moreover, the majority of inmates were committed against—or to be more pre-
cise, without—their will.99 A government order, following institution regula-
tions, preceded the connement of 86 percent of women and 68 percent of men 
during the 1910s. Public welfare authorities played an active role in the conne-
ment of 2 percent of women and 6 percent of men. Moreover, prisoners repre-
sented 10 percent of the asylum’s male population.100 In these cases, the interven-
tion of police and welfare ocials was crucial to the detection and apprehension 
of people suspected of being mentally ill; as the case of Modesta B. attests, this 
process typically began on the streets and in other welfare system institutions. By 
freeing the streets of men, women, and children deemed insane, the psychiatric 
hospital thus contributed to the social order of the city and the community.
However, state agents were not always involved in asylum connements, or at 
least not always from the beginning or in a signicant way. Government requests 
relied primarily on the judgment of the police or other representatives of State 
order. In at least some cases, they also involved the participation of the family, 
because oen the commitment process also conrmed judgments already made 
by the families themselves. Seeking medical attention and following asylum 
rules, they attempted to obtain medical certication by a less nancially burden-
some route: the police. Cresencia G., for example, arrived at the psychiatric hos-
pital aer the municipal president of her birthplace in Mexico State requested 
her admission.101 However, her family’s concern about her mental health was the 
motivation for the ocial request in the rst place. She had become increasingly 
violent aer the death of one of her children.
This sort of case was not rare, particularly when poor families recognized 
they were incapable of caring for their relatives, or when a certain kind of violent 
behavior threatened the family dynamic. Thus, families participated actively in 
connement proceedings, even when State authorities were the ones ocially 
initiating admissions processes. Families initiated the commitment of 12 per-
cent of women and 16 percent of men.102 In these cases, family members and 
neighbors were instrumental in the identication of the mental illness and the 
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initial evaluation of treatment methods. Some came to the psychiatric hospital 
as a last resort, seeking relief from the burden of caring  for a person with an 
illness. Others brought their family members to the asylum in hopes of nding 
a cure, their faith in the capabilities of modern medicine evident in letters and 
telegrams asking about signs of improvement or a discharge date.
Psychiatric hospital admissions thus illustrate the various ways in which the 
State and families appropriated the institution for diverse purposes that some-
times were not necessarily compatible or complementary.
The various functions fullled by the asylum reected the variety of inmates 
it treated, since although its population was generally poor, it was not homoge-
neous. First in the observation room and later in the wards, psychiatrists came 
into contact with the porter who worked for a few cents in Mexico City’s mar-
kets, and with the singer struck by calamity. They spoke with the eloquent yet 
scatterbrained pharmacist, with the tailor and the cobbler whose skills proved 
very useful to the establishment. They evaluated the mental health of students 
and teachers, laundrywomen and prostitutes. Although the contingency of un-
specialized workers made up of laborers, street vendors, and shop clerks was more 
numerous, the psychiatric hospital also admitted both artisans and middle-class 
professionals such as lawyers and teachers.103 The occupations of women inmates 
were not as a varied; some 60 percent of women were responsible for unpaid 
domestic work. Women inmates also included domestic servants, seamstresses, 
laundrywomen, and inmates listed as unemployed (16 percent), who were gener-
ally prostitutes.104 Perhaps, as psychiatrist John Connolly once stated, insanity 
was in fact “a great leveler,” but in the case of Mexico, social volatility resulting 
from the revolutionary war clearly contributed to this process.
Like state asylums that cared for poor patients in Ireland and England, New 
York and California, the Mexican hospital most oen admitted people in the 
beginning and middle stages of their adult lives.105 Only 6 percent of the asylum 
population were under twenty years old, and only 10 percent were over seventy. 
The age of most inmates was between twenty and forty. Although a few vari-
ations occurred during the rst three decades of the twentieth century—most 
female inmates were in their second decade of life during the 20s and therefore 
relatively young, while in the 30s they were mostly in their fourth decade of 
life—specic indices of age of admission remained almost unchanged.106 The 
relative youth of the asylum population coincided with their lack of family sup-
port. Indeed, 66 percent of the women and 78 percent of the men were single or 
widows/widowers during the rst decade of the twentieth century.107 Moreover, 
although the majority of men and women lived in Mexico City, 64 percent of 
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them had been born elsewhere.108 Single life and migration did not necessarily 
mean isolation, but in the context of the Mexican Revolution, they clearly in-
creased the mentally ill population’s vulnerability to connement.
Thus, during the rst three decades of the twentieth century, Mexico’s in-
sane were relatively young, and according to institutional statistics, they were 
more likely women than men.109 In the midst of the revolutionary war that drew 
popular armies from the north and indigenous armies from the south to central 
Mexico, migration and lack of family support made men and women more sus-
ceptible to connement. As social upheaval aected the very poor and other so-
cial classes alike, the asylum opened its doors to a range of social groups aected 
by economic hardship and deprivation.
On the one hand, by playing its role as an institution of social control, the asy-
lum contributed to the urban order of Mexico City, conning people deemed in-
sane by State authorities. On the other, the General Insane Asylum also proved 
useful to families unable to care for relatives with mental illnesses. Its presence 
as a welfare institution throughout the revolutionary period reected its dual 
function as a site of control and a place of social assistance.
Inmate Proles: Diagnoses
Although it primarily fullled a welfare function, particularly through custody 
service, the General Insane Asylum also strove to provide inmates with medical 
attention. The inmates were placed in specic wards according to their symp-
toms, with separate buildings for men and women, and violent or agitated in-
mates were housed in a ward for dangerous inmates where they were guarded like 
prisoners. Those with mental illnesses were placed in wards for tranquil inmates: 
section A for indigent patients and section B for paying boarders. In contrast 
with asylums that separated the mentally ill from the intellectually disabled, the 
Mexican asylum admitted inmates with mental conditions that “aected their 
intelligence” and placed them in what was known as the imbeciles’ ward. Pa-
tients with epilepsy, predominantly women, had their own ward. Alcoholics, 
primarily men, were taken to a designated ward. Most of the older patients went 
to a geriatric senility ward. Although the psychiatric hospital admitted children, 
the institution lacked a dedicated pediatric ward.
While the number of wards was limited, the number of diagnoses grew over 
the course of the rst three decades of the twentieth century, revealing the lack 
of standardization in psychiatric discourse.110 Given that doctors arrived at their 
diagnoses aer observing and interviewing inmates, as well as their families 
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when possible, these medical interpretations of mental health typically involved 
a social dialogue. Specically, these dialogues centered on identifying the range 
of behaviors that brought men and women to the facility; nevertheless, they 
were almost never transparent or free of conict. Close examination of these 
dialogues illuminates social and medical motifs that contributed to the revolu-
tionary denition of mental illness in early twentieth-century Mexico.
Like the San Hipólito and Divino Salvador hospitals, the General Insane 
Asylum admitted a large number of men and women with epilepsy during the 
1910s, evidence of the persisting legitimacy of Porrian denitions of mental 
illness in early twentieth-century Mexico. In fact, asylum planners with access 
to prerevolutionary hospital records noted that while epileptic patients made 
up about 15 percent of the hospital population, numbers were markedly higher 
among women. Thus, given that 28.41 percent of women at the Divino Salvador 
hospital had epilepsy, they planned a larger area for them in the General Insane 
Asylum.111 The institution’s information proved correct, at least during the rst 
decade of the twentieth century, when 28 percent of female inmates and 22 per-
cent of male inmates appeared on the list of epilepsy patients, making them the 
most numerous medical group on the asylum grounds.112
In a setting dened by violence and scarcity, chronic illnesses like epilepsy 
meant especially heavy economic burdens for patients’ families, burdens the 
psychiatric hospital helped to alleviate.113 The large number of connements 
associated with epilepsy also revealed that the stigma surrounding this illness 
outlived the Porrian era. Asylum doctors’ comments in these patients’ les 
were brief, generally accepting diagnoses made by family members or the police. 
When time and interest permitted, doctors noted similar aictions in the in-
mate’s family and added a few comments about the heredity of this condition.114
Likewise, doctors oered these patients little in terms of treatment, allowing 
tranquil inmates to work at institution workshops, or prescribing sedatives for 
agitated patients when necessary.
As time passed, however, doctors were less willing to admit or diagnose in-
mates with this condition. During the 1920s, for example, only 18 percent of 
women and 17 percent of men remained institutionalized as epileptics.115 By 
the thirties, female epilepsy patients represented only 7.52 percent of the asylum 
population, while male epilepsy patients totaled only 10.86 percent.116
Although the armed phase of the Revolution had caused economic stagna-
tion, and turbulent government negotiations characterized the rst revolution-
ary regimes, these events did not explain such a dramatic decline in epilepsy di-
agnoses. A greater awareness of this condition among the psychiatric community 
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surely contributed to the declining numbers, but only to a point.117 Much more 
crucial was psychiatric hospital doctors’ decreasing emphasis on chronic mental 
illnesses, for which they had little to oer in terms of treatments or cures.
A similar process occurred with diagnoses of mental retardation and demen-
tia praecox. During the rst decade of the twentieth century, General Insane 
Asylum doctors diagnosed a large number of patients with mental retardation, a 
condition known then by names such as idiocy, feeble-mindedness, and imbecil-
ity. Making up 16 percent of women inmates and 18 percent of men inmates, this 
group was the second largest in the Mexican asylum.118 Since Porrian doctors 
working in San Hipólito and Divino Salvador hospitals did not include this 
category in their medical groupings, admissions based on mental retardation 
reected the use of new psychiatric categories to classify mental conditions in 
revolutionary Mexico. As with epilepsy, however, the numbers also declined over 
the next two decades. Likewise, dementia praecox (a term coined by German 
psychiatrist Emil Kraepelin, who strongly inuenced Mexican institutional 
psychiatry during the early revolutionary period) aected around 9 percent of 
women inmates and 11 percent of men inmates in 1910.119 Dementia praecox 
diagnoses also decreased in the following decade.
In contrast, during the twenties, and even more throughout the following de-
cade, asylum doctors paid a great deal of attention to mental illnesses associated 
with alcohol and drugs, two conditions with a social origin that they perceived 
as curable. Given that Hospital Divino Salvador and especially Hospital San 
Hipólito predominantly housed alcoholics, this tendency did not represent a 
radical departure from Porrian understandings of illness.120 Medical experts 
had already linked alcohol consumption with criminality and mental illness 
during the Porrian era.121 However, the social meanings of alcoholism and drug 
addiction were subjected to social scrutiny in revolutionary Mexico.
In the context of State reconstruction, revolutionary regimes called for the 
creation of social medicine: “Preventive medicine that would be a judicial, tech-
nical, and administrative branch of the federal government; a suitable tool for 
protecting the physical and mental health of all the country’s citizens, and for 
protecting their lives when threatened by various unhealthy elements.”122 Simul-
taneously, revolutionary regimes showed growing interest in and commitment 
to eugenic views of the population.123
Inspired by these projects, doctors pressed, for example, to change the legal 
status of alcoholism from an extenuating circumstance in criminal cases to an 
aggravating cause. Likewise, in 1919, doctors not only supported a prohibition 
on growing marijuana, but also fought to include drug addiction as a crime 
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against health in the Mexican Penal Code.124 Moreover, the Sanitary Code of 
1924, which helped to broaden the spectrum of activities of public health o-
cials locally and nationally, included important strategies for ghting the spread 
of social illnesses, including alcoholism.125
Asylum doctors’ tendency to diagnose poor inmates as alcoholics took place 
within a politically charged context where citizens’ physical and mental health 
came to constitute a national good. In 1910, doctors diagnosed 15 percent of 
asylum inmates as alcoholics.126 In contrast, a decade later, about 41 percent of 
inmates were given this diagnosis.127 Thus, the number of inmates listed as al-
coholics in 1920 more closely resembles Porrian diagnostic patterns in the San 
Hipólito and Divino Salvador hospitals. Moreover, like their Porrian coun-
terparts, asylum doctors in the revolutionary period diagnosed 29.37 percent of 
men and 11.66 percent of women with alcoholism, contributing to the percep-
tion of this condition as a typically masculine mental illness.128
The beginnings of social medicine also motivated early twentieth-century 
revolutionary regimes to eradicate practices and behaviors that undermined 
community health, especially in the area of sexuality.129 Health ocials thus led 
a spirited debate about the dangers associated with unrestricted sexuality, rep-
resented particularly by prostitution, which they perceived as a cause of syphilis. 
Public health physicians committed to creating national programs to counter 
the spread of syphilis collected and published statistics demonstrating that the 
rate of deaths related to this illness had grown from less than 1 percent in 1916 
to nearly 2 percent in 1925.130
During the same period, asylum doctors detected among inmates a rise in 
cases of general paralysis, the tertiary stage of syphilis. In 1910, general paralysis 
diagnoses represented 0.47 percent of women and 3.79 percent of men.131 A de-
cade later, doctors diagnosed 4.44 percent of women inmates and 13.94 percent 
of men inmates with this condition.132 By 1930, the percentage of women with 
general paralysis was 13.24 percent, while men totaled 16.59 percent.133 As in the 
case of alcoholism, asylum doctors increasingly dened syphilis-related mental 
illnesses as masculine conditions. Sharing dominant medical perspectives, they 
perceived women, especially prostitutes, as agents of this disease, and men—all 
men—as victims of unrestricted feminine sexuality.
Doctor-patient relationships within the asylum walls involved a certain de-
gree of tension and distance. This was particularly the case between women 
inmates and the exclusively male General Asylum medical sta.134 Examining 
women inmates’ medical histories, psychiatric hospital physicians devoted 
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special attention to their sexual history, questioning them about menarche, 
sexual encounters, miscarriages or abortions, and menopause. Like Porrian 
experts before them, they believed that there was a connection between female 
sexual activity and mental illness.135
This linkage had led to moral insanity diagnoses among the female patients 
at the Divino Salvador hospital and contributed to similar diagnoses during 
the rst decade of the twentieth century.136 Moral insanity, a term coined by 
the English doctor James Prichard in the early nineteenth century, described a 
condition in which female patients recognized good and bad impulses but were 
incapable of resisting the latter.137 Although the term was no longer used in most 
early twentieth-century psychiatric hospitals, Mexican psychiatrists used it to 
explain female behaviors that violated implicit gendered rules of propriety (de-
cencia) and domesticity. Moral insanity diagnoses totaled only about 2 percent 
among women inmates in 1910, but doctors mentioned it as an important com-
ponent in cases of alcoholism, violent jealousy, and mental illnesses involving the 
variable of sex.138 However, by 1930, psychiatric hospital doctors were no longer 
diagnosing this illness in women, mirroring the decreasing use of this category 
in psychiatric circles abroad. Women with moral insanity ceased to exist in early 
twentieth century Mexico as feminist discourses advocating for gender equity 
and more complex conceptions of women’s place in society gained momentum. 
For example, at the Feminist Congress of 1916 held in Yucatán, feminist men 
and women demanded and utilized a denition of femininity that clearly tran-
scended simple associations between women and sex, the foundation for moral 
insanity diagnoses in Mexico.139
However, asylum admission rates for women increased during that decade, 
reaching 63 percent of the inmate population.140 Doctors who were rather quick 
to classify men as alcoholics felt less certain when observing female inmates. 
Indeed, in 1930, similar percentages of women with schizophrenia, epilepsy, and 
syphilis were admitted to the institution’s wards. Moreover, the number of fe-
male inmates listed as healthy or undiagnosed was as high as each of these other 
diagnostic groups.141
The constant debates surrounding the woman question aecting revolution-
ary society at large seemed to limit doctors’ capacity to produce interpretations 
about a typically feminine mental illness. Female inmates played a signicant 
role in this process. In contrast to female journalists, writers, and political ac-
tivists who used dierent arenas to campaign for gender equity, women inmates 
articulated their life stories to confront, or more precisely to evade, psychiatric 
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classication. The development of these stories, which generally exasperated 
doctors, revealed the context of domestic conict (particularly spousal abuse) 
in which the diagnosis of mental illness rst arose.142 
Like Mexican society as a whole, diagnoses in the General Insane Asylum 
underwent dramatic but nonlinear changes between 1910 and 1930. Although 
Porrian conceptions of mental illness permeated diagnoses during the rst de-
cade of the twentieth century, especially in cases of epilepsy, revolutionary prac-
tice and ideology more clearly informed identication and medical diagnoses of 
what was referred to as social mental illness during the twenties and beyond. At 
least in the case of alcoholism, however, revolutionary mental illness approaches 
did not stray from Porrian psychiatric frames of reference, but rather, worked 
within them.
Thanks to revolutionary commitment to the principles of social medicine, 
psychiatric hospital doctors readily identied social mental illnesses, especially 
alcoholism and occasionally drug addiction. Likewise, reecting the increasingly 
debated status of women in revolutionary society, doctors found it dicult to 
diagnose a rising number of female inmates with moral insanity, a dubious early 
twentieth-century psychiatric category which in the Mexican setting described 
women who did not adhere to traditional denitions of feminine domesticity 
and submissiveness. Since both state agents and families initiated connement 
processes and identied mental illnesses before psychiatric hospital doctors clas-
sied and treated them, variations in institutional diagnoses clearly reected and 
incorporated popular denitions of mental aictions and changing notions of 
accepted and deviant behaviors in early revolutionary Mexico.
The Interview: The Fox and the Goose
It all began, at least in this chapter, with a ctional psychiatrist and a madwoman 
who wielded a strategic silence to mock the vigilance of the law. In that mythical 
place that answers to the name “Real Life,” at least as it unfolded in the wards 
and courtyards of La Castañeda General Insane Asylum, beginnings took place 
within the interview I present in the next chapter.
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Ch a pter I V
Through My Narrative I Was Born,  
My Narrative Sustains Me
Women Authoring Selves
Through my dream I was born  
My dream sustains me
—Rosario Castellanos
O n September 28, 1911, Luz D. and her husband arrived at the Admissions Oce of La Castañeda General Insane Asylum, the largest state institution dedicated to treating insane men, women, and chil-
dren in early twentieth-century Mexico.1 According to the rules of the estab-
lishment, the Ds provided general identication information before a hospital 
resident completed a routine physical and psychological exam designed to deter-
mine the patient’s mental condition. Because her a
iction did not prevent her 
from understanding and answering questions, Luz D. participated actively in 
the institutional psychiatric interview, a ritual structured around the questions 
on an ocial medical questionnaire that would determine her admission sta-
tus. Later, when Luz D. became an inmate, she opted to write her narrative of 
her illness herself, on a separate sheet of paper:
I was born in ’74. When I was six, I had scarlet fever; aer that I grew up 
healthy and robust and at thirteen I started my period without any distur-
bance; at een I became nervous and I got married at seventeen; I was 
cured of nerves and I was like that for four years and because of moral trou-
bles and physical losses, as I was nursing a very robust little girl, my nervous 
state came back from February to August. Aer that I was perfectly ne 
and at ve years I had puerperal fever and I was in an acute nervous state 
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and I got relief from distractions and travel. At that time one could say that 
I used alcohol by medical prescription and perhaps unknowingly abused it.
In ’99 I had an attack of dipsomania and Dr. Liceaga convinced to me to 
check in to La Quinta de Tlalpan, then I had this attack because of the 
life change morally and physically since my respected husband brought 
another woman and from that time on I have not been living intimately 
with him and the emptiness of my soul was reected in the physical part; I 
never drank another glass of wine, until 1901 when I drank for a few days, 
I checked in to La Canoa and stayed there three months, I le and I was 
perfectly ne until 1906, when because of having excessive work and moral 
troubles and terrible unpleasantness I went back to drinking for a few days, 
I went back to La Canoa I le and I got intestinal fever and I went back 
to La Canoa where I stayed for a year and ve months,2 I le and I was 
perfectly well until September 29th, 1911, when I went to visit someone 
and I drank cognac and pulque and then I kept drinking for a day and a 
half; noting that I never have the habit of drinking a single glass of wine, 
nor pulque, nor beer, only when nervousness and moral troubles, physical 
losses, and especially the emptiness of my soul reected in a physical part, 
like I said, do I drink the rst glass; in full use of my reason I withstand big 
things and it doesn’t take away the great control that I must have given my 
dicult situation and my exaggerated way of feeling and being and I get 
carried away with passion and the most complete excitement.3
As Luz D.’s personal version of her life concluded, the diagnosis written by medi-
cal resident Agustín Torres began:
The information transcribed above was given and written by the patient 
herself, showing her clear talent for expressing her feelings and thoughts 
through writing. Except for her outbreaks of dipsomania, which she always 
relates to her moral pain, she seems to be a moral person. However, a more 
detailed study reveals a chronic state of manic excitement, which is more 
mental than physical (a background of moral insanity).
She has new ideas every day, whether it is leaving the psychiatric hospital 
or following a specic behavior with her husband, whom she blames for her 
condition. Every day, too, she complains about her health, whether it is a 
pain in her leg or her arm, a certain dizziness that gives her nausea, pain in 
her le ovary, or even hiccups. These symptoms make me think of a case 
of hysteria, which undoubtedly is present, but they are the results of her 
chronic mental excitement.
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We have seen her write poems or letters for entire days describing her 
horrible situation to her relatives. Other days she spends doing manual 
work. What is pleasant today becomes bothersome tomorrow. The patient 
is aware of her situation and attempts to correct herself. She compares her-
self to a horse that is dicult to break, a horse that does not stop once it 
starts to run.
We have examined her carefully and we have not noted any other detail 
except for the pain in the le ovary which speaks in favor of hysteria. There 
are no signs of alcohol intoxication. To conclude this diagnosis, I will point 
out that she eats and sleeps well and suers only slight constipation. Her 
prodigious memory is also noteworthy.
These two dierent, although not completely antithetical, interpretations of an 
experience with or within the universe of mental illness constitute a Mexican ex-
ample of what Arthur Kleinman has called illness narratives: the series of “plot 
lines, core metaphors, and rhetorical devices that structure illness [which] are 
drawn from cultural and personal modes for arranging experiences in meaning-
ful ways and for eectively expressing those meanings.”4
While divergent indeed, the insanity narratives that gave shape to Luz D.’s 
physical and spiritual suering seem to arise from an implicit agreement: both 
patient and psychiatrist (in this case more precisely, a female inmate and a male 
doctor) discussed mental illness as a real experience.5 Without this tacit yet 
pervasive agreement, the dialogue between Luz D. and Torres could not have 
taken place. The shiing and sometimes oppositional devices used to describe 
her illness, however, indicate that the agreement had its limits, which were as 
real as the unied eort to give her condition a name. These limits developed in 
the specic experiences and meanings that allowed both actors to interpret the 
medical notion of mental illness. These experiences and meanings developed 
outside the asylum walls, in a Mexico City that was growing exponentially under 
the leadership of a president obsessed with the idea of transforming it into a 
showcase of modernity—in a society of stark social contrasts where men and 
women were asked to create idealized versions of themselves as domestic angels 
and productive, austere workers,6 and in a time of great volatility that witnessed 
the fall of a thirty-year regime and the ignition of the armed phase of a social 
revolution that mobilized peasants, workers, and members of the middle class 
across the country’s rugged geography. Therefore, debates about class, gender, 
and nation that informed the existences of people living in these dramatic times 
of transition transcended the asylum walls and contributed in large part to the 
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identication of what became, at least in the specic example of Luz D.’s diag-
nosis, a case of moral insanity.
Dened, as I have mentioned, by James Prichard in 1835 as “a form of mono-
mania in which people recognized the dierence between right and wrong, yet 
lacked the willpower to resist evil impulses,” this diagnosis opened the door to 
denitions of “good” and “evil” that very clearly led to the use of nonmedical 
phrases in interpretations of mental disturbance, an opportunity that neither 
Luz D. nor Dr. Torres passed up.7 In developing a prole of this disorder, the 
two of them deployed their own observations, captured in their own metaphors, 
in narratives that emerged as they entered into contact with one another. This 
was not the case, then, of two ready-made discourses annihilating one another 
in sheer opposition, a view that is oen linked to antipsychiatric notions of 
madness.8 Rather, a more mobile yet just as relentless strategy of displacement 
occurred.9
Luz D., for example, brought interpretations of her life with mental illness 
that she generated in her contact with doctors and family members during her 
long career as a psychiatric patient in various state and private institutions, most 
notably La Canoa and La Quinta de Tlalpan. She also brought her long hair and 
those wild, piercing eyes that still gaze at her observer from the static reality of 
her ocial photograph, an image in which she appeared wearing the straight-
jacket that on at least one occasion reined in what she called her “exaggerated 
way of feeling.”
Medical resident Torres, who ve years later would become the director of 
the institution, brought with him the education that he received in Porrian 
schools, more specically the School of Medicine, as well as the professional 
ambition that contributed to his promotion. He also brought the intellectual 
curiosity that prompted him to lend an ear, sometimes a generous one, to Luz 
D.’s stories.
Suspicion and seduction must have played equal roles as their multiple en-
counters unfolded: the suspicion of two people who considered themselves ut-
terly dierent, and the seduction of two people who saw themselves engaged in 
working for a common, yet not altogether clearly dened, purpose. Simulta-
neously clashing and negotiating, asylum inmates and their doctors produced 
tense, volatile narratives of mental illness, texts of multiple voices in which both 
actors deployed and intertwined their own relational understandings of the 
body, mind, and society.
Psychiatric hospital narratives are hardly free-owing constructions of life sto-
ries. Constrained by an institutional setting that emphasized doctors’ authority, 
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and by a medical questionnaire that le little space for inmates’ answers, these 
narrations were based on, and in turn reproduced, the bureaucratic, medical, and 
social hierarchies of the psychiatric hospital itself. Yet even in that inequality, 
the mad, pained narratives  that emerged on the hospital grounds necessarily 
incorporated the perspectives of doctors and inmates in the very friction that 
characterized their making.
The fact that such perspectives were not isolated entities became clear in Luz 
D.’s free use of rhetorical devices, a strategy more oen associated with medical, 
not popular, interpretations of illness. Luz D. showed little hesitance to employ, 
for example, a narrative line linking her mental disturbance with stages of her 
life roughly based on a sexual interpretation of the female condition. This con-
nection was common in Porrian medical circles, obsessed with their supposed 
lack of knowledge of the female sex.10 Thus, although she noted that menarche 
did not cause later complications, she linked the onset of her “nervousness” with 
important transitions in her sexual life, most notably with marriage and later 
with conicts in her marital life. However, even when Luz D. referred to her 
nervous condition as a phenomenon clearly rooted in the reality of her body, and 
more specically, in her development and her sexual behavior, she also quickly 
proceeded to place that body within the charged context of daily life through 
concrete stories of childbirth, troubled family relationships, domestic violence, 
and oen, suering and loss. Thus, Luz D. conceded to medical discourse even 
as she maintained her own version of a life with mental suering. She was not 
alone. Signs of a similar negotiation emerged in resident Torres’s pensive diag-
nosis, seemingly nonmedical and even a bit poetic.
The word “excitement” with which Luz. D. ended her narrative, for example, 
appeared very early in the text appended by resident Torres, serving as a sort of 
bridge between the language of the two. No one knows, or will know, who said 
it rst, and therefore, which of them borrowed it from the other, but both used it 
in conspicuous ways. As was to be expected of a doctor interested in psychiatric 
science, he referred disdainfully to “what she calls her moral pain,” discarding 
or downplaying the stories of his patient’s complicated married life. Moreover, 
in an attempt to bolster his medical status, Torres introduced the well-known 
psychiatric term “hysteria,” but he did it in a casual way by relating it in passing 
to a pain in the ovaries.11 It was much more interesting to him, however, that 
she wrote a great deal and very well, something the doctor praised in the rst 
sentence of his diagnosis.
The fact that he yielded to Luz D.’s interpretations as much as she did to his 
became tellingly clear when he used a metaphor of his patient’s own making 
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to describe her: “she compares herself to horse that is dicult to break.” Even 
when he could not help but note a “background of moral insanity,” which was, 
in fact, his nal diagnosis, he likewise could not refrain from praising Luz D.’s 
“prodigious memory.”
The incorporation of pompous and/or popular adjectives in a medical diag-
nosis is another sign of the tenuous terrain of social and cultural exchange that 
both inmates and specialists created, a view that implicitly questions the total-
itarianism and absolute social control oen ascribed to psychiatric hospitals. 
In this chapter, I explore this tenuousness as it developed in other patient les 
related to cases of moral insanity. I argue that, by participating in the scientic 
denition of what was normal and abnormal in human behavior, psychiatrists 
attempted to link themselves actively with eorts to shape a modern, central-
ized state. Yet the process—and I argue this here too—was not as direct and 
natural as presented, then and now, in medical narratives.12 This chapter invites 
the reader to participate in the psychiatric interview in which women inmates, 
faced with the imposition to reveal themselves, talked about their lives in ways 
that both followed and evaded the institution’s ocial medical questionnaire. 
Based on a meticulous analysis of the language used by psychiatrists and female 
inmates, I also contend that the debate about the appropriate place for poor 
women in society played a fundamental role in the broader denition of normal 
and abnormal behaviors in society as a whole.
Male psychiatrists, most of whom received their education in Porrian Mex-
ico, infused their diagnoses with normative notions of gender and class and 
detected signs of mental illness in cases where human behavior deviated from 
socially approved models of feminine domesticity in a modernizing setting. 
Thus, their repetitive and somewhat alarmed references to women who were 
“capricious” and “sexually promiscuous,” who according to some, “did not re-
spect or obey anyone.”13 However, when women described the complex nature 
of their condition—its physical and spiritual causes, its evolution and social rep-
resentation—they became their own authors as legitimate, albeit disconcerting, 
female citizens of the new era. Indeed, the narratives that women constructed 
as they interacted with psychiatric hospital doctors revealed their capacity to 
interpret and rename the domestic and social worlds they inhabited, obliging 
doctors and readers alike to see those worlds through their eyes. The spirited 
contact between inmate Luz D. and Dr. Torres was not very common, but nei-
ther was it unique.
Through various formats, and with varying degrees of articulation, some fe-
male inmates, especially those who did not suer from severe mental conditions, 
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participated actively in the creation of their medical les. This was particularly 
evident in a substantial number of women diagnosed with moral insanity, a 
condition that despite being common among diagnoses recorded in the 1910s, 
decreased abruptly in the following decades. By 1930, psychiatric hospital doc-
tors no longer diagnosed this condition in men and women conned in the in-
stitution. In the second part of this chapter, which discusses cases of long-term 
patients who were initially diagnosed with moral insanity, I explore the set of 
medical, social, and cultural elements comprising the horizon where this ill-
ness vanished.
Although the international psychiatry community had questioned the scien-
tic status of this diagnosis since at least the late nineteenth century, I argue that 
interest in producing a prototype of the new woman in nascent revolutionary 
Mexico played a primary role in this transformation. Thus, as Porrian mod-
els of femininity were increasingly questioned, members of the middle classes, 
new professionals, and revolutionary authorities engaged in spirited debate to 
demarcate appropriate gender functions for the new nation. Psychiatric classi-
cation changes in the General Insane Asylum represent but one example of this 
energetic dialogue. More than simply reecting broader trends, I argue, patients’ 
rhetorical strategies helped to disrupt psychiatrists’ classication eorts at La 
Castañeda.
Men, Women, and Sex
The male doctors who worked at La Castañeda were oen struck by an un-
settling sense of strangeness when interviewing female inmates. As in mental 
health institutions in Europe and the United States, doctors observed female 
mental patients through the lens of normative models of femininity that repre-
sented them as angels in the house, detecting signs of mental illness when female 
behaviors deviated from that norm.14 Thus, while interviews included questions 
seeking to reveal abnormalities in patients’ habits, doctors formulated dierent 
modes of questioning for men and women.
Indeed,  psychiatric examination of women inmates clearly took a sexual 
route. As in Mexican jails, male experts regularly interrogated female inmates 
about their sexual history in an attempt to nd the true source of deviance and 
mental disorder.15 Although these questions violated implicit rules of female pro-
priety (decencia), doctors were relentless in their pursuit because they were striv-
ing to obtain scientic knowledge about the female sex—information to legit-
imize the lenses they used to view their female patients in the rst place. Thus, 
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psychiatrists made important contributions to the creation of a science of sex-
uality in modern revolutionary Mexico. Informed by the ndings of Porrian 
sexual science, a discipline developed by gynecologists and hygienists in the late 
nineteenth century, psychiatric hospital doctors placed great emphasis on female 
sexuality because they believed that “the ovaries and the uterus are centers of ac-
tion that are reected in the female brain. They can determine fearsome illnesses 
and passions yet unknown.”16
These views linking sex with mental illness did not come out of the blue. 
In a time of rapid modernization, when social rules and customs seemed to be 
changing quickly, anxieties about gender were developing just as fast. Not only 
was the population of the metropolis expanding, but women were also gaining 
increased access to work and education at the turn of the century, a process that 
gave male experts ample opportunities to fret over the inuence of feminism.17
Beginning in 1867, the approval of a series of controversial prostitution regula-
tions also laid bare the impotence of federal authorities to control women of sup-
posedly loose morals. Crude debates over syphilis allowed lawyers and doctors 
alike to alert the public to the possibility of contagion and social annihilation 
throughout the rst decades of the twentieth century.18 However, as elite male 
experts and politicians fought to put women “in their place,” they discovered 
to their great surprise that they knew very little about that place, and even less 
about women themselves. As the anonymous editor of the journal La Escuela 
de Medicina succinctly expressed in 1892, “as incredible as it may seem, it is a 
fact that there is no real information about the moral and physical conditions 
of the female constitution.”19 Thus, driven by a distressing, urgent will to know, 
they threw themselves into the task of producing knowledge about that female 
constitution. This was hardly an irrelevant mission for doctors who believed that 
the preservation of the family, the stability of the country, and the survival of the 
nation depended on scientic and moral knowledge about sex.20
However, intervention by male doctors in female bodies met constant social 
resistance. Although doctors applauded advances in the eld, other members of 
society claimed that “as objects of study” women became “victims of examina-
tions which science may be able to justify, but which feminine modesty forbids 
even in thought.”21 Thus, in their quest for information, doctors were obliged 
to turn to alternative sources. The bodies of prostitutes imprisoned in Hospi-
tal Morelos, a welfare institution dedicated to treating women with syphilis, 
became fertile ground for the development of women’s medicine in Mexico. In-
deed, prostitutes became informants, despite their not infrequent resistance. It 
soon became evident that prostitutes did not take kindly to the fact that research 
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was being conducted on their bodies, and consequently, they rebelled against the 
hospital’s medical and disciplinary rules. Riots and other forms of organized 
resistance became routine at the institution.22 Doctors, however, found addi-
tional pathways to knowledge in other welfare establishments, most notably the 
General Insane Asylum.
The increasingly abundant medical literature linking sex with female ill-
nesses informed encounters between asylum doctors and female patients. As 
the questions accumulated, psychiatrists demanded disclosure and induced—
sometimes gradually, other times abruptly—women’s narratives. Attentive to 
detail, male doctors attempted to organize the information they received in di-
agnostic groupings, one of which was moral insanity. Although not numerous, 
with diagnoses of this condition totaling only about 2 percent of psychiatric 
hospital patient les in 1910, it was quite common as a contributing factor in 
other diagnoses such as alcoholism, hysteria, and cerebral syphilis, which doctors 
associated with a dubious “moral sense.”23 More importantly, the moral insanity 
diagnosis no longer appeared in psychiatric hospital records from 1930 onward, 
demonstrating that revolutionary-era psychiatrists were increasingly skeptical 
about the scientic status and social value of a medical category employed in 
Porrian medical circles.24
Moral insanity diagnosis les, which oen contained long narratives, showed 
that this shi in psychiatric perspectives stemmed not only from medical con-
cerns about scientic classication, but also the contested dialogues in which 
psychiatric hospital doctors and patients participated with equal vigor and te-
nacity. To be sure, these dialogues did not take place in a vacuum. Indeed, in 
a context that witnessed growing deliberation about the nature of the female 
sex and the role of women in building the new nation, it became ever more dif-
cult for doctors to explain female mental illness solely in relation to sexual 
deviation.25
Likewise, as the revolutionary period progressed, women diagnosed with 
moral insanity had increasing opportunities to participate in social discourses 
like feminism that emphasized the multifaceted structure of female experience.
Diagnosing Female Perversion: A Psychiatric Prole
In the early 1910s, psychiatrists at the General Insane Asylum detected symp-
toms of moral insanity in women who did not conform to models of feminine 
domesticity.26 Signs of the illness were especially acute in prostitutes, the sworn 
enemies of the angel in the house, but as in US institutions, few of them came 
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under their scrutiny. 27 Perhaps that was the reason why Dr. Méndez devoted 
close, even fascinated attention to Modesta B., a thirty-ve-year-old prostitute 
who arrived at the psychiatric hospital in July of 1921.
Even though most US and European psychiatrists no longer used the moral 
insanity diagnosis to classify their patients, Dr. Méndez decided that her case 
was “one of the clearest examples” of this condition. Modesta B.’s lack of mod-
esty, use of aected terms, attempt to pass for an educated woman, and most of 
all, her willingness to talk about sex, to give interminable, shameless descriptions 
of orgies and other sexual practices considered deviant, made the diagnosis seem 
tting. Moreover, as Prichard’s original denition required, she distinguished 
between good and bad, but was unable or unwilling to resist her evil impulses, 
especially those related to her body’s sexual urges. However, her proclivity for 
concupiscence soon fell into question when the Wassermann test, designed to 
detect syphilis, came back negative.
When Modesta B. became a patient at the psychiatric hospital, the doctors 
prescribed her mild sedatives and a treatment centered on work, an activity that 
she completed in the institution’s sarape workshop, where Professor Magdalena 
O. viuda de Álvarez praised her diligence and good temper. However, echoing 
the medical diagnosis, Professor Álvarez testied that the patient indeed talked, 
perhaps too much.
As asylum doctors soon discovered, however, single and married women also 
developed this condition. The case of Carmen S., a girl of undetermined age, 
gave psychiatrists an opportunity to analyze the initial stages of moral insanity 
in June of 1910. Aer listening to the testimony of Carmen’s mother, doctors 
reported that “from an early age, Carmen manifested a capricious and violent 
temperament. She openly disobeyed her mother’s orders. Moreover, she tended 
to skip school only to go out with her friends, with whom she invariably ended 
up quarreling.”29
This capricious temperament, her mother added, had increased day by day, 
and had led Carmen S. to consume alcoholic beverages, and most surely, to other 
unmentionable vices. Displaying characteristics of that temperament, Carmen 
S. refused to answer the interview questions, and claimed that she “did not re-
member anything that was being said about her.”30 Besides the occasional head-
ache, leg cramp, and swollen feet, doctors described her as a healthy individual 
who nevertheless required connement.
Josefa B., an unemployed single eighteen-year-old woman, was admitted to the 
psychiatric hospital for the second time in December of 1910 with the same symp-
toms. According to Dr. Rojas, she was an “impulsive” inmate who once even hit 
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another patient and had attempted to untie others on various occasions.31 Clear 
signs of moral insanity surfaced in the lack of respect with which she treated her 
mother, disobeying or dragging her feet when obeying her orders, as well as in a 
tendency to argue openly with other people. However, as the resident noted, in 
this case, her temperament was transitory, since as soon as the excitement passed, 
she returned to normal: “respectful, obedient, and even submissive.”32
Similar reports of a strong temperament and assertiveness appeared in the 
le of Teresa O., a single, unemployed twenty-six-year-old woman who lived 
with her mother in Mexico City. As doctors noted in her le covering the pe-
riod from 1905 to 1915, Teresa O. also showed “poor character and a proclivity 
for leaving her house to wander the streets freely. She did not respect or obey 
anyone.”33 Although she was physically healthy, Teresa O. “had suered from 
hysteria since the age of een”; the condition drove her to attempt suicide on 
two occasions.34
Teresa O. explained that “she would leave her house to avoid the bothersome 
comments of her sister,” but she also disclosed the fact that despite being single, 
she was not a virgin, having had two dierent lovers in the past: a man her age 
and a trusted doctor. Aer hearing the details of her sexual history, Dr. Rojas 
readily classied her case as moral insanity.
Sexual practices considered deviant were the clear hallmark of women suer-
ing from moral insanity. For example, Loreto M., a twenty-ve-year-old seam-
stress who lived in Tacubaya, “was an exhibitionist who lacked all sense of mod-
esty and displayed a marked proclivity for obscenity and perversion.”36 Her case, 
which was rst examined at the Divino Salvador hospital in 1903, was especially 
complicated because although she was blind, as soon as she would sense the pres-
ence of a man, “she would expose herself shamelessly.”37
Adulterous women were also likely to be diagnosed with moral insanity, es-
pecially if they alluded to revenge as the cause of their behavior. Rita C. violated 
fundamental rules of feminine conduct when, aer arriving at La Castañeda on 
September 19, 1911, she used obscene language to describe how “her husband had 
cheated on her several times . . . [and], to get revenge, she had cheated on him 
too.”38 Doctors diagnosed her with violent jealousy, a trait that they believed was 
related to a deciency in her moral sense.
Although psychiatric hospital doctors did not use the term, homosexual 
women also belonged to this category.39 Soledad J., for example, a married thirty-
six-year-old woman who was examined by Dr. Palacios Garas in 1912, displayed 
a pronounced fondness for one of her fellow female inmates, although due to her 
peaceful, kind character, “she had not yet become excited.”40
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In May 1910, when female inmates like Margarita V., a twenty-year-old mi-
grant from Guerrero, dared to display excessive love for other women, doctors 
diagnosed them as cases of “madness of two,” a mental disturbance that was 
especially acute in the presence of the other person.41 The photograph in Mar-
garita V.’s le, which included the face of another female inmate, corroborated 
the information. Conned and isolated, the counterposed faces of Margarita 
and her companion were an all-too-human reminder of the cruel consequences 
suered by women whose uncontrolled “passions” violated socially accepted 
sexual rules.
Although moral insanity existed within the broader category of sex, doc-
tors also perceived intellectual activity as a sign of female mental degeneration. 
When Guadalupe Q.—a patient committed for the rst time in 1882 and later 
transferred to La Castañeda due to her sexual mania, which caused “great harm 
not only to herself but also in her family”—began writing poems and passionate 
love letters, both the content and the activity itself marked her as a woman with 
moral insanity.42 Luz D.’s ability to write the narrative of her illness struck doc-
tors as further evidence of her unstable mental condition. Likewise, Modesta B.’s 
remarkable skills as a storyteller instantly captivated asylum doctors’ attention.
Despite or perhaps thanks to their diagnoses, these women fought, at times 
successfully, to narrate their personal histories, opening an invaluable door to 
women’s self-interpretation in early twentieth-century Mexico.
Look at the World through My Eyes: Female Patients Speak
As asylum doctors were well aware, having the need or desire to tell their life 
stories was hardly an innocent urge among female inmates.43 As they structured 
narratives of their experiences with illness, female inmates emphasized aspects 
and topics that were oen neglected in the medical questionnaire. As women 
attempted to describe their symptoms and explain the causes of their conditions, 
they became their own authors in contested interconnection with psychiatric 
hospital doctors. Rather than using rigid strategies of opposition, however, the 
women manipulated fundamental passages of their life stories that would help 
them elude or expand the narrow roles that doctors assigned them. In this way, 
even while conned by walls, women engaged experts in a tense dialogue about 
the medical and social boundaries of gender in revolutionary Mexico. Some, like 
the “capricious” girl, Carmen S., atly refused to speak and sustained a suspicious 
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silence; others, however, spoke about or wrote their life stories, which given the 
circumstances in which they were created, lacked happy endings.
Most female inmates’ stories revolved around troubled family relationships, 
in particular, the mother-daughter bond. In a rapidly changing social environ-
ment, it proved dicult for mothers to transmit traditional feminine values 
such as modesty, obedience, and docility. Aer all, both work and public life 
represented temptations that some early twentieth-century daughters were in-
capable of resisting and, in fact, readily enjoyed.44 Such was the case of Carmen 
S., who took to the streets in spite of her family’s prohibition, as well as the case 
of Teresa O., who, for example, said she had been sent to the psychiatric hospital 
“because my mother doesn’t want me to go out.” In a society that increasingly 
associated street life with vice, Teresa O.’s mother’s fear was not ideologically 
unfounded. Seemingly, daughters felt constrained by their mothers’ morality. 
Teresa O. stated that she felt despair because “my mother didn’t want me to get 
married.” Likewise, Natividad O., a seventeen-year-old woman from Michoacán 
who arrived at the psychiatric hospital in July 1910, reacted against her mother’s 
restrictions by running away from home and declaring that she was “indepen-
dent and absolute.”45
For asylum doctors, this tense and highly ambivalent bond between mothers 
and daughters aected the minds of the latter to the point of numbing their 
“aective sense”; as moral insanity evolved, some, like Josefa B., could only feel 
“hatred” for their mothers—an unnatural emotion that betrayed their condi-
tion. The degree of conict in these mother-daughter relationships was evident 
in the fact that at least in a couple of cases, the mothers themselves took their 
unruly daughters to the asylum.
Conicts between single women and family authority gures also emerged 
in sibling relationships. Olga F., for example, had immigrated from Cuba to the 
United States in 1925, when she became an orphan at the age of fourteeen.46
There, she lived rst with a prosperous uncle who owned a cabaret, which is how 
she grew accustomed “to dancing, sports, travel, and driving an automobile.”47
Once she moved into the house of her brother, an engineer who attempted to 
discipline her, Olga F. found his ways too “rigid,” and aer a quarrel over money, 
she ran away. Her brother, she said, was “a bad man.”48
Likewise, Teresa O. had problems not only with her mother but also with 
her older sister, albeit for dierent reasons. The patient claimed that her sister 
bothered her oen, a situation that, according to her explanation, was related to 
the fact that both of them were ghting for the attention of the same man. The 
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sisters’ rivalry became so unbearable that she later used it as an excuse to run 
away from home. Just as some mothers brought their daughters to the psychiatric 
hospital, sisters did the same. Guadalupe Q.’s younger sister, for example, not 
only committed her but also participated in the initial psychiatric interview, 
where she described the rst manifestations of her condition.
Tense family relationships with parents and siblings developed as spirited 
single daughters of the modernizing age violated traditional rules for behavior. 
Quite oen, these violations involved their relationships with men. Some, like 
Teresa O., had sex with men in spite of their mothers’ warnings. In an act of 
rebellion, she rst “gave herself ” to a boyfriend and, later, suered sexual abuse 
by a doctor. Both events marked her as unt for marriage and for life outside the 
asylum walls altogether.
Victims of societal double standards, women who openly had sex with men 
compromised not only their honor and that of their family but also the conti-
nuity of the relationship. As Teresa O. testied—“later, he married a cross-eyed 
woman and I forgot him”—most men abandoned their lovers and eventually 
married respectable girls. Facing the opportunities and risks that their mothers 
feared, the impetuous daughters of revolutionary Mexico found trouble more 
oen than not. The case of Olga F. almost perfectly exemplied the darker side 
of those fears. Olga F. had lived with a man for two years while she became 
addicted to his vice: heroin.49 When she arrived at the asylum in September 
1930, lthy and weighing about seventy-seven pounds, doctors attributed her 
condition to her drug addiction, but not without mentioning the degrading con-
sequences of free love. Indeed, as shown in the les of the Sanitary Inspection 
charged with licensing prostitutes, women who acquiesced to men’s desires, or 
worse, their own desires, had a high probability of becoming streetwalkers for 
life. Marriage, however, was not exactly a peaceful sanctuary.
Violent domestic dynamics between men and women appeared as principal 
causes of mental illnesses in female inmates’ narratives. Indeed, most women 
diagnosed with moral insanity took their stories to a place that was so com-
mon it emerged as a pattern: physical abuse at the hands of lovers and husbands 
alike. Felipa O., a married twenty-four-year-old woman who spoke of continuous 
“marital disputes” when she arrived at the General Insane Asylum in June 1920, 
for example, developed a case of “convulsive hysteria” aer receiving a hard blow 
to “her genital organs.”50 She was one month pregnant at the time, and she lost 
the baby as a result of the assault. Resident Iturbide Alvírez noted a conspicuous 
two-centimeter scar along her right brow.
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Although physical abuse did not appear in Luz D.’s narrative, she too wrote 
about “the very dicult life I lived with the man, my husband.”51 In this case, as 
in many others, male indelity played a primary role in the unleashing of female 
rage, a condition that doctors associated with a mental disturbance. According 
to Luz D., for example, her husband “brought a woman to live with him,” a situ-
ation that seems to have triggered “terrible ghts,” “mental pain,” and “frightful 
disputes” when he tried to divorce her.52 Marital tension between the Ds became 
painfully clear in the eorts he made to keep her from being released, alluding to 
the harm Luz D. could inict on her family and on society at large.53
Facing a similar situation, Rita C. found it impossible to forgive her husband’s 
indelities. Instead of conforming to domestic models that stressed feminine 
sacrice and submission, Rita C. resented “having been cheated on”  by her 
husband, and in coarse language she described the many occasions on which 
she herself had cheated on him.54 Such scandalous behavior sent her straight to 
the asylum.
Other women with similar tendencies, however, ended up in Belén, the city’s 
prison. When journalist and amateur criminologist Carlos Roumagnac inter-
viewed them there, they made similar claims of marital abuse. Nevertheless, 
both psychiatrists and journalists remained blind to this pervasive reality, at-
tributing it instead to the intrinsic violent behavior of the uneducated poor. 
Although women also related poverty to violence, and provided evidence to 
document it, they also pointed to uneven gender relations that permitted and 
even invited abuse.
Loss of children and family members was another important theme in wom-
en’s narratives of mental illness. Within the context of continuous change of 
the Mexican Revolution and its aermath, which resulted in more than a mil-
lion recorded deaths, these personal histories oered a personal dimension of 
social change in telling detail. In 1920, for example, Altagracia F. de L., a married 
thirty-ve-year-old woman from Aguascalientes, suered a “painful impression” 
when she received the news that one of her children had been in an accident. 
Aerwards, she developed intense headaches, and eventually, delirium that 
brought her to the psychiatric hospital facility. Her rage was so great that doc-
tors recommended the use of the straitjacket, in which she was photographed.55
Likewise, Cresencia G., a sixty-ve-year-old widow, experienced her rst attack 
aer the death of her son in July 1920.56 Claiming that her neighbors had poi-
soned her, Cresencia G. was bedridden for nine days before wandering about the 
countryside in search of solace, which she did not nd. For this reason, Cresencia 
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G. responded with rage to visitors from her hometown of Capulhuac, believing 
that they, and society in general for that matter, were responsible for her loss.57
Felipa O.’s loss of her one-month-old fetus also triggered her mental disorders.
Despite how little is known about the various ways that common Mexicans 
coped with pain and loss during the turbulent early years of the twentieth cen-
tury, these medical histories stand as vivid reminders of the centrality of these 
themes in life narratives in modernizing Mexico.58
Women diagnosed with moral insanity also laid claim to concepts of justice 
and social equality galvanized by the discourse of the Mexican Revolution, re-
vealing the manifold components of an experience that was hardly encompassed 
by the category of sex. This process was especially clear in the case of Modesta B., 
who took up writing about national politics as her clinical history accumulated 
over thirty-ve years of continuous connement. In her version of events, she 
was an employee of the Virginia Fábregas Theater Company, and aer denying 
her favors to a group of soldiers, she was unjustly sent to jail. There, a licensed 
doctor diagnosed her as mentally unstable. As documented in the twenty-one 
pages that she wrote by hand while conned, Modesta B., the woman who, ac-
cording to doctors, was obsessed with sex, blamed her condition on contem-
porary political dynamics and complained bitterly about the corruption and 
disorder plaguing the asylum and her nation alike.
The harrowing pages, which Modesta B. called “diplomatic dispatches,” be-
longed to a woman who did not perceive herself in terms of sex. As a concerned 
female member of a country in continuous turmoil, she cast o the limiting 
category of sex as a primary denition of her life experience. Given the blank 
space of a sheet of paper, she chose to dra a contorted characterization of the ills 
aecting her nation, which in her opinion were many. Addressing the president 
of the Republic or the superintendent of the General Insane Asylum, Modesta 
B. criticized doctors, bureaucrats, anarchists, and foreign investors alike.
Her rst complaint was related to the disastrous conditions and lack of pri-
vacy prevailing within the asylum walls. In an attempt to change the situation, 
she wrote a public letter to expose the unjust state of aairs, and she rallied the 
other patients, obtaining the signatures of three additional female inmates to 
support her cause. Modesta B., however, not only concerned herself with asylum 
matters. In these missives, she also described a social world deeply disturbed by 
the actions of those with “red hands”—anarchists who were sparking revolutions 
and world wars—and those with “white gloves,” always stealing from the vul-
nerable and needy. In her anger, she described both groups as “vile, rude, dirty 
people, on the right or the le. Evil people, capricious people.”59 Although her 
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words lacked the style of political standard-bearers, they showed the wide range 
of concerns that informed her life as a woman and as a citizen.
Modesta B. was not alone. Members of feminist organizations of the era—
journalists, teachers, and political activists—defended women’s rights and edu-
cation as well as the right to fair treatment in the workplace.60 The two feminist 
congresses that took place in Yucatán in 1916 emphasized similar themes.61 It 
was not surprising or coincidental that by voicing the language of psychiatry, 
male intellectuals oen portrayed women concerned with “the social question” 
as not only ugly and masculine, but also, and more importantly, as hysterical.62
When women diagnosed with moral insanity intentionally presented them-
selves as active agents in both domestic and social arenas, they narrated the sto-
ries of their lives, and in doing so, implicitly questioned supposedly scientic 
medical diagnoses. Considering that moral insanity diagnoses appeared most 
oen in patient les dated 1910 and disappeared by 1930, this was a clear victory 
for patients over Porrian psychiatry, a body of ideas espousing punitive views 
of mental illness in which sex and insanity were intimately linked.
Voicing their own discourse as daughters and wives, workers and neighbors, 
mothers and citizens, female inmates forced revolutionary-era asylum doctors to 
reconsider and eventually discard Porrian medical doctrine.
Counterpoint: From Moral Insanity  
to Melancholia in Sixty Years
According to what has been presented so far, it would appear that most if not all 
women diagnosed with moral insanity were deliberately and inherently direct 
and expressive. Some of them clearly were, and not exactly to their own benet, 
since doctors took the fact that they talked too much as an additional sign of a 
mental disorder. However, some women imprisoned themselves in a silence so 
absolute that it could not be broken, even by the indirect quotation strategy so 
frequently used by doctors in medical les.
As a counterpoint to the experiences of expressive women who supposedly 
suered from moral insanity, I now oer the case of Rosario E., whose voice does 
not appear in psychiatric hospital documents.63 Her le is also relevant because 
she was conned for sixty years of her life, while psychiatric concepts of moral 
insanity underwent dramatic changes.
In the early 1930s, at the same time that hospital directors Samuel Ramírez 
and Manuel Guevara Oropeza were working on medical reform in the institu-
tion, doctors ceased to diagnose women with this illness. Although Mexican 
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doctors’ eorts to keep up with international classications played an important 
role in this transformation, nonmedical factors should not be ignored. Aer all, 
moral insanity diagnoses disappeared at a time when the emerging revolutionary 
regimes of Obregón and Calles were striving to establish the economic, social, 
and cultural foundations of a new nation.
This period witnessed, for example, the rise of the Institutional Revolution-
ary Party (PRI, Partido Revolucionario Institucional), the political organization 
that united most of the factions in the revolutionary family. National worker or-
ganizations such as the Regional Confederation of Mexican Workers (CROM, 
Confederación Regional Obrera Mexicana) and peasant leagues throughout the 
country acquired greater relevance in the nation’s political aairs. A growing 
emphasis on the responsibilities of the state drew long overdue attention to pub-
lic welfare institutions, including La Castañeda. However, this period also wit-
nessed increasingly intense debates over the appropriate roles of women in this 
new society in diverse forums including feminist congresses, newspapers, clinics, 
and classrooms. Changes in psychiatric classication went hand in hand with 
such debates, even if there was not a direct causal link. The long and perplexing 
story of Rosario E., an inmate whose career as a psychiatric patient spanned six 
decades, thus serves as an ideal case to illustrate this point.
The story of Rosario E.’s life with mental illness began in the facilities of La 
Canoa Hospital in 1896 at twenty years of age. She came from a large family: 
she had seventeen siblings, only ve of whom survived. Rosario E. was born in 
San Luis Potosí, and her medical le did not specify her occupation. Described 
by one of her brothers as “unbearable and capricious,” she remained in the in-
stitution for some ten years with a diagnosis of “intermittent insanity.” Doc-
tors’ notes, written toward the end of the nineteenth century but copied and 
expanded over time, emphasized certain behavioral peculiarities that combined 
to coincide almost perfectly with the prole of moral insanity in 1912.
According to the brother, who returned her time and again to the psychiatric 
hospital, Rosario E. suered from “hysterical outbreaks,” mostly detected when 
she would run away from home looking for brothels where she attempted to 
satisfy her “carnal instincts.” While she was an inmate in La Canoa, Rosario 
E. expressed unspecied “delirious ideas,” which according to an anonymous 
medical source, improved enough to let her go free. Just a month later, Rosario E. 
returned to the hospital, accompanied yet again by her brother. The list of com-
plaints had increased, but its nature was unchanged. Not only did she continue 
to run away from home, she also persisted in visiting places of ill repute. Her 
temperament had worsened, and she was increasingly “irascible, manipulative, 
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cray, and envious.” On this occasion, however, she also developed well-dened 
visual and auditory hallucinations. She heard distant voices, for example, and she 
saw faces “of monstrous men or giant monkeys.”
Dr. Ernesto Rojas’s moral insanity diagnosis appeared in notes dated 1906. 
Those who authorized her numerous discharges throughout 1910 based their 
decisions on improvements in that illness. Those who took her back regularly 
conrmed the verdict without further comment.
Rosario E. was one of the female inmates who were transferred from La Canoa 
to La Castañeda aer the institution’s grand opening on September 1, 1910. As 
was customary, she underwent a new medical exam, and subsequently she was 
sent to the tranquil female inmates ward, section “A.” Noting no peculiarities in 
her behavior, Dr. Rafael Palacios Garas processed her release shortly thereaer. 
She was taken to her brother’s house and was thrown out not long aerward.
In September 1912, Dr. Manuel Ortiz heard the customary complaints: Ro-
sario E. went home only to run away. Once again she attempted to visit unholy 
areas of the city where women were sexually available. “We have observed her 
for several months,” wrote Ortiz, “and we have not been able to witness the sup-
posed hysterical outbreaks she is said to suer. However, we can say that her 
temperament is frankly hysterical, as she presents phobias and obsessions that 
characterized her condition.” The doctor concluded his report with a nal di-
agnosis: “hysterical psychosis (moral insanity).” Dr. Tomás Valle, director of the 
institution at the time, armed this conclusion two years later.
Although Rosario E.’s behavior  ostensibly changed little over the next f-
teen years, Dr. Manuel Cobarrubias produced a dierent diagnosis in the late 
1920s. In his opinion, the patient did suer from a type of psychosis, but it was 
intermittent in nature rather than hysterical. Unlike Dr. Ortiz, who paid much 
attention to the appearance of signs of hysteria, most notably in sexual behaviors 
considered deviant, Cobarrubias’s examination emphasized a new set of symp-
toms: he noted that Rosario E. experienced long periods of “complete tranquil-
ity” and added that for this reason she was hired as a guard in the observation 
ward. These periods were interrupted by short but acute episodes of confusion 
and excitation. It was then that she became aggressive and burst into ts of tears. 
During these phases, she would speak aloud with no one in particular and also 
engaged in prayer sessions, occasionally up to three times per day.
Although Cobarrubias also stressed Rosario’s increasing attachment to a fel-
low patient, a woman who was conned in the female epilepsy ward who she 
called her daughter or niece, he made no comment about the possible sexual na-
ture of this bond. He instead placed greater emphasis on the development of what 
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he called “her religious delirium.” In 1927, when the Plutarco Elías Calles regime 
entered the Cristeros War against supposed religious fanatics in the provinces 
of Mexico, closing churches and prohibiting religious services throughout the 
nation, this diagnosis could not have been an innocent one.64 Cobarrubias’s notes 
on the case of Rosario E. were clearly contaminated by matters that transcended 
the asylum walls, speaking to nonmedical factors that shaped many of the medi-
cal observations recorded in the asylum archives. As the source of irrationality 
shied from sexuality to religion, Rosario E. came to embody a threat to the 
secular regime. However, her condition was special, even for Cobarrubias, who 
recommended ongoing connement but did not prescribe any medication.
The psychiatric interpretation of Rosario E.’s condition continued to 
evolve. Four years later, Dr. Gómez Robleda, head of the tranquil inmates ward, 
signed a typewritten report with his own observations and those of his medical 
resident, Luis Vargas, which included notes led in this case beginning in 1896. 
In 1931, Rosario E.’s physical condition was, as in the past, rather normal. Stress-
ing her passive conduct, perennial lack of initiative, and the worry detectable in 
her body language—she was always seen seated, hanging her head, with a facial 
expression denoting sadness and depression—Dr. Gómez Robleda arrived at the 
conclusion that Rosario E. did not suer from psychosis, hysterical or otherwise, 
but rather, melancholia.
Based on observations gathered in the psychiatric interview, both doctors 
believed that in terms of intelligence, she had a good sense of orientation with 
appropriate intervals of passive and active attention. However, aer running a 
memory test in which they asked her to arrange simple numbers in an increas-
ing sequence, Dr. Gómez Robleda and Dr. Vargas conrmed a deciency in her 
short-and long-term memory. The fact that she manifested reproductive rather 
than creative imagination, which in the physicians’ opinion generally played an 
important role in the formulation of “delirious interpretations of the depressive 
type,” provided even more evidence to support a nal diagnosis for Rosario E. as 
the victim of a melancholia syndrome. Her sexual escapades and the rebellion 
that had so infuriated her brother in the past were no longer emphasized. Her 
religious inclination that had captured the attention of Dr. Cobarrubias a few 
of years before did not appear either. Instead, Rosario E. now appeared motion-
less, even shapeless, and profoundly sad. It seemed that a life devoid of support, 
family care, and the ability to work had nally done her in.
However, only a month later, on June 11, 1931, a new diagnosis was added to 
her medical le. Despite containing the distinctive signature of Dr. Garas, the 
handwriting in the document suggests the intervention of an additional expert. 
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Based on observations already recorded, instead of additional interviews, this 
document unequivocally denied that Rosario E. suered from depression. In-
stead, aer describing her as autistic, the anonymous doctor noted a dierent 
set of symptoms, including, once again, reports of her hysterical temperament 
(“cray, stubborn, irascible, a troubled person”), sexual deviance, obsessions, 
and outbursts of an indeterminate nature. Auditory and visual hallucinations, 
frenetic prayers, a reduced attention span, angry self-criticism, and imaginative 
delirium that allowed her to believe that a patient with epilepsy was her daughter 
formed a clear picture of hysteria. However, despite his eorts, the psychiatric 
hospital doctor did not nd physical signs of the illness, and so he only pre-
scribed a mild laxative.
Meanwhile, Rosario E. continued to regularly leave and return to the psy-
chiatric hospital, since although her diagnosis constantly shied, most of the 
doctors reported that her observable behavior was somehow normal. In the years 
when medical les began to include copies of the results of laboratory tests and 
evaluations based on a variety of standardized measures, hers were not included. 
Doctors were conducting increasingly detailed interviews and paying more at-
tention to previously recorded information, but they did not evaluate her condi-
tion with the meticulousness devoted to other inmates.
The carelessness with which most of the changing diagnoses of her condition 
were made was related to the clear fact that there was no one outside the psychi-
atric hospital waiting for or demanding news about her, a common situation for 
inmates who had conicts with their families. What is certain is that asylum 
doctors pressured public welfare system authorities to admit her to the state 
nursing home for the elderly, which indeed happened. At other times, such as 
on August 27, 1932, Rosario E. became a domestic servant; in this specic in-
stance, it was in the home of a man named Roberto Couttade. However, as had 
happened earlier with her brother, each of these people returned her to the psy-
chiatric hospital, alleging behavioral inconsistencies that they found troubling.
In 1953, debilitated and suering from senile dementia, Rosario E. le the 
medical facilities almost at will, only to return shortly thereaer. Each time, her 
fellow inmates declared that she appeared out of nowhere or showed up “spon-
taneously” at the doors of the psychiatric hospital. It was the only home she had 
known, albeit reluctantly, for at least forty-three years.
In contrast to victims of moral insanity who were willing to engage doctors in 
uncomfortable dialogues, Rosario E.’s silence during her connement aorded 
physicians more opportunities to develop their medical interpretations unilat-
erally. For this reason, the specialists’ argumentation seems more extensive and 
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clear in this le, accentuating the role played by external factors, whether general 
social issues or more particular academic concerns, in the changing nature of 
their own classications; thus we see doctors’ emphasis on the supposedly de-
viant sexual conduct of women during Rosario E.’s youth and the rst years of 
the psychiatric hospital, when Porrian gender ideology was highly inuential, 
and the apparently subtle change in critical views on religious fervor during a 
strongly anticlerical period dominated by supreme leader Calles.
To be sure, psychiatric hospital doctors enjoyed a high level of authority in 
the institution, and they did not hesitate to use it. Nevertheless, the vertical im-
position of their own verdicts was just one of many strategies utilized to adapt 
the language of psychiatry to international medical standards and the needs of 
revolutionary Mexico.
The Psychiatrization of Sex
Faced with expressive women who talked too much, oen about sex, the hospi-
tal’s doctors in the early 1930s displayed remarkable restraint in their moral com-
mentary. Instead, however uneasy or disturbed they may have felt, they noted 
observations in an increasingly standardized medical history, and recorded in-
formation obtained through laboratory analyses, particularly reactions to the 
Wassermann test, designed to detect syphilis. This emphasis on objective and 
systematic information, rather than subjective, unfocused speech, corresponded 
to psychiatric hospital doctors’ eorts during this period to elevate the scientic 
status of their profession, an urgent task for professionals who were anxious to 
shake o their previous label of “medical dilettantes” and carve out their own 
niche in a new society.
At a time when eorts opposing the regulation of prostitution were gaining 
support, and when nationalist doctors were calling syphilis an epidemic of na-
tional proportions, listening to life stories plagued with sexual details took on 
both medical and political relevance.65 Mexican psychiatrists working in the na-
tion’s largest government-run psychiatric hospital soon understood that the use 
of methods considered objective, and therefore scientic, would guarantee them 
a privileged role in a regime that favored the secular to the point of equating it 
with modernity itself. In the process, women who previously had received the 
diagnosis of moral insanity were increasingly diagnosed with progressive general 
paralysis, a condition associated with syphilis—and therefore, with a licentious 
sex life—veriable through the Wassermann test.
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Just a couple of years aer Ramírez Moreno and Guevara Oropeza took 
charge of reforming the General Insane Asylum, Mexican psychiatrists sharply 
increased their emphasis on obtaining information through objective means and 
precise documentation of data.
The hospital’s doctors not only were more willing to use Wassermann results 
to justify diagnoses, but also displayed greater discipline in recording medical 
histories. Unlike les from the early years of the asylum, clinical histories from 
the 1930s followed a standard format. Normally typed rather than handwritten, 
clinical histories from revolutionary Mexico began, aer an observation period, 
with an “identication” section where doctors recorded data taken directly from 
the institutional questionnaire, such as name, age, place of birth, marital status, 
and occupation, if known.
In the second section, titled “history,” doctors recorded relevant illnesses of 
patients and their family members. The third section, titled “progression of the 
illness,” included an oen-lengthy description of the possible causes and the 
development of the illness, according to the patients themselves and any fam-
ily members present. This section, which typically incorporated the patient’s 
discourse through indirect quotations, revealed the life story of most inmates.
Doctors divided the fourth section, known as “current condition,” into two 
subsections: one dedicated to the “mental examination” and another for the 
“brief physical examination.” The rst subsection was, in turn, divided into 
three large categories: intelligence, aect, and will. A later subdivision required 
doctors to include within the intelligence section an analysis of orientation, per-
ception, attention span, memory, imagination, ideation, and judgement. Doc-
tors’ descriptions of patients’ aective abilities and manifestations of will were 
oen less precise and extensive. Under “brief physical examination,” doctors 
recorded results of patients’ physical exams, including head, neck, chest, abdo-
men, and upper and lower extremities. Here they also typed data obtained from 
laboratory tests. Only aer detailing all of this information were doctors ready 
to record the diagnosis, in section ve of the clinical history.
In the next section, doctors recorded the prognosis and then concluded with 
section seven, where they specied the recommended treatment. Thus, based 
on veriable data and organized in a systematic format, psychiatric discourse 
produced in early revolutionary-era Mexico secured, perhaps for the rst time, 
its status as a scientic discipline.
Like the colleagues who went before them, revolutionary psychiatrists knew 
that illness identication, scientic or otherwise, required patient participation. 
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So they paid attention and listened carefully. They incorporated these voices 
into medical histories through indirect quotations revealing patients’ insistence 
upon linking physical and spiritual symptoms with the social and domestic 
worlds in which they arose. Like women diagnosed with moral insanity in the 
past, victims of progressive paralysis in revolutionary Mexico strove to relate 
their illnesses to the suering that was invading their lives, giving them pain 
and meaning at the same time.
Although psychiatrists’ implicit disdain for these poor women’s lifestyles was 
evidenced in the medical histories, it is clear that their own emphasis on ob-
jectivity restricted their personal comments. Thus, even though the occasional 
slippage betrayed doctors’ entrenched personal beliefs, they could not accuse 
women of immorality. Rather, they could only refer to them as ill. The medical 
and political ambivalence involved in this transformation will guide my analysis 
of the cases of four women whose Wassermann test reactions were reported as 
“intensely positive.”
On July 8, 1930, resident physician Francisco Elizarrarás examined Ángela 
P., a thirty-one-year-old married woman from Hidalgo.66 Part of a large fam-
ily—she had fourteen siblings, eight of whom survived—she grew up without 
a father and with a mother who had epileptic seizures. Under the title of “evo-
lution of the condition,” Elizarrarás condensed an all too familiar story. Led by 
an incestuous stepfather, Ángela P. migrated to Mexico City at the age of ten to 
work selling tortillas. Later, however, a city cousin “sold her,” and her life as a 
prostitute began.
She became pregnant, lost her baby, and later experienced symptoms that the 
medical resident immediately linked to the initial phases of syphilis. Despite 
her condition, Ángela P. got married on an unspecied date, but she could not 
“make use” of her husband because he was impotent, a situation that drove her 
to satisfy her “need for sexual contact” with other men. Although she mentioned 
many of them, she only spoke in fond detail of an Englishman who had given 
her a bed. At the time she was committed, however, Ángela P. was weary of her 
life—in fact, she had attempted suicide, but “the train stopped and did not kill 
her”—and she expressed her desire to settle down and get married. She kept 
conspicuously silent about her stay at the police facility, from which she was 
transferred to the General Insane Asylum that summer.
Bearing a striking resemblance to women listed under the moral insanity di-
agnosis twenty years earlier, Ángela P. described numerous instances of sexual 
abuse and domestic violence, which the medical resident included as examples 
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of exaggerated, delirious ideas in the section of the medical history titled “ide-
ation.” Unlike psychiatric hospital physicians in the past, however, resident 
Elizarrarás refrained from assessing Ángela P.’s moral stance. Although he did 
note that her husband had abused her “for some reason,” his only identiable 
personal comment in this le, he described her supposed sexual instinct “in the 
form of nymphomania” without the use of adjectives, proceeding to emphasize 
her “intensely positive” reaction to the Wasermann test.
Concluding the clinical exam with a succinct diagnosis, Elizarrarás used both 
“her mental state and laboratory results” to justify his nal verdict: Ángela P. suf-
fered from general progressive paralysis. Transferred to the newly created ward 
for female neurosyphilis patients, Ángela P. received the appropriate treatments. 
Just four months later, psychiatric hospital doctors processed her discharge. 
Sending copy aer copy to unknown recipients, however, they discovered that, 
like most female patients diagnosed with moral insanity, she had no relative, 
friend, or husband waiting for her outside the asylum walls.
Similar cases came under the scrutiny of psychiatric hospital doctors that 
year. On July 9, 1930, resident Elizarrarás examined Olga I., a twenty-three-
year-old woman from the northern state of Sinaloa who came to the institu-
tion from the police station.67 Like Ángela P., Olga I. had run away from home 
at a young age due to her father’s “twisted intentions.” She ended up living 
with a married man, who soon abandoned her. She worked as a prostitute and 
waitress in various cities throughout the country, eventually arriving in Mex-
ico City in 1928, where she became a habitual drinker and cocaine user. Her 
life was, in her own words, “bitter,” and she felt it was like “a ditch in between 
two high walls.”
Three years later, aer drinking a “poisoned preparation,” she experienced 
visual and auditory hallucinations, which continued aer she was conned. Her 
negative attitude, evident in her selective reluctance to answer questions she con-
sidered oensive or unnecessary, could easily have identied her as a woman with 
moral insanity twenty years earlier. Resident Elizarrarás promptly avoided these 
descriptions and decided to emphasize the fact that she had previously been di-
agnosed with and treated for syphilis, and according to the “intensely positive” 
Wassermann test reaction, she still suered from this condition. Olga I. was 
transferred to the ward for female neurosyphilis patients, but in her case, the 
stage of general progressive paralysis was very advanced, and the doctor’s prog-
nosis was not optimistic. When Olga I. died seven years later, however, doctors 
linked her death to complications of tuberculosis rather than syphilis itself. In 
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addition to her name and place of birth, her death certicate included the word 
“unknown” where the names of her family or friends should have appeared.
Sandra C., a twenty-seven-year-old single woman born in Mexico City, suf-
fered a similar fate.68 A former patient of the Morelos Hospital, an institution 
dedicated exclusively to treating women with syphilis who remained in the in-
stitution as “sequestered” patients while receiving treatment, Sandra C. arrived 
on the grounds of the General Insane Asylum on January 5, 1932. When medical 
resident Raúl González Enríquez performed the initial exam, he conrmed the 
concerns expressed by the doctors at Hospital Morelos. In his opinion, Sandra 
C. not only suered from syphilis; her “intensely positive” reaction to the Was-
sermann test in conjunction with her aggressive behavior led him to believe that 
hers was a case of general progressive paralysis in an advanced stage.
Aer noting that her physical weakness prevented her from getting out of 
bed, and that she also suered from kidney disease, González Enríquez did not 
record an optimistic prognosis. Despite receiving medication, mostly morphine 
injections, doses of saline solution, and a milk-based diet, she never recovered, 
and passed away only three months later. As was usually the case with unclaimed 
cadavers, her body was cremated by authorities at the Zacango cemetery, where 
her ashes remained for a period of seven years.
The narratives of suering that encapsulated the lives of Ángela P., Olga I., 
and Sandra C. reiterated themes that psychiatric hospital doctors heard repeat-
edly in the early 1910s. The main details barely changed: the abused girl who ran 
away from family conict, typically from the provinces to the capital; the teen-
ager whose sexual independence and lack of education generally made her into a 
prostitute; the abandoned woman, destitute and sick, who was forced to remain 
in state institutions. Unlike doctors educated in Porrian schools, who viewed 
the poor, especially women, as dicult to redeem, revolutionary psychiatrists 
steeped in welfare ideology promising comprehensive reform did not mark them 
as immoral, diagnosing them instead as ill.
Accordingly, they received treatments that typically consisted of doses of Sal-
varsan, the miracle cure that had been used in Mexico since 1910. The increasing 
medicalization, or to be more exact, “psychiatrization” of sex, in terms of both 
analysis and its deployment, translated into prescriptions for the appropriate 
medications, which occasionally alleviated some patients’ physical suering. 
However, laboratory information also helped to undermine more personal, so-
cially questionable information that patients shared with doctors in interview 
aer interview. As the number of pompous adjectives and exaggerated adverbs 
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in medical les diminished, so did the emphasis on the inner world that shaped 
the contours of mental illness.
Lacking scientic instruments and armed only with their life experiences, 
women with syphilis nevertheless continued to voice the physical and spiritual 
suering that formed the narrative phrases of their illnesses. Perhaps in relation 
to this perseverance, a minority of psychiatrists paid increasing attention to psy-
choanalysis, the talking cure, which most asylum doctors considered ridiculous 
and completely useless in large institutions dedicated to treating the poor.
Veriable information and orderly medical histories not only allowed doc-
tors to support scientic claims, but also helped to detect the “undeserving 
poor” attempting to deceive the good will of the state. Indeed, according to 
reformed welfare system guidelines, psychiatric hospital doctors were capable 
of distinguishing those who deserved state help—in this case, patients whose 
condition could be objectively corroborated—from those deceitful individuals 
who were unwilling to raise themselves up on the ascending path of the revolu-
tionary nation.
The case of Felipa M., a former revolutionary soldadera aected by partial 
blindness, serves as an example to this respect.69 On July 18, 1930, Felipa M. came 
under the scrutiny of medical resident Mario Fuentes. Although Felipa M.’s 
mother emphasized the erratic aspects of her daughter’s life—she had run away 
from home and had lived a “free and agitated life,” marked by epileptic seizures 
and murderous outbursts directed toward her own mother—Dr. Fuentes did not 
note anything abnormal in Felipa M.’s behavior. Actually, the patient was some-
what confused, complaining, for example, that her husband abused her, when in 
fact, she was not married. Like many other asylum inmates, she also complained 
of a life of perpetual suering; however, nothing about her perception, intelli-
gence, or aect manifested a disorder justifying her connement. Moreover, her 
reaction to the Wassermann test only registered “slightly positive,” which gave 
medical resident Mario Fuentes sucient cause to declare in his nal diagnosis 
that she was mentally healthy.
He was convinced, however, that Felipa M.’s “visual defect” represented -
nancial and emotional challenges that her family that was not willing or able 
to endure. Nevertheless, in an aside, he also mentioned Felipa M.’s possible 
complicity, emphasizing her suspicious attitude. Aer all, she had faked attacks 
that a less attentive observer would have linked to a real illness with biological 
causes. Information from laboratory tests strengthened his argument. In this 
case, medical resident Fuentes argued that the prognosis should be social rather 
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than medical. He was not optimistic. He believed that it was likely that Felipa 
M. would end up a beggar or would soon enough make a new attempt to get 
admitted to the asylum. He processed her release in August of the same year.
A December 2, 1930, memo declining her admission soon conrmed Dr. 
Fuentes’s prognosis. Using modern technology to reject the “undeserving poor,” 
medical resident Mario Fuentes played a key role in the revolutionary state wel-
fare system.
A Citable Past
While psychiatric interpretations of mental illness underwent dramatic changes 
between 1910 and 1930, the narratives that women fashioned around and with 
their suering remained remarkably unchanged. Informed by modern medical 
technologies and a welfare discourse emphasizing the state’s responsibilities for 
community health, asylum doctors’ narratives clearly echoed changing social 
mores. Their interpretations of mental illness—as a physical a
iction disturb-
ing normal mental processes that was curable with early detection—almost per-
fectly reproduced a notion of a society that was (or thought it was) progressing 
toward ever higher levels of perfection.
Women, on the other hand, persevered in their attempt to tell the stories of 
their lives with illness through a logic emphasizing suering and deterioration. 
In a milieu captivated by the constant discourse of progress, where emerging 
elites strove to create the futurist myth of historical evolution, the women’s sto-
ries struck a dissonant note. And in that note, in their insistence on retrospective 
reection, in their refusal to forget the mortifying context in which their suer-
ing began, and in thus becoming contexts of their mortied lives, the voices of 
these women faintly echoed the allegory and the ruin that are so fundamental 
to Walter Benjamin’s philosophy of history.
To defy the myth of progress, one of his fundamental endeavors, Benjamin 
suggested applying analytical emphasis to the ruin, which history sees encap-
sulated in the mortied, destroyed, ancient fragment expressing the fragile, 
transitory quality of modernity. Escaping the myth of progress also required, 
in his opinion, using an alternative thought process built on the allegoric mode: 
“allegories are, in the realm of thoughts, what ruins are in the realm of things.”70
This mode of thought gures in the ways that women shaped the narratives of 
their stories while conned.
Whether negotiating with the doctor on duty or yielding to his power, women 
clearly refused to allow their experiences to be ignored. They brought suering, 
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and awareness of that suering, to the medical domain of a profession that was 
increasingly interconnected with visionary state agencies. Women injected fail-
ure and agony into the narrative of an era intent on selling the endless benets 
of the revolution.
To be sure, these women did not present themselves as rebellious heralds of 
times yet to come—they were no protofeminist heroes—but rather, as reminders 
of the human cost of that progress. They voiced destruction; they embodied 
destruction. If, as Benjamin said, “there is no document of civilization that is 
not at the same time a document of barbarism,” the words of these women pre-
sented the other side of the revolution. However, perhaps paradoxically, they 
did so through quotations and phrases in medical histories, documents meant 
to record acts of civilization.
Moreover, if, as Benjamin stated, “only for a redeemed [hu]mankind has its 
past become citable in all its moments,” then these women redeemed themselves, 
registering quotations of their past in documents that otherwise attempted to 
erase them. It is in this sense, and only in this sense, that the women conned 
in the General Insane Asylum participated in the creation of that “common 
meaningful and material framework for living through, talking about, and act-
ing upon social orders characterized by domination.”71 Thus, even within the 
asylum walls, these women became fundamental actors in the construction of 
the fragile hegemony in which modern Mexico took shape.
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Ch a pter V
Looking Insane
No matter how artful the photographer, no matter how carefully 
posed his subject, the beholder feels an irresistible urge to search 
such a picture for the tiny spark of contingency, of the here and now, 
with which reality has (so to speak) seared the subject, to nd the 
inconspicuous spot where in the immediacy of that long-forgotten 
moment the future nests so eloquently that we, looking back, may 
rediscover it.
—Walter Benjamin, A Small History of Photography
F aces of the insane emerge from the pages of the La Castañeda General Insane Asylum registry book in denotative, unposed oval pho-tographs. Inmate portraits also catch the eye on the cover of each medi-
cal le.1 Natural in appearance, the headshots responded to the imperatives 
of medical illustration and administrative systemization, routine practices in 
Europe and the United States but only introduced in Mexico in the late nine-
teenth century.
In 1910, when hundreds of inmates were admitted to the newly opened men-
tal health facility, an anonymous photographer took pictures of every man and 
woman admitted to the institution. Despite nancial challenges, this practice re-
mained unchanged throughout the tumultuous years of the Mexican Revolution 
and the rise of postrevolutionary Mexico, only declining in the mid-twentieth 
century. Like criminal portraits designed to facilitate the connement of their 
subjects, photographs of asylum inmates xed the physical and social charac-
teristics of madness with the exactness and objectivity inherent to the photo-
graphic camera. Deployed in a social environment concerned with the threat 
of the urban poor, and in a medical setting dominated by ideas of degeneration, 
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photographic images of the insane helped create a typology of illness and de-
viation sustained by modern denitions of class and gender, re
ecting broader 
classication and systematization e	orts in Porrian Mexico.
In newly modern Mexico, fundamental representations of collapse and chaos 
included illness and criminality, conditions closely associated with the urban 
poor.3 Studies in this respect grew at an unprecedented rate. With state support, 
a group of lawyers, doctors, journalists, and amateur criminologists conducted 
a frenetic campaign to literally bring to light the criminal elements of society.4
In addition to academic analyses, narratives, and novels, Porrian experts stra-
tegically employed the photographic camera to produce the “deviant” faces and 
bodies in what they considered was a sample. They thus generated a precise re-
pository of images against which the “average man” could be measured and de-
ned. This chapter is an exploration of Porrian uses of photography to capture 
and conne the visual identities of unruly Mexicans, particularly criminals and 
the insane, two fundamental social classications in modernizing Mexico.5 I 
examine the various ways in which Mexican experts adopted and adapted con-
cepts from criminology, phrenology, and Italian police measurement methods 
in order to illustrate an oen dark and disturbing reality.
Ultimately, this project traces the Porrian construction of a national type 
(the insane criminal, the criminally insane) within the context of a modern re-
gime of visibility that simultaneously facilitated supervision and appropriated 
the splendor of spectacle in Mexico. Photographs not only vitalized the classi-
catory impulse by serving as a foundation for the development of disciplines such 
as criminology, psychiatry, and public health but also provided idealized images 
of a society projected by the Porrian imagination: portraits of the psychiatric 
hospital as a monumental, peaceful place where inmates enjoyed the therapeutic 
benets of work, re
ecting capitalist evocations of society as an orderly perpetual 
chain of production.6
Normal and Abnormal in a Modern Regime of Visibility
Late nineteenth-century photographic portraits contributed to the visual deni-
tion of normality and deviation in newly modern Mexico. As in Europe and the 
United States, the popularity of the daguerreotype grew rapidly aer Daguerre 
publicized his photographic process in 1839.7 Cameras arrived in Mexico in late 
1839, and just ve years later, Joaquín María Díaz González,  a student at the 
Academia de San Carlos, opened the rst studio on Santo Domingo Street in 
Mexico City.8 Despite its short life, this studio marked the beginning of what 
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would become a 
ourishing business in the 1860s. Technological innovations 
introduced starting in 1851 (the invention of  highly sensitive albumen paper; 
the use of the wet collodion process, requiring shorter exposures) were key in 
this process.9
Primarily foreign-owned, late nineteenth-century studios produced individ-
ual portraits of upper-class men and their families in a format known as the 
visiting card. This style, consisting of a photo portrait mounted on a card, was 
patented by the Frenchman André-Adolphe-Eugène Disdéri in 1854.10 A gesture 
of prestige and luxury, visiting cards also made visible the accepted images of in-
dividual and family normality in Porrian Mexico. Informed by the class status 
of the photographer as well as the clientele, the rst portraits displayed attire, 
characteristics, and poses that distinguished members of the elite and the grow-
ing middle class, e	ectively creating the visual prole of a national character. 
Politicians, businessmen, merchants, intellectuals, wealthy ladies, and members 
of the clergy posed before the eyes of trained photographers, forming a collection 
of identities of power, a sort of family of faces.
Portraits of public gures were by no means rare in late nineteenth-century 
Mexico. In fact, the popularity of political portraits was such that in 1862, Juan 
B. Abadiano published an album of monarchs, artists, and clergy members. 
Twelve years later, the company Cruces y Campa sold the Galería de gobernantes 
con los retratos de personalidades que han ejercido el poder en México desde la In-
dependencia (Gallery of Leaders with Portraits of Personalities Who Have Held 
Power in Mexico since Independence), an album that included portraits of Benito 
Juárez, Maximilian, and Carlota.11 Two years later, aer the death of President 
Benito Juárez, the same company reproduced twenty thousand copies of his 
portrait, indicating the growing commercial reach of the visiting card. Other 
commercial albums included portraits of war heroes, clergy members, and even 
intellectuals, such as Guillermo Prieto and Ignacio Manuel Altamirano. In the 
visiting card format, depicting the head and shoulders of famous men clad in 
black suits with stern faces against plain backgrounds, the political portrait cel-
ebrated and legitimized the exercise of power. Moreover, the portrait gave that 
power a recognizable face.
Portraits of elite men and women also helped to establish a well-dened pro-
le of wealth and status. At the photographer’s direction, poses and staging con-
formed to a standard European formula: standing next to a chair or seated at a 
table, both men and women clients were captured full-length, surrounded by 
luxurious objects and furniture. On a visiting card, the face and hands were as 
important as clothing and posture for signaling the subject’s class. Every object 
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became a sign of power in an idealized version of life on the highest rung of the 
social ladder. Women were clad in ne silks and tasteful jewelry, feathered hats 
and folding fans, while men wore rened suits.
Mexican portraits indeed resembled their European counterparts, but they 
were more than mere imitations. Details combining nationality and exoticism 
oen lurked in the background, as well as the client’s insignias, lending the por-
trait a Mexican 
avor. Some clients, for example, opted to pose with the tradi-
tional charro suit, complete with sombrero, rope, and a backdrop evoking a rural 
context. Other imaginative, playful, or daring clients selected a Mayan motif or a 
Greek costume. Among the additional elements that made the Mexican portrait 
unique is the use of color to emphasize or retouch certain characteristics. A fad 
in Europe, this technique retained its popularity in Mexico’s largest photogra-
phy studios until the 1880s.12
Therefore, despite being constrained by commercial necessities and foreign 
formats, portraits allowed their subjects a degree of participation in craing im-
ages of themselves. Both consciously, through experimental poses or extravagant 
clothing, and unconsciously, through local fashions and objects surrounding 
the client, portrait authorship belongs as much to the viewer’s eye as to the body 
being viewed. National representation of Porrian wealth was rooted in this 
strategic ambivalence.
Turn-of-the-century members of the elite and middle classes invested energy 
and money in images marking milestones in their lives. The family album, a 
domestic and sentimental article in Mexico since 1865, transformed a salient 
memory into an object, a way of looking back and capturing time. Page by page, 
the members of the new national bourgeoisie trained their eyes to distinguish 
between memorable and inconsequential moments, capturing the former and 
casting aside the latter. Birthdays, weddings, and family reunions occupied a 
particularly important place in the gallery of happy moments.
Portraits of families, engaged couples, and public gures wove together the 
tangled threads of sentimentalism and power in modern homes. Landscapes, 
both local and foreign, also merited attention. Kept in the living room or home 
library, family albums gained an important space in the late nineteenth-century 
domestic world. Most importantly, the images contained in these albums ren-
dered normality visible and tangible. In the regime of visibility created by Por-
rian imagination and technology, the “average man,” the normal citizen, repli-
cated the postures and attitudes captured in the visiting card.
Mexican portraiture was not limited, however, to the members of the Por-
rian elite. While photographers were becoming established in the capital city 
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and attracting a select urban clientele, amateur or provincial photographers 
captured a more diverse audience.13 Their tastes were re
ected in the religious 
images that dominated incipient popular portraiture in Mexico. Images of the 
Virgin of Guadalupe, crucixes, and angelitos (portraits of deceased children 
dressed in white and surrounded by 
owers) abounded in the markets.14
Members of the elite and middle classes outside Mexico City oen visited 
photography studios such as the Romualdo García studio in Guanajuato or the 
Constantino Sotero Jiménez studio in Juchitán, but it was not unusual for peas-
ant families to pose before the lenses of itinerant photographers.15 These men 
who traveled the country seeking the perfect image of the Mexican landscape 
and people were largely responsible for the portrayal of marginal Mexico. Strictly 
speaking, their photographs were not visiting cards; however, their works re-
vealed a rich variety of faces in both the Mexican countryside and the urban pe-
ripheries. Thus, in conjunction with numerous analyses of the “social problem,” 
traveling photographers helped to perpetuate images of the popular classes in 
Porrian Mexico.
Although they could be coarse adventure-seekers, traveling photographers 
became true professionals in the late nineteenth century. Technological ad-
vances allowed for the reproduction of photographic materials in newspapers 
and specialized publications, and a new profession was born: photojournalism.16
At the same time, tourism companies, scientic expeditions, and investors hired 
national or foreign photographers to provide realistic images of Mexico’s land-
scapes and people alike.
Such was the case with Charles B. Waite, a photographer from the United 
States who arrived in Mexico in 1896 and produced a vast collection of some 
3,500 photographs for various patrons. His range spanned from archeological 
sites for El Mundo Ilustrado to rubber plantations designed specically to pro-
mote foreign investment in Mexico.17 Aer years of continuous travel, Waite 
established his own professional studio on densely populated San Juan de Letrán 
Street in Mexico City. Later, in 1901, his photographs and patents generated 
enough capital to purchase land in the state of Veracruz.18 However, throughout 
his numerous travels across the country, Waite developed an intense interest in 
the physiognomy of the popular classes. This interest would eventually bring 
him to the Belén prison, not as an observer, but as an inmate.
In 1901, Waite was implicated in a scandal involving the visual representa-
tion of the popular classes he so liked to observe.19 Waite’s portraits of poor 
women in rags, working-class men, and naked children caused alarm and disgust 
among members of the Porrian elite. The series, known as “Mexican Types,” 
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o	ended Porrian sensibilities not only because it depicted urban poverty but 
also, more importantly, because it portrayed poor Mexicans as “representative” 
of the nation. Indeed, a furious editorial writer in El Imparcial referred to these 
photographs as pornographic material, and above all, as a disgrace to national 
character. Profoundly insulted by photographs of a street sweeper, a water seller, 
a street vendor, a beggar, the journalist criticized Waite’s “bad faith” since his 
photographs portrayed “ridiculous, miserable, degenerate individuals displayed 
in a state of barbarism and savagery in which we, fortunately, do not live.”20
Intercepted by a Mexican Postal Service employee just as they were about to 
exit the country, these photographs revealed a facet of Mexico that the regime 
was keen to hide: gures with dark skin living in a world of poverty. The refusal 
to portray Mexico through the faces and bodies of the poor was so emphatic that 
aer a brief trial, Waite was sentenced to three days in prison and a ne of four 
hundred pesos.21
Waite’s photographs were considered disturbing and unsettling because, lib-
erally following the dictates of physiognomic “science,” illustrious Porrians 
believed that appearance revealed the economic and moral level of individuals, 
and therefore, of the nation as a whole.22 In fact, several analysts of the time 
based social classications not only on physiognomic information but also on 
the clothing worn by members of di	erent segments of society.
Such was the case of Miguel Macedo, a distinguished lawyer and voice of 
authority in issues of criminality. In 1897, when he gave a speech at the Sec-
ond Scientic Competition as a representative of the National School of Law, 
Macedo described Mexico as a society divided into two classes: an upper class, 
characterized by wealth, education, and civility, and a lower class, made up of 
ignorant, sick, degenerate, alcoholic individuals.23 According to the author, this 
sharp, obvious di	erence could be easily detected in people’s attire:
In Mexico, it is sucient to look at an individual’s appearance in order to 
comprehend immediately to which class he belongs. Once the class of ori-
gin is established, other aspects of the individual’s life are, consequently, re-
vealed: his level of culture, his morality, and his economic condition. Thus, 
the common method of classifying people by coat, jacket, and shirt. This 
classication is important because it is very useful.24
Macedo’s strategy for classifying members of Mexican society largely relied on 
visual information. Likewise, adopting vague concepts from European phrenol-
ogy, a discipline that drew a direct causal link between brain anatomy and par-
ticular human behaviors, other Porrian intellectuals created narrative portraits 
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of national types.25 Re
ecting Waite’s photographic images but with an added 
interpretation based on the concepts of social Darwinism, they presented faces 
and bodies of members of the popular classes as rigid stereotypes associated with 
poverty, disease, and degeneration. Thus, the poor came to constitute the dan-
gerous classes in Mexico.26
Photographs of the poor gave deviance a clear face. In no other milieu was it 
more evident than in the photographic practices that took place in jails and psy-
chiatric hospitals of the Mexican welfare system. Responding to the imperatives 
of criminal identication and administrative systematization, photographs of 
inmates in these state institutions o	ered endless opportunities for identify-
ing and, eventually, capturing and controlling the faces and bodies of the poor. 
The photograph became a powerful mechanism for establishing a visual prole 
of criminality beginning in 1855, when the Regulation for Ensuring the Iden-
tity of Prisoners With Ongoing Cases in Mexico City ruled that photographic 
portraits would be used to ascertain the identity of prisoners.27 The law also 
included guidelines on the use of four copies of each photograph, the inclusion 
of photographs in registry books, and restrictions on the publication and repro-
duction of these portraits.28
In contrast to elite portraiture, the rst photographs of criminals did not 
include the subject’s body, but only a frontal view of the face and shoulders, 
a pose that “signied the coarseness and the ‘naturalness’ of a culturally un-
sophisticated class.”29 Indeed, conceived as visual evidence, the portrait sought 
to capture the image of the criminal in its pure facticity, without the cultural 
mediation of the pose.30
Lacking such sophistication and surroundings saturated with signicant ob-
jects, criminals emerged with a direct, unordered, intelligible gaze. Their skin 
color, hairstyle, and rural clothing betrayed them as true representatives of the 
dangerous social classes. The fury, cowardice, or depravity that ocials could 
discern in their eyes established the range of emotions associated with the behav-
ior of the poor. However, given that neither the convict nor the photographer or 
authorities had a well-dened format for criminal portraiture, the rst images 
of criminality were less systematic and useful than expected.
Innovative and ecient as the 1855 regulation seemed, its implementation 
faced numerous obstacles. First of all, the authorities charged with giving the 
order to take photographs remained undened for several years. It was not until 
1896 that the jail warden ocially carried out this function.31 Secondly, not only 
did the jail lack appropriate facilities in the form of a proper photography studio, 
but the position of photographer was not ocially opened until 1860. Third, the 
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poor quality of the portraits, made with albumen paper, meant that the realism 
of the photograph was questionable, and identication was complicated. Lastly, 
and most importantly, prisoners soon learned to deceive the camera. Taking 
advantage of bureaucratic disorder, they used a variety of tricks to transform 
their physical appearance: some faked scars, others wore false mustaches, others 
smiled. Most of them perfected the art of disguise.
Complaints were many. Frustrated photographers blamed the faulty pho-
tographs on their poor working conditions and the antiquated equipment at 
their disposal. Soon enough, authorities were forced to recognize that criminal 
portraiture was “useless, because the portraits are of extremely poor quality, and 
it is thus almost impossible to recognize prisoners with their use.”32 The photo-
graphic realism of ocial portraits was in danger of disappearing, and authori-
ties reacted by experimenting with new measurement and visual representation 
techniques.
Beginning in 1865, in an e	ort to contain venereal diseases and regulate the 
sex industry in Mexico, health authorities requested portraits of prostitutes for 
inclusion in a registry book.33 However, since the portraits were taken in profes-
sional studios, they lacked uniformity. In contrast to ocial portraiture, prosti-
tutes wore elegant clothing and surrounded themselves with luxurious objects. 
Hats, mirrors, silks, and tapestries combined to create the e	ect of an elite por-
trait rather than an ocial photograph taken for supervisory purposes.
Likewise, e	orts to identify and control Mexico City street people in 1872 
produced vague photographs of men and women who “did not have a stable 
address and lacked a profession or legitimate, productive  business.”34 Drivers 
and female domestic servants received similar treatment between 1871 and 1881.
The implementation of the Anthropometric Cabinet of 1892 in the Belén 
prison was one of the rst e	orts to systematize the identication and registry 
of criminal behavior in Mexico.35 Based on the Bertillon identication system, 
the cabinet also revealed the extent of European in
uence in the development of 
local forms of supervision. Named aer Alphonse Bertillon, a Paris police o-
cial, the method consisted of the combined use of photographs, anthropometric 
descriptions, and physiognomic details to identify and classify criminals.36 De-
termined to combat recidivism, Bertillon developed a meticulous system to iden-
tify criminals and record their case les in 1883.
First, he created the “signaletic card,” which included the “anthropometric 
identication” measurements of nine di	erent body parts: “the length and width 
of the head and the right ear, length from the elbow to the tip of the middle 
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nger, length of the middle and ring ngers, length of the le foot, height, the 
length of the torso, and the length of the arms extended at the sides to the tips 
of the middle ngers.37 In addition to this information, the card included two 
photographs: front and prole views of the subject taken according to guidelines 
designated by the authorities.
Unlike previous criminal photographs, in signaletic portraits, lighting was 
uniform and consistent, and facial expressions were neutral. Lastly, the card in-
cluded a brief narrative description of distinguishing features such as scars and 
warts: the marks of crime.
Statistically functional, since the probability of two individuals sharing the 
same eleven measurements was one in four million, the Bertillon system had 
yet to confront another problem: recording and classifying an immense quan-
tity of cards. The author achieved this by creating a ling system in which each 
card was organized according to the lower, middle, and upper measurements 
and placed in a ling cabinet with eighty-one drawers: nine horizontal rows 
and nine vertical columns. This expedited access to information and ensured 
that the criminal’s face and body were checked. Indeed, as in Europe and the 
United States, the Bertillon system contributed to the standardization of police 
methods in Mexico.
Within a conceptual matrix including phrenology, criminology, and Lom-
brosian degeneration, criminal portraiture demonstrated with singular clarity 
the silhouettes and proles of members of the urban poor who, according to 
Porrian intellectuals, threatened the very basis of an orderly modernizing envi-
ronment. Signaletic portraits fullled a crucial function in establishing a stable 
visual connection between the criminal body and Porrian interpretations of 
the urban poor.
Following the teachings of Johann Kaspar Lavater, Mexican intellectuals 
believed that criminals’ faces revealed their threatening souls. In
uenced by 
Lombrosian views on the criminal man, they interpreted large jaws and twisted 
ngers as atavistic features associated with a dangerous primitive nature. Im-
mersed in the ideas of degeneration, they saw evidence of genetic and moral in-
volution in the faces and hands of captive images. Porrians used these links 
to create a visual range from normality, as represented in elite portraiture, to 
deviance and terror. Shaping one another through stark contrast, these opposing 
images forged a regime of visibility, the relationship between vision and social 
power in which moral and social dichotomies could be identied, recognized, 
and placed in a modern power hierarchy. Although the majority of Porrian 
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elites understood the unspoken guidelines set by their modern visual status, only 
a few, especially those with scientic aspirations, applied them as evidence of 
greater concepts or as a suitable source of analysis.
The realism associated with the photographic image was especially e	ective 
in studies of criminal behavior and in cases of mental disorder: social construc-
tions in which subjects’ words were eliminated and their faces were transformed 
into authentic sources of knowledge.
An Authentic Human Document: The Criminal Revealed
Most Porrian intellectuals were determined to combat criminality to protect 
society from destruction and contagion, but among them perhaps only the jour-
nalist and amateur criminologist Carlos Roumagnac was able to break through 
the conceptual shell and get close to the human dimension of crime: the crim-
inals themselves.38 He was a native of Spain and a member of the prestigious 
Mexican Society of Geography and Statistics, and his one-year position as chief 
of the Second Police Inspection unit in Mexico City also made him eligible for 
membership in the International Association of Police Chiefs.39 His enduring 
fascination with the dynamics of underworld life led him to the doors of Belén 
prison, and his connections with Minister of the Interior Ramón Corral gave 
him privileged access to the institution’s Anthropometric Cabinet.40
Through closely guarded documents and photographs, lengthy interviews 
with prisoners, ocial statistics, and advice from cabinet head Dr. Ignacio Oca-
mpo, Roumagnac was able to compile an extraordinarily rich body of informa-
tion about the real lives of criminals in early twentieth-century Mexico. Rou-
magnac’s purpose was more pragmatic than theoretical. Despite being versed 
in Italian criminology as well as Mexican criminal anthropology, he was not 
looking to engage experts in a dialogue. Rather, he strove to face and understand 
real criminals. Scrutinizing details and visually dissecting words and gestures, 
Roumagnac intended to explain hereditary, educational, and social factors that 
shaped criminal life in order to improve Mexican perspectives on punishment 
and rehabilitation.
A reformer at heart, Roumagnac understood crime as a disease, an internal bi-
ological condition that required treatment rather than just repression and scorn. 
For this reason, he applauded the existence of public welfare correctional houses, 
although he also pointed to the need for ongoing production of knowledge re-
quired to multiply these institutions “based on science.” Otherwise, those occu-
pying positions of assistance would only interminably replicate “the fearsome, 
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unpleasant images of criminals propagated by novels and yellow journalism.”41
That is why he went into Belén, a somber building located near Bucareli Street, 
the prison in which he hoped to nd “treasures and teachings that someday will 
come to ll the lacunae that still exist in criminal anthropology as in any young 
science.”42 And in Belén he found, or thought he found, those “authentic human 
documents that could advance the production of knowledge required to improve 
humanity.”43
Instead of looking for the quintessence of the Lombrosian criminal man, 
Roumagnac used existing classications of criminality as a visual reference 
framework. Reading real-life criminals like texts, coaxing out their life stories 
like a confessor, and capturing their faces like a genuine police administrator, 
Roumagnac successfully constructed enduring portraits of deviance in early 
twentieth-century Mexico. Crime and insanity intertwined, transforming por-
traits into representations of a new national type: the insane criminal.
The connection between criminality and insanity stemmed from a biological 
metaphor. Roumagnac, like other Mexican amateur criminologists, perceived 
crime as an internal condition, a characteristic organic potential within the in-
dividual. As a result of this simile, Roumagnac saw the accumulating analyses of 
particular cases of criminality as paths toward the formulation of a distinctive 
personal psychology, thus the subtitle of his most important work.
Likewise, concern about internal factors involved in criminal activity led him 
to consider recent discoveries in neurology. Clinical images of the brain, “an 
organ of association, comparison, and judgment,” as an inhibitor of negative im-
pulses, helped to support his argument that “an exhausted brain, a brain a	ected 
by hereditary or acquired disease, was more inclined to succumb to criminal 
temptation.”44 For this reason, Roumagnac agreed with existing views that exon-
erated insane criminals from responsibility for their illicit activities. Rather than 
echoing romantic views of insanity, this use of psychiatric language followed his 
view of crime as a curable internal disease requiring treatment.
Internal factors helped to explain criminal behavior, but they were not enough. 
Ever the positivist, Roumagnac also sought external elements to construct his 
exegesis of crime. Accordingly, he turned to the individual’s social environment. 
Informed by an increasing number of studies on the “social problem,” Roumag-
nac identied alcohol, domestic violence, and inverted gender roles as principal 
triggers of criminality. In his view, individuals who grew up in homes dominated 
by vice and violence, and in domestic units where men and women did not con-
form to Porrian gender roles, became potential criminals because they did not 
acquire the requisite tools to contend in the battle of life. First, parents neglected 
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their children at an early age, producing hordes of street children whose lack of 
training and education set them on a path to criminality. Second, alcoholism 
led men to ignore their responsibilities as providers and moral leaders for their 
families, creating a volatile environment ripe for violence and homicide. Third, 
short-sighted individuals destroyed their families and themselves and became 
beggars or vagabonds, which was only the beginning of criminal behavior.
Alcohol consumption was the root of the issue because it a	ected the individ-
ual’s body and mind, a connection that contributed to the linking of crime with 
insanity. Alcohol was, aer all, “the most powerful factor of degeneration of the 
normal type of the human species, and as such, it takes part in the production of 
these two varieties of deviation: crime and insanity.”45
In contrast to Porrian scholars who based their social analyses on accepted 
concepts of the role of alcohol in the origin of criminal activities, Roumagnac 
built his case on scientic evidence: ocial statistics. For example, he used crim-
inal indices from France and the United States to place Mexican criminology in 
a global context.46 He also used police data from the Federal District Statistics 
Bulletin to determine the correlation between cases of drunkenness and arrests 
occurring in the municipality of Mexico City between 1901 and 1902.47 During 
that year, as chief of the Mexico City Second Police Inspection unit, he dabbled 
in statistics and calculated the relationship between pulque consumption and 
increases in criminality on weekends, thus verifying the in
uence of alcohol on 
criminal behavior.
Although peppered with moral terminology, Roumagnac’s study was satu-
rated with numbers, gures, and percentages, conrming his commitment to 
science and the production of objective knowledge. Charting unknown territory 
in pinpointing the evasive contours of criminality, Roumagnac was successful 
in his attempt to weaken the ever-expanding “fearsome and unpleasant images” 
associated with criminals, replacing them with measurable entities capable of 
being apprehended.
Despite how bleak statistics made the situation seem, Roumagnac believed in 
the perfectibility of human nature. Education, Roumagnac maintained, could 
provide basic survival skills to those who were deprived of health and knowl-
edge. He called this alternative “crime prophylaxis.” Because it could hardly 
be considered a universal panacea, Roumagnac accepted that where education 
failed, correctional institutions could succeed. With a second phase known as 
“crime repression,” the approach included strategic placement of doctors, espe-
cially psychiatrists, in jails and other correctional institutions where they could 
provide criminals with “the same role they play in asylums alongside the mad.”48
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Isolation was, in his view, the last resort. Only those individuals who were im-
pervious to education and correction deserved and required total segregation 
from the social body.
Additional methods for repressing criminality included a heavy tax on alco-
hol purchases. Still more relevant, however, was his argument for the production 
of knowledge as a means to combat criminality. Knowing the criminal was the 
rst and most important step toward dominating him.
Over the course of about a year, from May 1903 to September 1904, Rou-
magnac interviewed men, women, and children held in Belén penitentiary on 
charges ranging from the to homicide. Despite the diversity of the criminals, 
Roumagnac gathered information according to a secret yet systematic format. 
Based on questions he did not reveal, he obtained information from his inter-
viewees that might lead him to the rst impulse, the origin and very source of 
criminal conduct. Like a priest tracking down sin, Roumagnac closed in on the 
amorphous silhouette of crime until it acquired precise, recognizable, stable 
boundaries.
First, he created the narrative structure for the life story: an organizational 
instrument formed by the individual’s family history, a medical history empha-
sizing alcohol and drug consumption, a sexual history specically referencing 
behavior considered deviant, and a detailed description of the crime in question. 
The detailed description of the prisoner’s physiognomy occupied an important 
position between the sexual history and the description of the crime, because 
according to the principles of phrenology, this information re
ected the indi-
vidual’s true inner personality. Excerpts from the dialogue between Roumagnac 
and the prisoner concluded the narrative portrait of life history.
Secondly, Roumagnac included the signaletic card, with two photographs of 
the criminal: a frontal view and a prole. In addition to the photographs, the 
card recorded the criminal’s measurements: height, chest, arms, legs, hands, feet, 
skull, and face. The instruments utilized to determine these proportions were 
quite simple, including a measuring tape and a compass.
Measurements of other characteristics such as the eyes, nose, ears, hair, and 
beard depended on the investigator’s observational abilities, what Roumagnac 
called the eye, or visual calculation. Likewise, descriptions of the criminal’s 
physiognomy depended in large part on the subjective eye of the observer. For 
example, the observer was expected to report whether the criminal’s face was 
“beautiful or ugly . . . if the expression is lively or intelligent, or apathetic and 
brutish, sad or happy, good or evil.”49 A brief description of scars or any other 
unusual physical mark concluded the visual portrait of the criminal.
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Narrative and visual portraits of Belén prisoners combined to create a con-
crete image of the body, face, and soul of the criminal. The cases of minor Fran-
cisco M., María V., and Manuel T. will serve as examples.
Carlos Roumagnac interviewed Francisco M., a.k.a. “El Tagarnero,” in May 
1903. Born in Mexico City in 1889, Francisco M. was the product of a dysfunc-
tional home.  He barely knew his father, a construction worker, and he never 
met his mother; his grandmother played the maternal role in his life. The fact 
that his brother died at the age of eight months from burns from boiling water 
was evidence of the state of disorder in his home. Moreover, jail time was not 
unheard of in his family history. Although information in this regard was scarce, 
Francisco M. disclosed that his nineteen-year-old brother had been imprisoned 
on charges of illegal weapon possession.
In the context of his family history, it was not surprising that Francisco M. 
had not attended school; instead, he had become a potter, making plates in a 
Mexico City factory where he earned an average of thirty-one cents per day. The 
medical history revealed that Francisco M. had su	ered from typhus, although 
substantial aer-e	ects were not detected. Like many criminals, he “had fre-
quented pulquerías and had gotten drunk on various occasions,” despite his 
young age. When asked about his sexual practices while in prison, Francisco M. 
denied having participated in any type of homosexual contact as an active or pas-
sive partner, which was an area of special interest for Roumagnac. Indeed, Fran-
cisco M. confessed that he had not yet had any type of “carnal access,” including 
sexual intercourse and masturbation. Although Roumagnac was suspicious of 
this information, he persisted in questioning about Francisco M.’s sexual history, 
provoking reactions he considered worth recording. In a detailed physiognomic 
description, he noted:
More indigenous than criollo, [Francisco M.’s] physiognomy is common, 
although he becomes excited when he contradicts himself, especially when 
his personal honor is under attack. Then he becomes 
ushed, speaks vio-
lently, raises the right side of his upper lip, and his eyes clearly re
ect the 
feelings he is experiencing.  I observed this upon referring to certain in-
formation that he provided about some of his cellmates, when I asked if 
he had ever been active or passive. Judging by his eyes when he responded 
“Don’t say that to me!” I am sure that if we had been somewhere else, he 
would have hit me.
Aer describing the homicide that landed Francisco M. in Belén, Roumagnac 
attempted to explore his psychology, his inner world. To this end, the author 
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reproduced conversations that the prisoner had with a priest, paying special at-
tention to the slang used by Francisco M. and even attempting to translate it 
into standard Spanish. Thus he learned of Francisco M.’s remorse for having 
murdered a man, a characteristic that revealed his humanity, but he also realized 
that a warped yet common interpretation of cowardice (“a coward is a person 
who is afraid to kill”) encapsulated a rather primitive, violent life philosophy in 
his outlook. Even if Francisco M. had attempted to hide these ideas, they were 
imprinted all over his body. Although his behavior was tranquil, Francisco M.’s 
chaotic life had marked him with countless scars on his head, chest, and face. 
Francisco M.’s body betrayed his true nature. As was the case with other crimi-
nals, his very essence surfaced in his face, eyes, skin, ears, and lips. He could not 
escape from the gaze of power, which in the eyes of Roumagnac apprehended 
him both on the material level, in a jail, and on a symbolic level, in a record. Like 
a signature or a nal seal, a signaletic card concluded his le.
Roumagnac interviewed María V., a.k.a. “La Chiquita” (“Shorty”), in Octo-
ber of 1903. Unlike Francisco M., María V. was a notorious public gure in the 
Mexico City underworld of prostitution, but her life story coincided perfectly 
with Roumagnac’s criminal model.
Born in Jalisco in 1875, María V. belonged to a normal family until the age 
of 9, when her mother died of tuberculosis. Aer being sent to a welfare school, 
she received a basic education and good role models, which paradoxically did 
not prevent her fall into crime. She became a prostitute at the age of een 
when, aer she lost her virginity, a matron took her from Guadalajara to Mexico 
City. María V.’s medical history revealed that she had su	ered from measles and 
yellow fever. A	ected by headaches since she was a little girl, María V. also de-
veloped liver pains which on more than one occasion obliged her to seek medical 
attention at a hospital.
Moreover, María V. was addicted to both alcohol and drugs, especially mor-
phine. She began drinking when one of her lovers, a German man, took her from 
the brothel where she worked to live in a house that belonged to him. During the 
three years that this situation lasted, María V. began drinking, but “only to feel 
happy.” Happy she was not. In fact, she cheated on her German lover so oen 
that at one point he caught her in bed with a new partner. She barely survived 
the bloody scene with a bullet to the le leg.
Back at the brothel once again, María V. became addicted to morphine, at 
times using twenty milligrams per injection. Questions about her sexual life 
also exposed aspects of her social pathology. Not only was she a promiscuous 
prostitute, she was also a consistent practitioner of lesbianism, a custom she said 
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she had taken up aer another male lover had abandoned her. Although María 
V. never admitted to practicing lesbianism in jail, Roumagnac tended to believe 
the rumors to the contrary. Hypersexual and addicted to drugs, María V. was the 
very picture of modern female criminality in Mexico City.
Roumagnac paid careful attention to María V.’s inner world and personal 
appearance. María V. was no ordinary prisoner. She was a woman who knew 
how to read and write, and played several musical instruments. Moreover, she 
wrote a diary in prison where she recounted her sorrow, hopelessness, and intent 
to commit suicide. She regretted the homicide that had brought her to Belén 
prison. She had murdered Esperanza G., another prostitute who was her roman-
tic rival, but she explained the situation in terms of “diabolical passions” that 
had overcome her. A syncretic Catholic, she believed in God but also honored 
her own deeply rooted superstitions.
Roumagnac’s perception of María V.’s physical appearance was not blind to 
gender. He noted not only María V.’s beauty but also her 
irtatious, intrinsically 
feminine manners,  which according to the interviewer, impelled her to wear 
ribbons and jewelry to the interview sessions. The signaletic card described the 
criminal stigmata that marked her body, especially bullet scars. Despite the pe-
culiarities of La Chiquita’s life story, she was obviously a criminal. A twenty-year 
prison sentence conrmed it.
Roumagnac’s interview with Manuel T. took place in February of 1904. Man-
uel T. was born in Mexico City in 1877, and his upbringing revealed patterns 
that were common in the lives of turn-of-the-century criminals. The son of an 
alcoholic father and an indi	erent mother who “gave away her children as soon 
as her husband died,” Manuel T. carried, in Roumagnac’s assessment, the degen-
erate genetic traits that led him to commit homicide twenty-six years later. His 
sister, fellow Belén inmate Inés T., corroborated this family trend.
Unlike many criminals, Manuel T. had access to a formal education, albeit 
brie
y. During the year he spent in school, he learned to read and write, but 
he was unable to continue because aer his father died, he went to work as a 
waiter. His medical history indicated that he had su	ered from sleepwalking 
and anemia. Nervous in character, Manuel T. was described by Roumagnac as 
“sensitive [and even] sweet.” In prison, Manuel T. developed sexual impotence, 
which aicted him greatly because erections were “the essence of masculinity.” 
Roumagnac’s examination of Manuel T.’s sexual history revealed that he had 
been a precocious child and had manifested strong sexual desires at the early age 
of seven. In prison, he denied participating in any sort of deviant sexual activity, 
including homosexuality and masturbation. Like many Belén prisoners, Manuel 
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T. was a drinker, and his beverages of choice were pulque and pure alcohol, but 
he was also a marihuana smoker, and his addiction sparked many personal dis-
putes with his cellmates.
Aer a brief description of his crime, which he committed under the in
u-
ence of these substances, Manuel T. showed remorse, not only “because he re-
alized that he would spend many years in jail but also because he did not really 
dislike the man he murdered.” A believer, Manuel T. experienced regret, a char-
acteristic that demonstrated his humanity.
Many other physical characteristics seemed to contradict his criminal nature. 
For example, “he was not le-handed, he did not have tattoos . . . and he did not 
enjoy abusing innocent animals; in fact, he was especially fond of dogs.” As his 
signaletic card revealed, however, his body bore the mark of crime: scars.
One aer another, Roumagnac’s narratives and visual portraits of living crim-
inals helped to chart a territory imagined by many but witnessed by few. These 
accumulating portraits, however, not only provided a standard image of crimi-
nality, but still more importantly, they illustrated new ways to see, measure, and 
represent society at large.
Roumagnac’s method of obtaining and recording information was exhaus-
tive and systematic. Legitimized by the use of scientic evidence in the form of 
photographs and statistics, this method transformed criminals’ diverse bodies 
and faces, their tumultuous lives, into a uniform vision, a well-dened social 
pathology, a type. Following Roumagnac’s narrative structure, society learned to 
read a criminal life story as a dicult journey organized around xed tropes: the 
dysfunctional family, the endless temptation of alcohol, physical su	ering and 
resulting debilitation, perils of exercising a deviant sexuality, and uncontrolled, 
burning passions that led to the very moment of the crime.
Following Roumagnac’s visual structure, based in turn on Bertillon’s anthro-
pometric identication, society learned to recognize criminals on the street or in 
the mirror. Indeed, as Roumagnac declared at the beginning of his study, Belén’s 
prisoners became “true documents” under his gaze: lifeless templates, prefabri-
cated structures, bodies of knowledge. His case, however, was not unique. Sev-
eral men with the same curiosity undertook similar searches for knowledge in 
other welfare institutions, particularly the General Insane Asylum.
Perception of Insanity, Mexican-Style
When La Castañeda opened its doors in 1910, observers praised its location, archi-
tectural design, medical programs, and the welfare hallmark of its humanitarian 
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mission. Few if any, however, paid attention to the record-keeping system im-
plemented in the asylum, an impressive undertaking comprising individual les 
on the medical and social history of every inmate, totaling about seventy-ve 
thousand over a y-year period.
In addition to numerous personal texts, such as letters and diaries, each 
le contained the inmate’s portrait on the upper le-hand corner of the cover, 
a strong reminder of humanity in an extreme state of disorder. Despite the 
psychiatric hospital’s nancial deciencies and the ongoing social upheaval of 
the Mexican Revolution, inmate portraits continued to appear regularly in the 
institution’s registry books and les, a clear indication of the medical and ad-
ministrative importance of the photograph. Like the rst criminal portraits in 
Mexico, these asylum inmate portraits were intended to register the physiog-
nomy of insanity with as much realism and immediacy as possible, depicting 
a frontal view of the inmate’s face over a plain background. Thus, rather than 
merely portraying the face of madness, the eyes of the anonymous institutional 
photographer behind the lens when the 
ash went o	 revealed a way of seeing 
insanity.51 Informed by a Porrian visual frame of reference linking madness 
with criminality, the “mad look” contained prevalent and increasingly xed 
ideas of degeneration and danger. However, lacking poses, uniform lighting, 
and neutral facial expressions, these were not signaletic portraits displaying 
consistent images of mental illness. Instead, by representing a wide variety of 
expressions, clothing, and hairstyles, insanity portraiture revealed a fraught, 
dynamic relationship linking the “viewing eye and the body viewed” in a mod-
ern context.
Although concerns of mental illness and its representations were not new in 
1910, production of images of insanity increased rapidly and in quite complex 
ways from that point onward. Unlike Europe, where medieval and Renaissance 
painters like Albrecht Dürer, Jan Sanders van Hemessen, and Hieronymus 
Bosch had reproduced powerful images of madness, Mexico lacked artists with 
a direct interest in the subject.52
Throughout the colonial era, painting was dominated by religious themes, 
and while the struggle between good and evil was embodied in battles between 
saints and demonic creatures—colonial representations of madness par excel-
lence—there was no mention of insanity in representative works of the period.53
Lithographs of the subsequent independence period showed more interest in 
aspects of daily life, frequently depicting street scenes including beggars and the 
urban poor, but again, no clear image of insanity made an appearance.54
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Among late nineteenth-century Mexican painters, none placed greater em-
phasis on the tumultuous underworld of death, sexuality, and madness than 
Julio Ruelas. Born in Zacatecas, Ruelas studied painting at the School of Fine 
Arts in Mexico City and later at the School of Art of the University of Karlsruhe 
in Germany.55 In 1898, a group of modern intellectuals and artists founded a 
journal called the Revista Moderna, and Ruelas became one of its most import-
ant collaborators, contributing drawings, sketches, and lithographs to illustrate 
each article. Known for his scandalous portraits of brothels and landscapes 
where ambiguously sexual fauns roamed, Ruelas also turned his gaze to the tor-
ments of the mind.56
In his 1900 self-portrait titled La crítica (Criticism), for example, Ruelas 
placed the long hummingbird-like beak of an unknown insect in the act of per-
forating his forehead. Still more noteworthy, he published a sketch titled Mel-
ancolía in 1903. It represents an elegant man languishing in a cave-like environ-
ment, gazing nostalgically outward, where another male character is sprinting 
by. The feminine attitude of the young male gure was interesting then as it is 
now. This inversion of gender roles was not uncommon in portraits of melan-
cholia embodied by a male gure, but it played a central and predominant role 
in Ruelas’s art.57
Truly a product of his rapidly changing environment, Ruelas’s world was in-
habited by a series of compound beings, part human, part myth, part animal, 
who in turn lived in a liminal area that intentionally deed strict classication. 
His family of paradoxes included ruthless prostitutes, powerful women, weak 
men, drunken fauns, and sad satyrs. Di	used in disorder or concentrated in the 
form of melancholia, madness helped to visualize the dramatic transformations 
taking place in Porrian Mexico, a process oen lacking a denitive form but 
that intellectuals of the time attempted to force into the ideological cage of de-
generation. These e	orts, numerous and strong in terms of narrative, were slow 
to mature on the level of visual representation.
In Europe, psychiatric illustration developed in tandem with the emergence 
of Lavater’s physiognomy and Spurzheim’s phrenology. In Mexico, where enthu-
siasm for these disciplines had spread, the medical world failed to produce the 
gallery of portraits that accompanied European scientic treatises on illness. 
No Mexican psychiatrist matched the generous attention to the faces of the in-
sane bestowed by Philippe Pinel in his Traité médico-philosophique, published in 
1801.58 E	orts like those of Jean-Étienne Dominique Esquirol, who included line 
drawings of faces and bodies of Salpêtrière Hospital patients in a series of articles 
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in the Dictionary of Medical Sciences, or Alexander Morrison, who emphasized 
the faces of the insane in his 1840 work, Physiognomy of Mental Diseases, were 
scarcely emulated in Mexico.
Likewise, in 1856 when Hugh W. Diamond, resident superintendent of the 
Female Department of the Surrey County Lunatic Asylum, stressed the im-
portance of photography in medical and administrative treatment of the in-
sane, very few in Mexico listened.59 These European teachings were not un-
known, however, and as La Castañeda records demonstrated years later, they 
were not lost.
Slowly but surely, photography gained a privileged role in dening the face 
and body of the mad in the nineteenth century. Diamond questioned the ability 
of portrait painters to produce medical representations of insanity, o	ering the 
photographic camera as an ideal medium to ensure a precise, realistic, detailed 
representation of the external manifestations of mental illness. Thus, rather 
than breaking with the visual norms imposed by the visiting card or Esquirol’s 
visual perception of insanity emphasizing position and expression of patients 
over a plain background, the rst portraits re
ected existing representations of 
this phenomenon.
As photographic technology developed, however, psychiatrists became in-
creasingly able to manipulate photographic portraits in order to develop stable 
visual images of insanity, a process that included developing standards to dif-
ferentiate between normal and abnormal appearances, normal and abnormal 
“looks.” Perhaps no other example was as revealing in this respect as the strategic 
use of the camera in the documentation of hysteria.60 Under the leadership of 
Salpêtrière director Jean Martin Charcot, the head of photography services at 
that asylum, Albert Londe, photographed female patients to illustrate various 
phases of this illness.61 Documenting this mental condition with the precision 
and realism attributed to the camera resulted in enduring images directly link-
ing insanity with the feminine condition and with a set of recognizable expres-
sions. Although no Mexican doctor dedicated comparable time and e	ort to 
detailed documentation of complete cases of madness, photographic images 
helped to construct a “mad look” that, although informed by European science, 
was nonetheless distinctively Mexican.
As psychiatry was becoming a university discipline in late nineteenth-century 
Mexico, the quantity of photographic material related to insanity increased. 
Rather than medical portraits, most were amateur photographs depicting the fa-
cilities of the San Hipólito and Divino Salvador hospitals, patients living in these 
institutions, and the professionals who were responsible for their medical care.
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Mainly used to illustrate glowing medical histories of the General Insane 
Asylum aer 1910, these photographs became evidence of the rising status of 
psychiatry in Mexican society. Thus, doctors rst emphasized images in which 
the psychiatrist gure was prominent. Secondly, the images sought to capture 
the stark contrast between the psychiatrist and the patient, as well as between 
pre-Porrian mental health institutions and La Castañeda. As a result, a dra-
matic before-and-aer e	ect emerged: a hierarchical visual dichotomy encom-
passing concepts of health and illness, modernity versus everything else.
In most medical accounts of the General Insane Asylum, the rst psychia-
trists played the role of founding fathers, heralds of change, and guardians of 
social and mental order. Used in numerous publications, the portrait of Dr. José 
Peón Contreras, superintendent of the San Hipólito Hospital and the rst pro-
fessor of psychiatry at the School of Medicine in 1897, speaks for itself in that 
respect. In visiting card format, this portrait displayed the characteristics and 
attitude typically associated with modernizing intellectuals of Porrian Mexico: 
gold-framed glasses, masculine moustache, suit and tie, and above all, a serene 
gaze directed toward the camera lens.62
This likeness replicated photographs of European or US psychiatrists as they 
appeared in Mexican medical journals during the early twentieth century.63
Later, Western-style images of Mexican psychiatrists displayed on oce walls 
armed the professional status of the new discipline. However, the knowledge 
and power ascribed to the psychiatrist gure were especially visible when he 
appeared with patients in treatment. On these occasions, the clear di	erences 
in dress, hairstyle, and expression manifested the unequal social, cultural, and 
medical positions of the two actors.
The 1906 photograph of Dr. Peón del Valle, son of José Peón Contreras, next 
to a catatonic female patient, is an excellent example.65 Dressed in a black suit 
and attentively observing the patient, the doctor clearly embodied an idea of 
order and control that was not altogether free of a gendered aura. Opposite him, 
dressed in a white blouse and skirt, the patient unsteadily raises her le arm and 
looks blankly at the camera lens. Troubled and feminine, captured simultane-
ously by the combined gazes of the psychiatrist and the observer, the patient 
personied the fragility of mental illness.
Ideas of social and mental order also made their way into photographs of the 
San Hipólito and Divino Salvador hospital facilities. Despite abundant criti-
cisms of these institutions, photographers arranged to capture images of strict 
order and cleanliness both inside and outside these welfare buildings. Panoramic 
views of the institutions revealed characteristics of a colonial architecture that 
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appeared original, preserved, and rooted in history.66 Interior views, especially 
of the Divino Salvador Hospital dormitories, depicted series of beds in excellent 
condition, arranged in perfect rows.67
Despite the visual portraits, however, doctors were aware of shortcomings. 
Enrique Aragón, the biographer of Peón del Valle, wrote in 1943: “more than a 
hospital, [Divino Salvador] seemed like a colonial jail, with thick, worn walls, 
iron bars on the doors separating rooms and courtyards, crowded cells where 
insane women were imprisoned.”68
 Notions of social and mental disorder were easily identiable in photographs 
of patients. Especially striking was a portrait of women dressed in traditional 
rebozos and long, ragged skirts, standing in loose groups at the hospital’s jail-like 
bars.69 Taken in 1905 at the Divino Salvador Hospital, this photograph cast light 
on a certain Mexican version of what constituted the “mad look.” In the rst 
place, although some of the women looked at the camera, most of their eyes 
were gazing upward or to the sides, looking at nothing in particular. Moreover, 
some of the patients were raising their arms to touch invisible air or the un-
reachable sky. Open mouths, blank smiles, and distracted expressions completed 
the scene. These patients certainly did not resemble psychiatrists, but moreover, 
they hardly even looked like women. Unlike elite feminine women, portrayed 
as elegant and serene in the visiting card format, these patients lacked the pose, 
garments, hairstyles, and generic background. Aside from their long hair, only 
their skirts served to identify them as women. Clearly, however, these women 
stood as characteristic members of the poor sectors of society; the color of their 
skin and their traditional shawls betrayed them in this sense.
Likewise, in contrast to the virile, stern men represented in elite portraiture, 
the male patients of San Hipólito Hospital lacked the appearance of power con-
ferred upon their gender. An early twentieth-century photograph of a patient 
taken in one of the institution’s rooms is a good example.70 Standing alone, with 
his legs together and his hands resting on a cane, the patient appears timid, 
sti	, humble—almost like a woman and hardly like a real man. Feminized and 
stripped of strength, the image of the insane man embodied inverted concepts 
of masculinity in Porrian Mexico.
In both cases, the fact that the insane transgressed gender lines, much like 
Rueda’s satyrs and fauns, traced an unprecedented map of the realm of di	use, 
unsettling sexuality. References to class, however, were clear and rm. Female 
and male patients displayed the characteristics of Mexico’s lower classes: their 
skin color; the quality, or lack thereof, of their clothing; the characteristic re-
bozo, or rural sombrero. Juxtaposed with psychiatrists, these characteristics 
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transformed the mental patients into the embodiment of the most extreme dif-
ference, in the very concept of the Porrian distinction.
The grand opening of the General Insane Asylum in 1910 captured the inter-
est of many photographers, triggering an impressive production of memorable 
photographs. Emphasizing two interrelated themes—Porrio Díaz himself and 
the facilities that became monumental through the photographer’s eyes—these 
images successfully developed the themes of power and order that kindled the 
legend of La Castañeda.71
Indeed, images of the General Asylum signied and conrmed the transcen-
dence of mental therapy in a modernizing setting. One of the most characteristic 
views of the asylum included a panoramic shot of the façade and the wide central 
staircase leading to the main entrance where the institution’s sta	 appeared im-
mobile and distant, dressed in white and arranged in perfect rows.72 The symme-
try of the composition, crowned by a round clock, perfectly represented concepts 
of social order. As in colonial hospital photographic production, portraits from 
La Castañeda identied inmates’ disorder and lack of control. Here and there, 
without warning, a woman would appear running across the courtyard, long 
hair 
ying and arms waving, dance-like.73
However, in contrast to photographs of patients in the San Hipólito and Di-
vino Salvador hospitals, photographers at the General Insane Asylum also made 
sure to provide an alternative panorama of the insane: the rehabilitated inmate. 
Captured in orderly positions and work environments, images of these inmates 
would reinforce the medical stature of the institution. La Castañeda was a place 
where illness was not only tolerated and concealed, but also, more importantly, 
treated and overcome. Where science reigned, order prevailed.
Images of madness in General Insane Asylum medical les further devel-
oped the ocial concepts of mental health and modernity in both form and 
content. Firstly, they were portraits inscribed within the visiting card tradition. 
The emphasis on inmates’ faces and shoulders followed the guidelines of ocial 
portraiture that, as seen within the Belén prison, responded to the classicatory 
impulses leading to the creation of the modern archive.
Secondly, these images provided an ideal medium for capturing the identity 
of madness, the face of disorder, that insane appearance. The mad look. These 
photographic images could not have achieved this goal without the medical his-
tory contained in the inmate’s le.74
Organized according to the precepts of medicine and general concepts of de-
generation, the asylum biography evolved around xed themes: social and medi-
cal dysfunctions discovered in the inmate’s life. Accordingly, interviewers paid 
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special attention to illnesses a	ecting family members, as well as causes of death. 
It is not surprising that cases of insanity, nervousness, suicide attempts, vene-
real diseases, patterns of drinking, and smoking habits were carefully traced. 
In the case of women, information about miscarriages or abortions occupied a 
special place.
This collection of abnormalities, authorities believed, marked the face and 
body of the inmate. Thus, following the primary concepts of physiognomy and 
degeneration, asylum portraits not only facilitated the identication of individ-
ual inmates but also helped to secure a social identity, made visible in the social 
theatre of the skin.
Inmate portraits re
ected the class and gender components of modern de-
nitions of insanity in Mexico. Although in some cases both male and female in-
mates went before the camera restrained in straitjackets, in others, especially just 
aer the asylum’s opening, inmates wore their own clothes, hairstyles, and ex-
pressions, re
ecting the lack of ocial photography guidelines at the institution.
These conspicuous elements revealed important information about the in-
mate’s social background. Dark skin, straw sombreros, and Zapata-style mous-
taches immediately identied rural people or recent arrivals to the capital city. 
Rebozos and long braids displayed the humble background of women. Neverthe-
less, revealing the wide range of social classes served by the psychiatric hospital, 
the images include a few men dressed in suits, ties, and hats representing the mid-
dle classes; they generally are students and professionals with the look of dapper 
gentlemen, or, as poet Amado Nervo commented scornfully, Bohemians.75
But Is This the Face of the Madman?
And yet, the faces of the men and women before the photographer’s camera in 
an entry room at the General Insane Asylum seem so normal. One aer another, 
the faces of people suspected of being insane accumulate on the oce-sized sheet 
of the institutional le in the upper right-hand corner, occasionally the upper 
le. If a visitor looking around the archive did not know better, she might think 
she was looking at a collection of faces, shoulders, and clothing of poor people, 
people who were not ready to pose. If the archive visitor knew that she was look-
ing for the face of the madman, she would have no other choice but to open her 
mouth and wonder aloud, as occurred to me during my rst inspection of the 
documents. Is this smiling face, deant or even 
irtatious, the very personica-
tion of madness? Are these the eyes, nally, the eyes of madness?
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This question, or very similar questions at any rate, led me to write a novel. I 
have spoken about it elsewhere: an out-of-place expression made me conceive of 
a story that could have happened in its place in the world. There she was, within 
the oval of a photograph, this woman who was looking out toward the future, 
defying or seducing, it makes no di	erence. She made me write, that much is 
certain. Perhaps I should say she made us write, turning to look backward and 
toward the present at the same time. But that was not the only case. There were 
more faces. Other expressions. Faces for which I never found any explanation. 
Certainly there was the occasional distracted gaze or thread of saliva sliding 
down the corner of a half-opened mouth. Sometimes the straitjacket said more 
about the patient’s mental state than his or her way of confronting the lens. On 
others, the lack of hair was what announced the inmate’s condition. The blue 
uniform. However, in most of the images, what is truly surprising is not how 
di	erent they are from other faces, but how similar they look. I suppose it is 
that similarity, that inescapable similarity, that gave rise to State initiatives to 
distinguish them by pointing to them as the very embodiment of madness, of 
deviance. Of the extreme.
It could be a footnote. One of those obscure ways of stating the obvious, and 
nevertheless, it is worth a try. It is the lack of a concrete di	erence—between 
the mad and the sane—that forces administrative asylum photography to un-
derscore, through the ahistorical oval of the image, the inmate’s essential singu-
larity. Beyond that oval, the men and women of La Castañeda could have gone 
unnoticed as scattered citizens who were broken by the new century. The cen-
tralizing state, in both its Porrian and revolutionary versions, had an interest in 
underscoring di	erence in order to emphasize the norm. That is, in response to 
a profusion of dissimilarities, the State used the asylum camera to create, name, 
and diagnose a similarity. Theorists call this a process of control.
And yet, singularity was not only of interest to the state. Judging by the way 
they e	ectively positioned themselves—if not precisely posing—before the cam-
era, inmates, too, were profoundly interested in this singularity. I want to sup-
pose, or imagine at any rate, that their expressions, their looks, re
ect the same 
attitude that led so many in the asylum to structure their pained narratives in 
some legible form. Even today, they want us to see them through their eyes. As 
if they were already thinking of the future, aware that by being seen they will 
become our post-memory, the mad give us their eyes to view them.
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Ch a pter V I
The Pain of Becoming Modern
Suering and Redemption in the Medical Histories of La Castañeda
Since universal world time is gearing up to outstrip the time of 
erstwhile localities in historical importance, it is now a matter of 
urgency that we reform the “whole” dimension of general history so 
as to make way for the “fractal” history of the limited but precisely 
located event.




Marino García, Polotitlán, México, 1857. Tinsmith. Married. Resides in Ame-
cameca. Catholic. Robust constitution. Normal childhood development.
The person who came with him says that this morning in Amecameca, Mr. 
García punched General Tejada in the face. He does not believe he is insane. He 
says that he speaks with the King of the Heavens and that he only takes orders 
from Him (which is why he has not allowed any examination to take place). He 
states that he needs to be released immediately. When he talks with God, he 
kneels. Delusions of grandeur, absurd, paradoxical, and incoherent. His memory 
is normal; his aect appears diminished. It is not possible to examine him due 
to his irascible temper. When he speaks, his lips and eyelids tremble. General 
progressive paralysis.
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At the General Insane Asylum, at 10:00 a.m. on the 10th day of November 
1931, gathered in the Administration building are Rogelio Garmendia, chief ad-
ministrator; Simón López Muñoz, superintendent; Fidencio Rodríguez, head of 
nurses; and Ricardo Reyes, neurosyphilis ward nurse.
Garmendia states that he learned that in the previously mentioned ward, a 
patient named Marino García possessed, in the room where he slept, several 
boxes with steel tools, which presented a risk to the inmate himself and other 
patients in the ward. For this reason, he ordered the superintendent and the head 
of nurses, along with the nurse assigned to the patient, to collect any items the 
previously named patient had in his possession and inform him promptly of the 
ndings resulting from this search.
Aer carrying out this mission, we proceeded to inspect Marino García’s 
room. We collected four boxes of various sizes containing, among other things, 
two large razor blades, around y pages used for a “Guillet”-style typewriter, a 
pair of tin snips, a hammer, and a large quantity of steel tools of dierent sizes. 
We questioned the nurse, Mr. Reyes, about why the patient had been allowed 
to have all these objects on hand and why he had been able to have a room all to 
himself, to which the nurse replied that because he had only been working in the 
ward for a few days, and because he was only replacing Mr. Santillán, who was 
removed from his position, he had not had time to check the room.
He also said that to his knowledge, the patient in question had received no 
treatment whatsoever in the last four years. Hearing this, we called the patient, 
who conrmed what Mr. Reyes had said, adding that he had been in the psy-
chiatric hospital for the last twelve years, that he was brought to this institution 
because he was a beggar, and that although he clearly was not insane, he was 
placed in the neurosyphilis ward. He also said that since he never felt ill, he had 
not allowed anyone to administer any treatment to him in the last four years, 
and that he had collected the steel tools himself, little by little.
Since the director believed that Mr. García’s statement was quite out of the 
ordinary, he asked medical resident Luis Vargas to conduct a brief examination, 
just to nd out whether or not he was aected by mental disturbances. Dr. Var-
gas stated in writing that “the patient was ready to return to his family and soci-
ety, and for this reason, he authorized his discharge.” According to this report, 
it is obvious that this individual has been unduly conned in this hospital for a 




Male, 74 years old. Single. Polotitlán, Jalisco. Peasant. With a memorandum 
from the tenth police precinct. It is not known what brought him here. A police 
ocer is with him.
An elderly man, ascetic in appearance, who had already been conned in this 
establishment years ago. He remembers it all very well, even names. He says that 
he was a guard (?) at the time, and that he is not crazy. He opposes his admission 
but agrees to stay as a gardener. He recounts that recently people have bothered 
him at the movie theaters. He says that people there shoot bullets and many of 
them have hit him. He tries to show the place, uncovering his back and showing 
his bald head. “But he has not died because his Father has told him that he is 
Eternal God.” He says that in this moment his father is telling him, “that if I in-
ject him, He will send a lightning bolt upon the person who dares to inject him.” 
That he has not touched a woman, and he will not do so until the appropriate 
moment, without giving further details in this regard. That in the place where 
he works, there was a war, and both Villistas and Carrancistas chased him, with-
out cause, which he refers to as recent. They could just be the pseudomemories 
of a senile man, or confabulations.
In summary, there are elements of paranoid psychosis. There are discrepant 
diagnoses in this le. Dr. Miranda diagnosed him with progressive general paral-
ysis, and Dr. Salazar diagnosed him with cataphrenia, terminology of Magnan. 
We should probably revise this with a diagnosis of paranoid psychosis, now with 
discrete senile elements.
His mental state, on the other hand, is relatively good, and his reasoning is 
clear. Physically, there is nothing of interest. Diagnosis: paranoid psychosis.
Dr. M. Fuentes




This is a readmission. The rst time he was in the Psychiatric Hospital was 
October 19 to November 31. Diagnoses of GPP (General Progressive Paralysis) 
by Dr. Miranda and a positive reaction on laboratory tests performed by Dr. 
Andrés Martínez Solís, who also diagnosed him with GPP. Another by Dr. 
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Samuel Ramírez Moreno, personally signed. Dr. Leopoldo Salazar Viniegra did 
not concur with the previous diagnoses and describes episodes of delirium, at 
times with the manic excitation of a cataphrenic. Dr. Vargas discharged the pa-
tient because he was capable of living in society. Now, sent by the tenth police 
precinct, he is received by Dr. Mario Fuentes, who in addition to noting his 
symptoms (hallucinations, interpretations, confabulations) diagnoses him with 
paranoid psychosis.
Current State
We transcribe his discourse:
I was wandering the streets, and bullets from the Indians who play outside 
out there in outer space fell upon me, but they did not shoot me on pur-
pose. I began to notice this since we attended the cinematographer [sic], 
but my Father God is the only one who talks to me. He has been speaking 
to me for a long time. This is the reason why I came here for the rst time; 
that is precisely my story, during the last een years. From here (from the 
Earth), I have nothing; from up above, I have the sun, the Earth, the air, I 
have it all because He gave it all to me. You do not believe me. Among those 
who play and shoot bullets there are Christians and Mexicans.
Yesterday I saw an Arab in the air, up in the sky, where the bombs 
explode. I have not died from the bullets because my Father, who is Eter-
nal, told me that I would be eternal too. I am 98 years old now and my 
Father tells me that for now, I have been reincarnated in my body for the 
last een years.
My Father has told me that, in one year, I will be ready to take the body 
of a woman, body to body; now I console myself just as Saint Joseph did. 
There is an air that is like an injection, that cleanses all, not just the body 
of the woman. Here you have me (he rolls his shoulders and says that this 
is “the air that cleanses”).
We have no knowledge of his evolution over the last ten years outside this psy-
chiatric hospital. It would seem that the stages of hypomaniacal agitation have 
diminished, or even disappeared. But his delirious state itself does not seem to 
have evolved in the way of the episodes because the patient himself states that he 
has remained continuously in that state.
Judging from all this information, we consider this a case of paraphrenia. 
Laboratory tests of the spinal uid show only a mild reaction from the meninges, 
but not sucient from the point of view of syphilis infection.
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A Citable Past
I took the preceding text from a le that I found in the Historical Archive of 
the Ministry of Health and Welfare, one of the seventy-ve thousand les that 
comprise the documentary legacy of La Castañeda General Insane Asylum, the 
largest state mental health institution for men, women, and children, founded 
in 1910, only a couple of months aer the beginning of the Mexican Revolution.
When I came to Marino García’s case, I had read about one hundred les, and 
aerwards, I read about two hundred more. For reasons I hope to explain in this 
chapter, this text remained in my memory, haunting and hunting me as I wrote my 
dissertation; even later, in the process of writing a novel about the medical institu-
tion, in a manner I imagine similar to the determined informants who, by virtue 
of tenacity or cleverness, choose their own anthropologists as recipients, recorders, 
and translators of their stories.2 Very much like ction writers, we historians tend 
to believe, but rarely admit in public, that both the topic and the documents with 
which we substantiate it choose us. We imbue the process with an otherworldli-
ness that our profession has long disavowed, if not discarded altogether.
Those who are open to the human, political, and even redemptive aspects 
of the writing of histories (with a lowercase h at the beginning and a plural s at 
the end) are oen referred to as storytellers—an absorbing but not necessarily 
“professional” crowd—or militants. Aspiring to the status of the former, though 
unfortunately lacking the stamina of the latter, but always a historian, I now 
present the text through which Marino García transformed his life—as lowly 
as the lowercase h at the beginning of “history” in the previous sentence, pe-
ripheral if you will, marginal certainly—into a citable past by inserting himself, 
consciously or not, into the early twentieth-century historical record of Mexico 
City, a tumultuous era that witnessed the fall of the Porrian regime and the rise 
of the postrevolutionary regimes that strove to modernize the nation.3
I insist: if Walter Benjamin was right to believe that only a redeemed hu-
manity has a past that is citable at every moment, then Mr. García’s reluctant 
narrative of his story with illness, his history within and around the General 
Insane Asylum, was hardly trivial.4 Developed in the most ominous shadows of 
progress and modernity and punctuated by suering and destruction, this life 
history constitutes one of those ruins so dear to the German thinker’s theoret-
ical imagination—a ruin that contains, whether cut short or undeveloped, an 
alternative past and, consequently, an alternative present.
In this chapter I quote extensively from the text authored by Marino García, 
his doctors and nurses, as well as General Insane Asylum authorities, rst and 
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foremost to make the text present or, in other words, to help it to complete its 
own trajectory and nd its rightful addressees.5 However, I also quote from 
them in order to counteract the derealization of the Other, the violent process by 
which some lives become unreal and even unrealizable, with which they remain 
“neither alive nor dead but interminably spectral”, and for that reason, beyond 
intelligibility.6 Beyond humanity.
In many ways, then, this chapter is a long overdue obituary for what Butler 
terms a grievable life. A life lived. A life that counts in its own right. Finally, I 
quote from Marino García’s text because the tragic elements of his life—the 
emphasis on suering and the limits of human experience, the stress on the en-
counter of antagonistic forces able to disturb the hierarchies that hold them 
in place—might contribute to a revision of our contemporary notions of social 
agency, frequently invoked in terms of heroism, achievement, or victory. Marino 
García’s sense of agency and our sense of what is victorious could be a paradox, 
an underlying pairing that is seldom examined, in our contemporary notions of 
what is history and who makes it.
Pure Illumination
It is not so uncommon for historians to concern ourselves with placing the text 
(the document, the story, the event, the facts, the narrative) within the context 
we are striving to illuminate. Playing the role of the ventriloquist’s dummy, the 
text is expected to speak for something greater than itself—family, city, gender, 
society, nation—in a voice made faint, almost inaudible, by the passage of time 
and the noise of contemporary life. It is the task of the historian, then, as a sort 
of ventriloquist, to train the ears to sense the most resonant notes, and especially 
the faintest ones, emitted by the long absent voice to identify (or more precisely, 
to produce) the signicant, discarding the trivial in the process.
Some, the empiricists among the ventriloquists, salvage pieces of information, 
elements of history, in which they believe the link between text and context is 
most apparent. Others, those drawn to the linguistic turn and fascinated by 
the intricate details of human meaning, attempt to rescue storylines, narrative 
strategies through which the long-absent voice interpreted, and therefore lived 
and produced, that context.7
In both cases, no matter how distant they may be from one another, the em-
phasis falls on the illuminated context, the supposedly natural outcome of his-
torical research and argumentation. Knowledge. I am writing this chapter to 
present what I see as an alternative (but not completely opposite) view of this 
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process, a view deeply inuenced by my activities as a ction writer (as they call 
escritores in the United States) and poet. Simply put, I am siding with the aspect 
of history we call the text, the sentences and paragraphs, the anecdote and char-
acters, the one-word lines, the atmosphere, the descriptions, the sense or lack 
thereof, the format and its constraints, the syntax, the blank spaces, the opening 
sentence and the chosen ending that form, among and with other elements, the 
text that we read as though it were a voice.
I believe, with experimental writer Gertrude Stein, that a contemporary text, 
dense with its own sense of presentness, is one that embodies its own context 
in its grammar and syntax.8 From this perspective, the text is not a reection, 
metaphor, or repository of the real, but one of its incarnations. The text does not 
represent the real; the text is (at least a version of the) real. The text is. The text 
does not illuminate its context: the text is pure illumination.
I am convinced that it is there, in the plenitude of the “is” that characterizes 
the text, that the mutable, ephemeral historical “I” is located: the “I” that histo-
rians, at least those aected by meaning, aspire to grasp and by which they hope 
to be inspired. I am not referring, of course, to the mythical Author who, aer 
Roland Barthes and more emphatically aer Michel Foucault, lies dead in our 
hands but to the polysemic and heteroglot convention that attributes a sense 
of intimacy and personal uniqueness to the “I” that lies in the core and corners 
of the system of production of discursive meaning involved in and by the text.9
Neither buried nor on the surface of the text, but within it like marrow, the 
plural and oen contested experience contained and expressed by the historical 
subjects that we study is thus able to confer this trace of humanity that imbues 
a sense of the personal that lies both within and beyond the subject, in the sto-
ries we write.
This is a reading of the text through which and in which there is a slippage of 
Marino García’s experiences, views, and the alternative yet undeveloped notion 
of the history of modernization. It is a reading that will explore in fundamental 
terms how the text embodies its context, which is only a slightly dierent way 
of saying that I will search for the ways the context lives in and gives meaning 
to its text (because it belongs to it, if we are willing to recognize that all human 
experience is plural) in the here and now of its happening, and produces meaning 
in the place of knowledge. This process of translation (from the language of one 
time to that of another) is, in my opinion, the fundamental task that modern 
societies have entrusted to historians. As keepers of the convention we call “the 
anecdote,” I believe that historians belong to those places around the bonre 
where the community nds its most meaningful core.
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A Punch to the Face
For us, it all began on October 25, 1919, the day Marino García, sporting a straw 
hat and a large moustache, entered the General Insane Asylum for the rst time 
as a free and indigent inmate diagnosed with progressive general paralysis by a 
medical resident whose illegible signature marks the end of the ocial question-
naire through which his story, the story of his life with illness, remains accessi-
ble to us.10
For Marino García, who claimed to be ninety-eight years old in 1941, the 
story began much earlier, in Polotitlán, a town in the state of Jalisco. Yet he 
said very little, or rather, the resident wrote very little, about the years of his life 
spent beyond the asylum grounds. He stated that he had siblings, but he said he 
did not remember any of them. He said that he had a daughter and refused to 
mention her again. He said he had suered from an ulcer, only adding that it had 
developed in his scrotum. He said that he did not drink alcohol or smoke. And, 
before moving on to the section describing his current state, the resident noted 
that Marino García stated that he was not insane.
We know this information only because Marino García or his anonymous 
companion in 1919 answered the set questions included in the institution’s med-
ical questionnaire, a document that included his photograph on the le side of 
the page as well as the heading “General Insane Asylum” and the subheading 
“Interview” in bold print.
The questionnaire displayed information about his personal history to the 
right of his image and, in six dierent sections, gathered data about his own 
health and that of his family, from the distant past to the present, ending with 
the doctor’s diagnosis. The terminology of each section, which included titles 
such as “direct, atavistic, or collateral family history” and questions like “Are 
there or have there ever been in your family any nervous, epileptic, mad, hyster-
ical, syphilitic, suicidal, or depraved individuals?” clearly betrayed the pervasive 
inuence of nineteenth-century psychiatry on the medical and social views of 
the state insane asylum.
So when Marino García met the unnamed medical resident in the institu-
tion’s observation ward, he did not tell his life story, but rather, constrained 
by the general interview format and the unwritten yet established ritual of the 
initial examination, he adapted that story to the interests and concerns of psy-
chiatric hospital doctors, nurses, and authorities. Thus, he narrated the story of 
his life with illness; more precisely, he narrated the story of his life within and 
around the walls of the General Insane Asylum.
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In many ways, too, Marino García translated himself, rst for himself (if we 
accept that remembering is a process that involves situating the past in the con-
text of the present) and, still more fundamentally, for the medical resident, upon 
whose expert judgement his future depended.
Aer not recording Mr. García’s speech but only referring to it indirectly 
through the use of the phrase “he said,” it was this unnamed doctor who rst 
noted that the potential inmate spoke with the King of the Heavens and only 
took orders from Him; almost to the word, this phrase was used by the followers 
of Saint Teresita de Cabora, who had rebelled against the forces of the govern-
ment of Chihuahua about twenty-ve years earlier.11
Referring to the information oered by the anonymous companion, the med-
ical resident briey acknowledged that Mr. García had punched General Te-
jada in the face in Amecameca, the town in the state of Mexico where he lived. 
Aer describing what he had witnessed, the resident noted that Marino García 
kneeled when speaking with God.
Writing as an expert, the physician noted his delusions of grandeur, which 
he described as absurd, contradictory, and incoherent. Despite acknowledging 
that he had not been able to examine the patient due to his irascible temper, 
he nonetheless diagnosed him with progressive general paralysis, a conclusion 
sometimes disputed, and other times conrmed, by the various doctors who 
examined Marino García in later years.
From this exchange of information and especially from the very structure 
through which this exchange took place, we learn that the General Insane Asy-
lum, as we might expect, was organized according to an internal hierarchy that 
placed greater importance on and gave more power to the words and conclusions 
of doctors. As in all state mental health institutions, for example, it was irrele-
vant that the patient might have claimed or even demonstrated that he or she 
was not ill. Nevertheless, we also learn that this existing hierarchy required the 
inclusion of inmates’ views, preferably in their own words. Doctors’ references to 
Mr. García’s words, despite being what was expected of a medical resident at the 
institution, alert me, for example, to the real need and the potential complicity 
between a doctor seeking to become a professional psychiatrist and a patient ve-
hemently insisting on demonstrating his mental health or the reasons explaining 
the onset of illness.12
Unequal yet dynamic, the relationship between the unnamed medical resi-
dent and Marino García was also based on a crucial but partial void: the silence 
surrounding the incident in Amecameca, the alleged punch to the face of one 
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General Tejada, aer which Marino García was escorted to the General Insane 
Asylum on the outskirts of Mexico City.
This elision of the context, noted quite clearly in the text, signals the irrup-
tion of the presentness of Marino García and the unnamed doctor. Invisible 
because it was everywhere, not identied because it was ever-present, the reality 
of the Mexican Revolution of 1910, whose armed phase remained unnished in 
1919, entered the text as surreptitiously and inadvertently as an unwelcome guest.
Marino García’s le, which contained a medical version of his life, was all 
about this unspoken detail. His illness, whether real or attributed, embodied the 
abnormality of a punch connecting to the face of one General Tejada since, with-
out that gesture, Marino García would not have been taken by an anonymous 
companion to the very doors of the asylum. His connement thus constitutes 
the “in which” as we oen refer to the larger place or larger narrative that we 
suppose contains the event or story we are recounting.
As things stood, then, Marino García suered from progressive general paral-
ysis, a condition more commonly associated with men than women and one of 
the most common diagnostic classications in the institution. Accordingly, Mr. 
García was placed in the ward for neurosyphilis patients, one of the six wards 
that made up the institution.15
Unduly Conned
Perhaps we would not have heard of Marino García again had it not been for the 
concern of the General Insane Asylum’s chief administrator, Mr. Rogelio Gar-
mendia, who became alarmed when he learned that one of the inmates seemed 
to have a great deal of metal tools in his room. Then, thanks to the investigation 
team promptly assembled by Simón López Muñoz, institution superintendent, 
we gained access to Marino García’s life with illness and as an inmate at La 
Castañeda twelve years later, when the postrevolutionary regimes of the north-
ern generals Álvaro Obregón and Plutarco Elías Calles had come to an end, and 
the country found itself in the midst of the so-called Maximato, a period domi-
nated by the behind-the-scenes maneuvering of General Calles.14
In a rapidly growing metropolis receiving renewed welfare system attention, 
now keen to oer revolutionary regimes the material and ideological means 
to reform Mexican citizens in order to contribute to the creation of the “New 
Man,” the General Insane Asylum experienced an unexpected and brief period 
of prosperity.15
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Aer years of total neglect, a group of doctors vigorously led by psychiatrists 
Samuel Ramírez Moreno and Manuel Guevara Oropeza had initiated the rst 
administrative and medical reform of La Castañeda in 1929, implementing more 
scientic nomenclature in the wards, paying greater attention to the medical ob-
jectives of the state institution, and above all, privileging work therapy as the pri-
mary treatment oered by the establishment.16 Rogelio Garmendia’s alarm and 
López’s prompt reply would have been impossible prior to these transformations.
Based on answers from the nurse, Mr. Ricardo Reyes, who had direct contact 
with Marino García, Mr. Garmendia learned not only that the patient had the 
privilege of sleeping in a room of his own (a rare case in a very crowded institu-
tion, especially for a patient admitted with free and indigent status) but also that 
Mr. García had indeed collected a large quantity of objects, some of which were 
steel tools, and that he kept them in his room, jeopardizing his safety and that 
of other patients. According again to Mr. Reyes, Marino García had not received 
medical treatment in his previous four years of connement.
When questioned, Marino García briey conrmed Reyes’s version of events. 
He had been in the institution for twelve years, specically in the neurosyph-
ilis ward, despite not being insane. He had personally collected the steel tools 
little by little and had not allowed medical sta to examine him because he did 
not feel sick. Interestingly enough, at this point, the once invisible blow that 
brought him from Amecameca to the insane asylum disappeared once more. 
Marino García came to the institution because he was a beggar, a term duly 
underlined by an investigation team that was surely aware of the ongoing eorts 
of the public welfare system to dierentiate clearly between the deserving and 
the undeserving poor in its social assistance programs.17
Structured as an ocial report and, for the rst time, typewritten, infor-
mation about Marino García’s life in 1931 was not the result of the direct ex-
change between doctor and patient. Rather, it originated in a long and increas-
ingly hierarchical line of asylum players, starting, in descending order, with the 
alarmed general director, followed by the diligent superintendent, the attentive 
head of nurses, and the succinct nurse—only to end, once again, with the pa-
tient himself.
In this more bureaucratic milieu, the participation of Mr. García, who was 
interviewed last, became less important. The report did not include direct quo-
tations of his discourse, allotting him only ve or six lines in a text of forty—
and this was only to conrm what had been said by someone else and already 
recorded in the report. It did not mention the delirious ideas that the unnamed 
medical resident had found so absurd, incoherent, and paradoxical in 1919.
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Nor did it include any mention of his life in the psychiatric hospital. How 
was he able to get a room of his own? Did he nd the objects he collected inside 
or outside the asylum? Did he use the steel tools that he had in his possession? 
Neither the general director nor the superintendent attempted to address, much 
less answer these questions, at least not in the report. Marino García’s situation, 
however, was so unusual at La Castañeda that the general director did not hes-
itate to describe it as abnormal and almost immediately to solicit the expert 
advice of one of the doctors.
Written, like all ocial correspondence, in third person singular, the report 
refers indirectly (“he said”) to all the information generated by the implicated 
actors, with the exception of the lines written by Dr. Luis Vargas, who briey 
examined the patient and found him to be in good health without turning to 
laboratory tests, and thus authorized his release.
In the words of the quoted doctor, Mr. García was ready to return to a family 
he lacked and a society he had not seen or participated in for twelve years. In a 
laconic, objective tone, the report then indicated that the preceding ndings 
revealed that “this individual was unduly conned for a long period of time.”
Marino García’s le does not include information about his release. We do 
not know whether he felt relief or apprehension about such a radical change 
so late in his life. We do not know if he interpreted such an abrupt change in 
his situation as a miracle worked by the “King of the Heavens,” with whom he 
sometimes spoke, or as the punishment of the very earthbound institutional 
authorities. All we know is that he le the psychiatric hospital in 1931, only to 
return ten years later.
This Is Precisely My Story
In a more simplied record format, including the heading “Federal District 
Public Welfare” followed by the phrase “General Asylum” and an even smaller, 
centered subheading “Record Form,” Dr. Mario Fuentes typed updated infor-
mation on Marino García, who in 1941 was an elderly man with a white beard 
and bulging cheeks who, nevertheless, stared intently into the camera lens that 
photographed him.
The passing of time became evident not only in Marino García’s face but also 
in the structure and language of the new, modernized record form. The ocial 
format no longer included questions related to the “atavistic” family history of 
the patient, nor did it ask, explicitly at least, about sexual or drinking habits. 
Instead, it divided the new information into four dierent sections with neutral 
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titles: Previous connement; History prior to admission (referring party, cer-
ticate presented, accompanying parties); Condition of the incoming patient 
(appearance, attitude, expressions, clothing, etc.); Evolution of the a iction 
(according to informants). If elusive modernity had once meant the triumph of 
science over popular belief, the victory of the vanguard over obsolete tradition, 
these apparently value-free headings showed that even the most peripheral of 
public welfare system institutions had le behind, or was nally ready to leave 
behind, its dark and rather infamous past.18
When Marino García returned to the asylum, just a year aer General Lázaro 
Cárdenas le the presidency, and land, work, and educational reforms were sup-
posedly implemented, just when the nation was heading toward an era of less 
dicult relations with international capital, the record format was not all that 
had changed.19 Mr. García was no longer married, but single; he no longer was 
a tinsmith, but a peasant. Moreover, he arrived this time escorted by a police 
ocer. Despite the referral by the Mexico City tenth police precinct, Dr. Mario 
Fuentes attested that there was no information on why the returning inmate 
had ended up there again.
It is clear, however, that Dr. Fuentes took his job as a psychiatrist in the men-
tal health institution very seriously, since he described the patient’s condition in 
great detail and allowed his discourse to enter, quite freely, into his own narra-
tion through the use of quotation marks. The fact that Dr. Edmundo Buentello 
did the same shortly thereaer armed his status as one of the most prolic and 
well-regarded psychiatrists in mid-twentieth century Mexico City.20
It is thus thanks to the growing professionalism of psychiatry, implicit in the 
record form and manifested in the doctors’ careful rendering of the facts, that 
we now have access to Marino García’s own version of his past and present as a 
state insane asylum inmate. It is due to and not in spite of, in avoidance of, or in 
contrary to this professionalism that Marino García’s words could nally occupy 
a relevant space on the page, now called simply the “Record Form,” and in the 
semiotic interaction at the core of all medical diagnoses.21 
As he had done ten years before, Mr. García stated once again that he was not 
crazy and added that he had indeed been at the institution before, for twelve 
years, although not as an inmate, but as a guard at the establishment.24 This 
time, he agreed to remain at the institution as a gardener. Once this was decided, 
Marino García proceeded to talk and Dr. Mario Fuentes, and later Dr. Edmundo 
Buentello, began to transcribe his discourse, apparently a long, convoluted speech 
about aspects of life that we usually divide under such rubrics as religion, history, 
nature, medicine, and sex. We do not know how long the session lasted or if the 
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doctors gathered all this information in one interview or several. What we know 
is that Marino García took full advantage of the attentive listeners before him.
We know that he spoke.
On religion: My Father, God, is the only one who talks to me. Since long 
ago. He talks with me. That is the reason why I came here the rst time, that is 
precisely my story. . . . I have not died because my Father is eternal, and He told 
me that I would be too. I am ninety-eight years old and my Father tells me that 
I have been reincarnated in my body during the last een years.
On nature: From here [Earth] I have nothing; from above, I have the sun, the 
Earth, the air. I own everything, He has given it all to me. . . . There is a kind of 
air that is like an injection; it cleanses everything. . . . The air is what cleanses.
On history: I was wandering the streets, and bullets shot by the Indians play-
ing out there up in space were falling on me. They talk to me, sometimes. They 
call me by my name but they do not shoot me on purpose. . . . Among those who 
play up there are Christians and Mexicans. I saw an Arab yesterday, up in the 
air, up in the sky, where the bombs explode. I have not died from the shooting 
because my Father has told me that I am eternal. Where I used to work there 
was war and the Villistas and the Carrancistas would chase me for no reason.
On medicine: In this very moment, my Father is telling me that if you inject 
me, he will send lightning bolts upon the person who injects me.
On sex: My Father has told me that, in one year, I will be ready to take the 
body of a woman, body to body. For now I console myself just as Saint Joseph did.
This, then, is what we have of Marino García some y years later: a collec-
tion of quotations from his citable past; a set of fragmented maxims of his life; 
a sample of intimate fractals: letters from an alphabet unknown to us. Marino 
García, in other words, did not prepare a narrative of his life: the unfolding of 
meaning over time, the mechanism that “resolves a fundamental antagonism 
by reorganizing its terms in a temporal succession.”23 Perhaps, if given the op-
portunity, he would have done it, but at least in the psychiatric hospital and in 
the presence of psychiatrists, he did not do it. He was not required to. Or he did 
not want to. Or he did not know how. Perhaps this was not the way he naturally 
organized the story of his life.
However, he gave the psychiatrists the pieces of information they so needed 
in order to arrive at a scientic diagnosis. He also gave them the limited but 
precisely located interpretive events that opened windows on themselves, on the 
meanings of his life. And that is how, later in time and farther in space, we come 
to know about Marino Garcia’s life.
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Through these alephs of sorts we know that Marino García was a deeply re-
ligious, physically strong man who was able to endure for twelve years in an 
institution famous for neglect and overcrowding.24
We know that his faith also kept him alive outside the asylum during the next 
ten years, of which the only certain fact is that he was fond of frequenting movie 
theatres. We know that his Catholicism was rather exible and heterodox and 
included direct contact with a masculine and paternal God, acceptance of the 
saints, and the concept of reincarnation.25
We know that, despite being poor, since he clearly stated he had nothing on 
earth, he felt proud of his natural, God-given possessions (the air, the sky, the 
elds, and the landscape). We know that he associated the female body with 
spiritual pollution and that, although he felt he was nearly ready for it, he had 
not had sexual contact with women, instead remaining celibate.26
We know that he recognized and clearly dierentiated between Indians, 
Mexicans, Christians, and Arabs in his social milieu, a classication recalling 
Borges’s mappings of the world.27 He was also familiar with the violence of bul-
lets and the existence of armies of Villistas and Carrancistas, who had chased 
him without cause on one occasion.
He had survived all this not with the aid of Western medicine, which he 
rejected, but with the supernatural support of his masculine, paternal deity: the 
God who made him in his image and had transformed him into an eternal being.
As an astute social observer and a resourceful man who invariably viewed his 
world through the lens of his deeply held religious beliefs, Marino García cap-
tured the attention of concerned doctors at the state asylum. In turn, he oered 
them fragments of his life. More than pieces of information, they were pieces of 
interpretation. Pieces of a life lived.
Limited and precisely located, these interpretive events did not unfold, did 
not develop in the temporal sequence we associate with narrative.28 They do not 
explain. They do not stand for or in place of modernity, that slippery concept 
that was then as it is now the elusive goal, the unreachable end of the rainbow of 
twentieth-century Mexican political and government imagination. That reality 
constructed, lived, and suered by the likes of Marino García is modernity.
Plagued by voids, interrupted by silence, both chosen and imposed, broken 
into fragments, Marino García’s story seems traversed by syntactical and histor-
ical violence. This is what we know for certain. In a modern way, I would like to 
keep this just as it is: open, broken, interrupted. Only more violence, the type of 
violence inherent in the reordering of linear narrative, could smooth its surface 
and fashion fragments into the unfolding narrative of academic discourse.
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As San Francisco experimental narrative writer Kathy Acker once said: “The 
writer is playing—when structuring narrative or when narrative is structuring 
itself—with life and death.”29
This, such as it is, is the life of Marino García. His death.
A Sense of the Tragic in Life
Much in the manner of postmodern novels, which oen include multiple points 
of view in uid structures with open endings, Marino García’s le provokes awe, 
in the best of cases, and confusion, in the worst. Uncertainty. There is no one 
truth that develops linearly through time, toward health or death.
No one in the psychiatric hospital, not even the increasingly professional doc-
tors, was in a position to decide which of the various versions of Marino García’s 
suering was the most signicant, not to mention the most true. Each document 
included in the le completely contradicted or radically revised the previous 
version once assumed to be factual, true, commonsense, credible . . . “the One.” 
Each document indeed superimposed a new meaning, not necessarily related in 
logical terms, over the past, and transformed the so-called original text in itself, 
again and again. I am convinced that if we cannot nd the unique and authentic 
version of this life, it is because that version does not exist. What exists is this 
paradoxical material that resists linear narrative by its very paradoxical nature.
An interpretation of Marino García’s life should, by necessity, preserve that 
disposition: the paradoxes, ruptures, silences, voids, revisions, and versions—
both on the page and in the interpretation of the page.30 It is, in the end, and 
from the very beginning, a matter of life and death. Of life over death.
From time to time, so-called subaltern subjects manage to enter the halls of 
academia cloaked in the narrative attire of the negated cultural hero, saved from 
anonymity by the grace of our words.31 Based on what I call a positivist interpre-
tation of agency, historians, for the most part, pay attention to the social actors 
who did, or contributed to doing, something signicant, something that will 
speak, in turn, of something greater than itself. This state of aairs requires a 
broader comprehension of the concept of agency, capable of perceiving alterna-
tive narratives or, better put, alternative non-narratives—broken, stuttering, un-
certain—that embody the experience of those of us who cannot or do not wish 
to conform to the orderly linearity of vanished capitalism or academic discourse. 
I have referred to this broader concept of agency as “tragic.”
As a term that necessarily points back to Aristotle’s Poetics and oen rep-
resents the fatalism of common discourse (for in tragedy the hero is destroyed), 
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tragedy stages “the relationship between suering and joy in a universe which 
is oen perceived as at best inimical or at worst radical in its hostility to human 
life.”32 Celebrated as a Dionysiac delight (aer Nietzsche) or mourned as a world 
ghting against human will, tragedy includes the important element of pur-
gation “by pity and by fear,” in Aristotle’s terms: the process by which human 
limitations are recognized and accepted. Yet, as Karl Jaspers has argued, tragedy 
works when it reveals “some particular truth in every agent and at the same 
time the limitations of this truth, so [as] to reveal the injustice in everything.”33
This revelatory power led Raymond Williams, with Bertolt Brecht in mind, to 
perceive tragedy through the lenses of suering and armation.
We have to see not only that suering is avoidable, but that it is not avoided. 
And not only that suering breaks us, but that it need not break us.  .  .  . 
Against the fear of a general death, and against the loss of connection, a 
sense of life is armed, learned as closely in suering as ever in joy, once 
the connections are made.34
These tragic elements—emphasis on suering, the limits of human experi-
ence, the encounter of antagonistic forces able to disturb the hierarchies that 
hold them in place—have proven particularly useful for social analysis of rev-
olutions.35 These denitions themselves would become the needed recurrent 
concept of tragedy within the theme of revolution.
Paying serious attention to the suering of the majority, a task still waiting 
to be taken up by scholars of Mexican society and culture, is a way to identify 
the tragic origins and tragic subjects that have comprised Mexican modernity. 
The pained narratives of the men and women inmates of the General Insane 
Asylum show, just as in tragedy, the way that “the detail of suering is insistent, 
whether as silence or as the reshaping of lives by a new power in the state.”36
Thus, in stutters and slashes, suering comes to life as a social and cultural expe-
rience involving the most ominous aspects of the modernization and globaliza-
tion processes.37 Far from appearing as maladjusted victims or, worse, passive, 
fatalistic beings in the world where it was their lot to live, this view emphasizes 
“the devastating injuries that social force can inict on human experience” and, 
above all, the various ways in which suerers identify, endure, and unmask the 
sources of their misfortune. In this sense, my notion of the tragic agent, more an 
intimation than a concept, attempts to grasp what appears to be common sense 
in so many narratives from the asylum: suering destroys, but it also confers 
dignity, a higher moral status, on the suerer. Recognized in its complex origin 
and its little jabs at life, suering confers a sense of humanity.
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Ch a pter V II
Con-juring the Body
Making History and Fiction
Introduction by Ileana Rodríguez
T his chapter discusses historical memory as collective mem-ory, using the special case of Modesta B.’s le from La Castañeda Gen-eral Insane Asylum in Mexico City to illustrate her view of citizenship 
construction. Memory and citizenship are thus linked in this text to the pro-
cesses of writing and reading documents that make up historiography. The text 
focuses on the following questions: How does memory emerge in a text? When 
you read any document, within or beyond your discipline, do you consider it an 
object of memory? Do you read a text dierently when you consider it interdis-
ciplinary or extradisciplinary?
What seems stimulating to me as a reader in this text is the way it answers 
the question. The text does not speak directly of memory or citizenship but 
shows how these two categories are constructed through a notion of history as 
an academic discipline. Its project is the reevaluation of work in this discipline 
through a timely and selective discussion of instances of the oral as writing and 
of the written as orality, in order to move toward an ethnographic history able to 
listen to historical voices and reconstitute the phenomenological body. Memory, 
I understand through this writing, consists of the capacity to hear these other 
voices inscribed in the crypt of archives today; it consists of knowing how to 
distinguish between the word in written form and word as breath; it consists of 
being able to respond to the gesture, to the air in the pause placed between two 
words, to the marker of doubt. And citizenship, in this instance in particular, is 
that which depends on the readings of a phenomenological body, readings that 
have been recorded in an archive of contradictory words in which the social 
dialogue established around a woman, Modesta B., is readily discernible. Rivera 
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Garza tells us who the speakers in this document are and how the amendments 
to the text reveal the debates that constructed Modesta B.’s body as a text.
As a reader, I enjoyed the following from the start: the process of selection of 
quotations from other texts; the scholarly conversation between absent partic-
ipants through memory of other texts that are linked together and leave their 
own traces; the metaphor of how, like a ash and a moment of danger that I take 
also as a moment or place where memory emerges, proper names of the speakers 
light up and fade away, the precise moment when they shine. I enjoyed the points 
of organization of disciplinary knowledge and the sense of creation of the dull 
and commonplace, of writing about writing since it contains nothing new; but 
above all I loved—a verb that is not used in academia due to its private, feminine 
connotations—the series of questions that the author asks about Modesta B. 
herself, that woman of whom the texts speak, because that is a form of reading. 
This is the kind of reading that illustrates the moment in which one loses the 
thread of the text and begins to dream; the moment when one recalls a memory 
by way of that same text, in reading; the moment of constructing worlds because 
the text dazzles and casts shadows. What I have learned from these readings as 
memories of other citizenships, in other disciplines and elds of knowledge, is 
the power of the well-written word, the careful word. And I think: is not this 
what we call literature?
If memory intervenes in a story, that story is certainly ctional.
—Néstor Braunstein, El atizador de Wittgenstein y el agalma de 
Sócrates a Lacan
I. Acting as If
Another way of expressing what follows would be to ask oneself: is it possible 
to interview a historical document? At the same time, this question is just an-
other way of expressing the possibility that the contemporary reader has, or does 
not have, of establishing a dialogical, interactive, face-to-face relationship with 
written information that comes from the past. In its most general sense, it is the 
question that gives life to Jacques Derrida’s Of Grammatology. The question 
attempts to bring to the specic eld of history writing the complex relationship 
that unites and divides oral language and written language in extremely complex 
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ways. It questions not only the very eld of history writing but also the process 
of collective memory construction that history writing represents or fosters.1
It is a question, then, about reading and writing strategies that motivate his-
torians to act as if they could, in eect, do what they promise: listen to voices 
from the past, make them speak. This question, which is directly related to the 
creation and consumption of history texts, is, therefore, eminently political in 
nature; that is, it touches on certain academic forms of producing the past and 
proposes the use of a contiguous mode of reading historical documents and writ-
ing history texts. That contiguous mode seeks to make visible the crisis of repre-
sentation that has permeated much of contemporary art and postmodern daily 
life. I have called it the ethnographic mode because its assumptions are clearly 
rooted in the textualist criticism of a certain cultural anthropology related to 
the seminal work of James Cliord but also because it is driven by questions that 
incite certain contemporary experimental narratives. For these narratives, his-
tories and the ways they are told are not transparent or neutral but rather imply 
a real relationship—albeit a exible one—to power, including the power of se-
duction.2 The question, which is actually plural, invites critical consideration 
of the narrative strategies that are accepted and adopted by academic historical 
discourse, including its most sacred metaphors. Based on a rereading of a le 
from La Castañeda General Insane Asylum—a le that has already given rise 
to a ctional text, that is, a le that is making its return journey toward history 
narrative proper—it proposes reading and writing measures for the creation of 
dialogical, process texts that would embody, as Gertrude Stein would put it, the 
velocities and textures of the contemporary world.
It all began, as these things oen do, because of a metaphor that was so com-
mon and familiar that it had become transparent for me over time but not, for 
that matter, less mysterious. On that occasion, on the occasion that I am refer-
ring to now, anyway, I was reading the introduction to a history book in which I 
was assured, for the millionth time, that this book would speak, that is, that this 
book contained voices from the past and that in its role of eective medium or 
ventriloquist, this book would transmit them from their spatially and tempo-
rally remote origin to the space and time that I occupied in that moment. The 
promise seemed extravagant. Why voices? Why voices if what I was doing at that 
moment was reading written words, inscriptions without sound or presence on 
impassive white paper? Like any historian who has used that cliché (and every 
self-respecting historian has done it), I knew that what is really meant by that 
metaphor is that the book will recreate the events or processes that are being 
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studied in such a faithful and human way that it will make the reader believe 
that he or she is really there, in the space and time where the events occurred or 
where the processes being studied are still underway. I knew that the promise 
was a convention. On that occasion, on that particular day, however, neither the 
promise nor the convention seemed so innocent.
We always wish for the impossible, we know that. While I was doing the 
research that would in time become my doctoral dissertation, I was reading 
medical les from La Castañeda General Insane Asylum, intent on knowing 
the lives of the inmates, their doctors, their authorities, as deeply and thoroughly 
as possible. Five or more years later, when I nished writing the academic doc-
ument, I too claimed that the dissertation’s pages held voices, and that if the 
reader knew how to listen carefully, those voices would transport him or her to 
another time and place. The echoes of those voices would even bring those times 
and places to the present. A sort of imbrication, or what Walter Benjamin called 
the now-time.3 But then I was just a doctoral candidate, and as such I made these 
and other excessive promises with an ease that is appalling to me now. Time has 
passed. And no matter how much I would like, no matter how much I still wish, 
I cannot hide what cannot be hidden: in my book there are no voices. My book 
is a series of sentences organized in paragraphs and divided in chapters. My book 
not only cannot conjure the absent body that the use of written language pre-
supposes, but moreover, it is the irrefutable proof that that body, that presence, 
in eect, is not there. Mute, rigid, motionless, my book is dead. My book, like 
all books, was born dead.
And yet, it is not dead. Thanks to the writing that also substantiates its death, 
my book continues to signify. And it is because of this other inevitable process, 
because of the resuscitation that every reading presupposes, that I dare to sug-
gest that aer all—this should be said with the unabashed spirit of the grad 
student—it is possible to “interview” writing. Another way of saying the same 
thing is to claim that not only is it desirable, but it is also possible to approach 
written language in ways that produce that eect of immediacy and presence 
that, in social terms, is allotted only to oral interaction. An additional way of 
writing something similar by writing something radically dierent is to write 
that as historians, it would be worth exploring all the richness of eects that 
written language is capable of and that in fact, according to Derrida, are possible 
in oral language only because in the rst place they exist in diérance, in the 
written dimension.4 But to do this requires more than a simple enunciation or 
conviction. It is necessary to construct reading and writing strategies that allow 
that approach—an approach within the “as-if,” a deceptive approach: in short, a 
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ctional approach. Approaching writing as writing, as an artice: traces of a hand 
putting ink to paper.
This is the heart of the matter: in order to think as-if history books could 
speak, as-if we were interviewing them, as-if I were a cultural anthropologist 
and they were my informants, in order to conduct an ethnographic reading of 
historical documents, it is necessary to employ strategies that, in social terms, 
are associated with ction. Neither history strategies nor ction strategies will 
conjure the absence of the body that both approaches presuppose and reinforce, 
but ction’s pretending, vowing ( juro) that the body could be there, has more of 
a chance to persuade—and to persuade, not to demonstrate, is all that a histo-
rian can honestly aspire to do. Aer all, it is always easier to pretend to believe a 
lie than to pretend to believe a truth. This, of course, is nothing new. Renowned 
historians such as Natalie Zemon Davis or Robert Darnton, to name just the 
most famous, have managed to do this exceedingly well.5 What I am proposing 
to do here is to outline those strategies, at the level of reading historical docu-
ments and at the level of exposition of that reading in the history essay, while 
I apply them to my approach to the medical les from La Castañeda General 
Insane Asylum. I do this not only because I think it is possible but also because 
I assume that the more transparent we make the metaphor of voices contained 
in history books, the more relevant the books and the “voices” can be. The rele-
vance I am referring to is not, of course, only academic, but above all, political. 
If society has charged historiography with the responsibility of producing and 
reproducing collective memory, then questioning and violating the mechanisms 
by which those memories are formed is the responsibility not only of a few ex-
perts but of all of us who participate in the everyday experience of production 
and perception of that memory. Because, as I have asked in other contexts, what 
is more powerful, and therefore more threatening, than to touch, to alter the 
way we perceive the world?
What I aspire to do is to produce a history text that is at the same time—and 
here I am borrowing a term from contemporary art—a process text, a cultural 
artifact in which not only the information contained is important, but also, 
maybe above all, the way that information was produced. If this is at all possible, 
information will cease to be information and become something else: a bridge, 
a reverberation, pleasure. Pleasure to the eye. With luck, with skill, with eort, 
pleasure to the ear as well. The pleasure of presence. Pleasure that is, in other 
words (always in other words), impossible.
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II. Ear over Eye
Historians, who in most cases use written sources to document their work, say 
with suspicious ease that these works contain “voices” from the past. Although 
this is common, although it has now become a convention, the choice of the 
word “voices” rather than “writing” does not seem innocent to me. In fact, I 
rmly believe that this strategy has serious epistemological and political impli-
cations. I certainly doubt that historians who say they hear “voices” are trying 
to pass for schizophrenia patients in a perpetual fugue state, or for mediums 
communicating with the unknown, or for ventriloquists of lost souls. At least, 
I would hope not. But by emphasizing something that historians most emphat-
ically do not do, that is, hearing the voice of a living being, the voice produced 
by a body-in-interaction, historians participate in the modern and postmodern 
attack on what Steven Connor in Dumbstruck: A Cultural History of Ventrilo-
quism calls vocalic space: implicated and not explicated space in which the voice 
“can be grasped as the mediation between the phenomenological body and its 
social and cultural contexts.”6
Historians read. Historians see letters written line aer line and, when they 
are lucky, on rectangular pieces of paper we call pages. Historians depend on their 
eyes. And vision, as Walter Ong suggests in The Presence of the Word: Some Prole-
gomena for Religious and Cultural History, “situates man in front of things and in 
sequentiality” while “sound situates man in the middle of actuality and in simul-
taneity.”7 Vision, with its ability to shut down at will by blinking, has the active 
power to take, discriminate, and revise. At once the result and producer of a cine-
matic model, vision is, Connor insists, “an exercise performed on the world, as op-
posed to the bearing in of the world upon us that seems to take place in hearing.”8
When I state the obvious, that historians do not rely on their ears to do their 
work, that historians, one might say, do not listen and are not, for example, an-
thropologists or journalists, I am also arming that, as important agents in 
literate and visual cultures, agents of the world-of-the-eye, historians cannot, due 
to the very rules of their profession and by pure self-denition, capture the dif-
fuse nature of the unceasingly intermittent world of sound, which irradiates and 
permeates the world in paradoxically and politically signicant impermanence. 
No matter how much they would like to, historians cannot reproduce the oral 
situation they presume, because that is what they are doing when they insist that 
their works contain “voices” found within or before the writing of the letters. 
Readers of these letters are not trained to participate in the space of the sound 
and in the space of the presence-in-impermanence.
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And yet, that is what they want to do. And that is what they should do. But to 
achieve this objective—to implicate the phenomenological body in its contexts, 
to promote, in other words, an ethnographic reading of historical documents—
historians must question the strict methodological rules of their profession. If 
what they really want is to “hear voices,” then they will have to formulate an ap-
propriately schizophrenic method; that is, a method of incessant intermittence 
that would replicate the world of sound and that would therefore privilege the 
abilities of the ear over those of the eye.
Regarding schizophrenia as a method of research and even of reading, Deleuze 
and Guattari perhaps said all that can, or needs to be, said: “this intensive way 
of reading, in contact with  what’s outside the book, as a ow meeting other 
ows, one machine among others, as a series of experiments for each reader in 
the midst of events that have nothing to do with books, as tearing the book into 
pieces, getting it to interact with other things, absolutely anything.”9
Only a method of this sort, only a liquid or gaseous structure adapted to the 
various ows of the world and threatening the conventional idea of the book—
especially the history book, the academic history book—could account for what 
mediates between the voice that the historian does not hear but means to con-
vince readers he hears, and the letters he does read and means to convince readers 
he does not read: the body. The presence of the body. The absence of the body.
III. To Con-jure
The verb “conjure” comes from the roots “con” (with) and “juro” (I vow). To vow 
can mean many things, but it also means to “promise.” I would like to believe 
that to “con-jure” also is a way of designating that action through which it is 
possible to promise-with-another, although it is also a way, perhaps paradoxi-
cally, of exorcizing, of avoiding harm, of begging, conspiring. Thus, the phrase 
“conjuring the body” can be at once a way of exorcizing—or, what is perhaps 
the same thing, erasing the body or testifying to its absence—and promising, 
in plural and at the same time, its eventual reappearance. I believe that a similar 
movement unites what divides oral and written language: a disappearance and a 
promise of the eventual reappearance of the body. I believe that this threat and 
this oer are implicit in the quite deceptive presence of voices that historians say 
they hear when they are reading historical documents. Between one thing and 
the other, the body. The presence of the body. Its absence.
In El atizador de Wittgenstein y el agalma de Sócrates a Lacan, Néstor Braun-
stein compares stories about two meetings of philosophers: on the one hand, the 
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gathering that led to The Symposium, the famous text that contains a trace of 
what Diotima said to Socrates and what Socrates said to Aristodemus and what 
Aristodemus said to Apollodorous and what Apollodorous said to “a friend” 
and “that friend” to Plato and Plato to his readers; on the other hand, two or 
three versions that bear witness to the encounter, or lack thereof, between Witt-
genstein and Popper. Between one event and the other, Braunstein points to 
the lacunal role of memory in both retellings, arming: “If memory intervenes 
in a story, that story is certainly ctional.”10 In addition to including Derrida’s 
The Post Card in the denition (“Each one makes himself into the facteur, the 
postman, of a narrative that he transmits by maintaining what is ‘essential’ in it: 
underlined, cut out, translated, commented, edited, taught, reset in a chosen per-
spective. Truth? It has the structure of ction! Fiction? It is the facteur of truth”), 
Braunstein uses an aside to describe the relationship between oral and written 
language in terms of the also famous gap that is never closed between Achilles 
and the tortoise. Braunstein states, “the written word chases the spoken word, 
trying to catch it in the very moment it arises. . . . Any record is an unfaithful 
shortfall, a semblance of a lost object.”11
I do not think it is an exaggeration to say that every contemporary historian, 
especially every cultural historian, is aware of the complex interconnection of 
these three interrelated pairs of elements: memory and ction, memory and (the 
failure of) written language, memory and the absence of the body. A reader of 
historical documents, those sarcophagi of oral language (and the presence of 
the body-in-interaction that it signals), reads the implicit absence of the body in 
written language. Thus, when the historian means to make his readers believe 
that he is a listener, that is, when the historian lies, even to himself, when he 
oers the impossible, what is in play is not a simple schizophrenic metaphor, but 
that absence of the body that manifests—that embodies, Gertrude Stein would 
say—the lack of interaction, dialogue, and incessant impermanence that plagues 
written language.12
To be clear: I do not think it is wrong for historians to promise what they 
cannot give. Moreover, I am always in favor of those who oer or strive for the 
impossible. Thus, to vow-with-another (who is the reader) that the history text 
will embody interaction, dialogue, and the incessant impermanence of oral lan-
guage seems to me not only desirable, but also possible and urgent. It seems to 
me too, that it corresponds to ction, which is, as Derrida said, the facteur of 
truth. Its form.
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IV. The Typical Situation
The situation is typically the following:
1. Assisted by an archivist, the historian discovers documents that she had 
imagined or intuited but whose true or real existence—whatever the phil-
osophical persuasions are in this case—she can only truly know for certain 
at this moment, the moment she encounters the document.
2. The historian reads in a room that is oen cold, and if she is lucky, system-
atically organized.
3. As she reads, the historian imagines what could have happened. This is the 
moment when “voices are heard.”
4. The historian takes notes, which is to say that she writes about what 
was written. She rewrites. She inscribes what was written in new writ-
ten contexts.
5. Now outside of the cold, systematized room, the historian translates that 
writing into academic language and structures.
6. The historian graduates.
V. Enigmatic Version of the Typical Situation: Three Proposals
The categories of the past cannot be other than reconstitutions; 
the categories of the present are betrayals; therefore, the only 
possible choice is between two falsications.
—Pierre Boulez, Writing the gesture
The rst time I saw a medical le from La Castañeda General Insane Asylum, I 
knew immediately that I would write a book about it. Of course, I did not know 
then that I would end up writing several very dierent texts on the subject, nor 
did I know that the writing of each of these texts would make that rst docu-
ment all the more enigmatic, rather than less.
From the very beginning, it was about Modesta B., the patient who talked 
so much. She was born in Papantla, Veracruz, near the end of the nineteenth 
century. Also known as Matilda Burgos, she spent much of her adult life—
thirty-ve years, to be exact—in a public welfare institution that was notori-
ous for its medical negligence and a lack of resources that compromised even its 
surveillance systems. I want to say that even though Matilda was taken to the 
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asylum by force—the incident was apparently set o when she scued with sol-
diers on the street—she remained there more or less of her own volition. During 
that time, like many other inmates participating in work therapy, Modesta B. 
worked in one of the institution’s workshops, in her case the one devoted to fash-
ioning sarapes. Unlike many other inmates, however, Modesta B. also wrote a 
sort of diary that she called her “Presidential Dispatches,” in which she critically 
elaborated upon the state of the nation as well as the internal situation at the 
asylum. With the large, uneven handwriting of a novice, Modesta B. commented 
on topics ranging from the situation of the anarchists to the lack of privacy in 
institution wards, among many others. In addition to the writing of doctors 
who treated and diagnosed her or the supervisors she worked for, Modesta B.’s 
le also contains printed traces of her experience: the written words through 
which the inmate captured her way of seeing this life, what she called “the real 
life of the world.”
A version of one of my readings of these documents became Nadie me verá 
llorar (No One Will See Me Cry) which, to make things less clear from the begin-
ning, was originally titled Yo, Matilda Burgos (I, Matilda Burgos).13 The other 
versions are still being produced and reproduced in everything I write: texts re-
ferring specically to psychiatric practice and social denitions of madness in 
early twentieth-century Mexico, and texts referring to all the other subjects that 
interest me. Although it might seem natural that I turned my dissertation into 
a novel rather than an academic book, more recently I have been wondering 
why I made that decision. The question is not of a personal nature, although 
one might think that it is. I mention it here because I think, in many ways, that 
the decision I made (behind my own back) is closely related to the argument I 
am trying to develop in this text: the narrative strategies oered and assumed 
by ction facilitate a con-juring of the body that persuades the reader in general 
(and the reader of historical texts in particular) that “hearing voices” is not only 
possible but also desirable.
I return to the le for the millionth time. I return to a le that is returning—
now in the very moment of my reading—from the world of ction. It is, then, a 
le that comes back. This is a le that sets out on its return trajectory because I 
order it to do so, because my reading-in-historical-mode incites it to return to the 
starting point (which is not, as one might suppose, the point of origin). I return 
to it now to interview it, or to interview her, actually. It is, or in any case it should 
be, a reading in historical-ethnographic mode. It is, I mean to say, a false reading. 
An imposture. And what happens in this eort to read a historical document in 
an enigmatic way is the following:
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a) Not how it happened, but rather, how it ashes in a moment of danger. 
This shining phrase belongs to Walter Benjamin, more specically to his Theses 
on the Philosophy of History.14 I recall it now to point out that this moment, 
like every moment in which a desire is enunciated, is one of those moments 
of danger. Another present. Another present-now. In this present-now, as in 
other present-nows, I am not interested in telling the life of Matilda Burgos as 
it happened. I mean to say that I recognized from the beginning that the task 
was either truly impossible or inevitably doomed to fail. In this present-now 
in which or through which I am looking to outline some questions about the 
approach—in the most enigmatic sense of the word—of reader and historical 
text, I go toward that le, which is actually now on its way back from its journey 
and its residence in ction. I y to the le to hear her. And of course, to begin 
with, it happens that I do not encounter her but others—police ocers, doctors, 
laboratory workers, ocials, and the other female inmates with whom the le 
was produced, and within the le, the diagnostic interview.15 I do not know if 
every le is eectively an interview, that is, a point of conuence, an intersection, 
a negotiation, but I do suspect that every piece of writing is. Clinical les oer 
the historical eye a collection of texts created from very diverse points of view. 
To begin with, there are the questions formulated by an interdisciplinary team, 
nanced by public welfare, which constitute the institution’s ocial question-
naire. Then there are the answers, transcribed—that is, textually quoted—by 
a doctor, and less oen, written by the patients themselves. The answers, too, 
come from various sources: police ocers, previously consulted doctors, the in-
mate, relatives or friends of the inmate. These diverse answers are then copied 
over and over, especially when the inmate is a peculiar one, by the institution 
doctors: from handwriting to type, for example. All of these writings that com-
pose the le, whether “originals” or “copies,” embody changes of perspective that 
prevent any possibility of formulating beyond the shadow of a doubt “how the 
facts took place.”
There, where “the typical situation” begs for an explanation, a summary of 
damages, a singular version among all the possible plural versions of the facts, 
I again make a choice—now with full and intentional awareness of the various 
writings that as such instantly become the writings in question, and thus the 
questioned writings. And this and no other is the starting point for producing 
the impermanence eect that invites me to feel as-if-interviewing a group of 
people. As-if-hearing them. I suspect that this eect has as much to do with 
identifying and accepting all available versions of the case, as with rejecting 
one, only one: the nal version. Slowing, deviating, postponing, circling that 
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nal version should be one of the primary tasks of history writing in ethno-
graphic mode.
In other words: the moment of danger is not a light, but a ash.
b) Everything together, all at once: the collage as principle of constructing 
the page. Since writing history, long aer I began writing novels, I had the sus-
picion that the general public does not read history books because, regardless 
of their topic or the story they attempt to tell, the vast majority are written in 
the same way. I am referring, of course, to academic history books that tend to 
explore inherently interesting subjects and extremely pleasant or scandalous sto-
ries. Organized according to principles that have been surreptitiously or openly 
inculcated by methodology manuals or books oering advice on how to write 
a thesis, many of these texts conform to, and at times conrm, a linear Aris-
totelian narrative, which includes three specic steps: development of a stable 
and properly documented context; description, preferably in great detail, of the 
conict and/or event that occurs in said context; and production of a nal res-
olution. This narrative, which tends to reproduce a linear, sequential, or visual 
idea of what is narrated, has the consequence of occluding the sense of imperma-
nence and simultaneity that is so closely associated with the task of hearing and 
presence. History writing in the ethnographic mode, then, will require narrative 
strategies to counteract that phenomenon and open up the dialogical possibili-
ties of the text. And this is where Walter Benjamin’s advice, and his distinctive 
notes for a philosophy of history, reappear: collage as a strategy for composing 
a high contrast page whose result is knowledge, not as an explanation of the 
“object of study,” but as its redemption.16
Like so many other records from La Castañeda General Insane Asylum, 
Modesta B.’s le is composed according to a similar principle. Although signed 
by a doctor, the diagnosis is neither linear nor denitive. On the contrary: a 
detailed reading of this textual material reveals that, like the le itself, the diag-
nosis is a multi-voice construct, and furthermore, it is contradictory. As a telling 
example, on the admission slip, the rst page of Modesta B.’s le, the question 
of the reason for her admission is answered with the following two alternatives: 
“Mental confusion – amorality” and “Hebephrenic dementia precox.” The rst 
of these annotations has been conspicuously and pointedly crossed out. Like a 
palimpsest or a geological layer, the le gathers this and other revisions without 
erasing the earlier notes, and even more importantly for the ethnohistoriograph-
ic-mode reader, without incorporating the new versions into the previous ones; 
that is, without normalizing them. In this sense, the text is not just a collection 
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of traces: it is a collection of traces and inscriptions in constant and perpetual 
competition. Historiography in the ethnographic mode, history writing thought 
of rst and foremost as writing, would have to pose for itself the challenge of 
embodying on the page of the book this sense of competitive and tense compo-
sition, this dialogical structure that is typical of and internal to the document 
itself. Collage, then, would not be an arbitrary measure of representation, ex-
ternal to the document, but rather, it is a strategy that in certain cases, in cases 
like Modesta B.’s, would contribute to bringing to paper her history and the 
way that history was composed at the beginning of the twentieth century on 
the grounds of La Castañeda General Insane Asylum. It is not enough, then, 
to identify “all” the possible versions and reject only one, the nal version: it is 
necessary to show it.
The function of collage is to sustain as many versions as possible and place 
them so close to one another that it produces contrast, amazement, pleasure: 
the knowledge produced by an epiphany that is not enunciated but rather is 
composed or fabricated by the very construction of the text, its architecture.
What this means in terms of the position of the author within the text—es-
pecially in an era of experiments with the death of the author—is important. 
The historian in ethnographic mode who writes according to the principles of 
collage cannot preserve her hermeneutic position as interpreter of documents 
or decoder of signs. This is not a historian in search of the hidden meaning of 
things. This other historian—and here I use a simile from the world of con-
temporary music—fullls the functions of a composer, or, even better, of an 
orchestra conductor much like Boulez. He states:
At all times, the conductor must have the layout instantly available in his 
head, especially since the events that one wants to provoke are not pro-
duced by a xed sequence, or because said sequence can be improvised and 
can change at any moment. One must “play” the musicians, as though they 
were keys on a piano.18
I now paraphrase: one must “play” documents as though they were keys on 
a piano.
c) Point to emptiness, point to the inexplicable. The crisis of representation 
that has given life to so much contemporary art—from process art to concep-
tual art, from minimalism to installation—not only led to a radical criticism 
of the object through the dematerialization of the work but also consequently 
changed the emphasis from the object itself to the artistic process of conceiving 
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the object now as a relationship with the place and the viewer. More than the 
“object” of reading or interpretation, these contemporary artistic products thus 
became the object of desire or of appropriation.19 Something similar happens, or 
should happen, with history writing in ethnographic mode: properly contempo-
rary history writing.
The more I go back to Modesta B.’s le, for example, the more I am amazed 
by how my questions about her—her experience and her history—have mul-
tiplied. Was she really the one who said that her mother had been murdered? 
Did she deal with Bolsheviks and anarchists like her writing in her “diplomatic 
dispatches” implies? Did she use ether? What does ether taste like? How did she 
get her clothing? How did she wash it? How did she clean her body, her hair, her 
mouth? What kinds of relationships, if any, did she manage to establish with 
other female or male asylum inmates? How did she look at the doctors who 
insisted on making her speak? Did they really insist, those doctors, on making 
her speak? Did she communicate with anyone else, anyone from outside? What 
kind of relationship did she have with Consuelo Díaz, the woman to whom her 
body was delivered in 1953? The questions are innite, really. Few have answers. 
Lacking answers does not diminish their value, but only increases it. I am con-
vinced that the amazement I feel when observing that my knowledge of her is 
decreasing or faltering over time is not a personal or private matter. That ampli-
ed not-knowing constitutes the very material for any writing about her person 
and her place in the world.
In any case, a history book that accepts as its own the crisis of representation 
that permeates contemporary art and daily life in the early twenty-rst century 
would be forced to stop, with the appropriate care, at that not-knowing that im-
pedes, postpones, diverts, and increases the opacity of the nal or denitive ver-
sion of her experience as a historical subject, that is, of her experience as a citizen 
of a country in an accelerated process of modernization under the principles of a 
so-called revolutionary regime. A book of history in ethnographic mode would 
have to do what US poet and theorist Charles Bernstein recognizes in the writ-
ings he terms “anti-absorbent”: “Rather than making the language as transparent 
as possible . . . the movement is toward opacity/denseness—visibility of language 
through the making translucent of the medium.”20 For the case of reading and 
writing that now concerns me, this Bernsteinian movement toward opacity is, 
above all, a movement toward the impediment or diversion that keeps the anec-
dote from owing as if it constituted the nal version of itself. It is a movement 
toward writing, toward narrative, articial, and political strategies, like a curtain 
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over an open window making it known that there, in eect, air is moving. There, 
in eect, something is happening, something interesting in and of itself.
As an opaque, densied process text, the history book in ethnographic mode 
would thus become an apt space to hold the trace of what is not understood or 
of what is understood less and less, with more and more uncertainty. That book 
is really an exponential question, and therefore, it is the negative of the book. It 
is a book that is made, and as it is made, it makes visible the method of its mak-
ing. It is a book without an explanation, but with enigma. It is a book of shared 
enigmas. A mineeld.
VI. Reading as Mourning and as Writing
US experimental narrative writer Camille Roy states: “In some sense, the writer 
is always already dead, as far as the reader is concerned.”21 Hélène Cixous writes: 
“Each of us, individually and freely, must do the work that consists of rethinking 
what is your death and my death, which are inseparable. Writing originates in this 
relationship.”22 Margaret Atwood says it in her book of essays about the practice 
of writing, aptly titled Negotiating with the Dead. Examples abound, but I believe 
that for now, these are enough to say that not only is there a close relationship 
between written language and death, but moreover, this relationship is recognized 
succinctly, poetically, or practically by the greatest variety of writers—among 
whom historians are suspiciously few. A relationship that involves death in such a 
way cannot be experienced or enunciated without a ritual of mourning through 
which the death in question is recognized and assumed, whether personally or 
socially. The book is the sine qua non of this mourning; it is an artifact of com-
munication with the dead that makes manifest the most impossible longing for 
connection with worlds beyond earth, unknown and perhaps unknowable worlds. 
Therefore, a relationship that involves loss in this way—not least of which is the 
loss of bodily presence—cannot be enunciated or resuscitated without a trace of 
melancholia.23 The melancholia of one who knows from the beginning that it is 
an impossible task (making the dead speak); the melancholia of one who, aware of 
that impossibility, continues reading anyway; the melancholia, too, of the le itself, 
perhaps forgotten for years, motionless, covered in dust, lost. But that accumula-
tion of melancholia, whose intrinsic elements include the impoverishment of the 
self, could play a strategic role in opening a way for that other desire, the desire to 
live in wonder. If, as Cixous maintains, “the scene of writing [is] a scene of immea-
surable separation,” Kathy Acker is also correct when she argues:
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Whenever we talk about narration, about narrative structure, we’re talking 
about political power. There are no ivory towers. The desire to play, to 
make literary structures that play into and in unknown or unknowable 
realms, those of chance and death and the lack of language, is the desire to 
live in a world that is open and dangerous, that is limitless. To play, then, 
both in structure and in content, is to desire to live in Wonder.24
Perhaps that desire to live in wonder brings us to the political implications of 
these history texts in ethnographic mode: something should happen in the real 
and true world (Modesta Burgos’s phrase) when we make manifest the methods 
of construction of texts through which we socially recreate the plural memory 
of our present contexts. Something should happen in the real and true world, 
I insist, in the world of esh-and-blood citizens, when the texts of our memory 
take on the syntactical, cultural, political challenge of embodying the narrative 
strategies of the documents upon which they are based, and when they take on 
the challenge, a promise that remains to the present day, to act-as-if they were 
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Chapter VII
1. Jacques Derrida, Of Grammatology, Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak, trans. (Baltimore: 
Johns Hopkins University Press, 1976). A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diérance introduced in writing is what makes possible the very existence of or eect of 
“presence” in oral language. See Derrida, 106, 68, 62.
5. See Natalie Zemon Davis, The Return of Martin Guerre (Cambridge: Harvard 
University Press, 1983). Robert Darnton, The Great Cat Massacre and Other Stories.
6. Steven Connor, Dumbstruck: A Cultural History of Ventriloquism (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2000), 12.
7. Walter Ong, The Presence of the Word: Some Prolegomena for Religious and Cultural 
History (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1981), 128.
8. Connor, Dumbstruck, 16.
9. Gilles Deleuze, “Letter to a Harsh Critic,” Negotiations, trans. Martin Joughin 
(New York: Columbia University Press, 1995), 8–9.
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Freud, “Mourning and Melancholia,” The Standard Edition of the Complete Psycholog-
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